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Resumen 
 

 
Actualmente, los operadores de telecomunicaciones han empezado a 
rediseñar sus redes basándolas en la computación en la nube y así poder 
hacer frente a desafíos futuros tales como lidiar con la creciente demanda de 
tráfico o la aparición de nuevos servicios. En esta línea, destaca la plataforma 
CORD (Central Office Re-architected as a Data Center), propuesta por la Open 
Networking Foundation (ONF).  
 
Para demostrar que las redes de acceso se pueden basar en hardware de uso 
general y los conceptos de SDN y NFV, la ONF ha desarrollado una serie de 
diseños de referencia. Estos, basados en la plataforma CORD, emplean 
componentes de código abierto y abarcan tanto las redes de banda ancha 
como móviles.  
 
Dado su potencial impacto futuro en docencia e investigación, en este trabajo 
se ha considerado relevante analizar los proyectos CORD centrados en el 
acceso residencial (SEBA), núcleo de red móvil (OMEC) y red de acceso radio 
(SD-RAN) así como la arquitectura resultante al converger todos los proyectos 
anteriores en una misma plataforma (propósito de COMAC, aún en desarrollo). 
 
Como los proyectos anteriores requieren unos recursos computacionales 
considerables, se ha realizado el análisis práctico con las versiones emuladas 
“in-a-Box” de SEBA y COMAC, conocidas como SiaB y CiaB respectivamente. 
Por ello, se ha procedido a su despliegue para luego analizar su arquitectura, 
interfaces y correcto funcionamiento. 
 
Una vez desplegado SiaB, se ha migrado la instalación a un switch de 
agregación emulado basado en P4, la nueva y prometedora arquitectura NG-
SDN que está llamada a sustituir a Openflow. Al finalizar satisfactoriamente, 
se han analizado las nuevas interfaces y el impacto energético de la migración. 
 
En cuanto a CiaB, se ha ampliado su infraestructura de radio emulada. De esta 
forma, se ha documentado el proceso de desarrollo hasta conseguir ejecutar 
por primera vez CiaB con múltiples dispositivos móviles simultáneos. 
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Overview 
 

 
Current telecommunications providers have started redesigning their networks 
to embrace cloud computing principles and overcome future challenges as 
coping with the increasing traffic demand or the appearance of new services. 
Among these approaches, the CORD (Central Office Re-architected as a Data 
Center) platform developed by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) stands 
out. 
 
To demonstrate that access networks can be based on commodity hardware, 
and follow SDN and NFV concepts, the ONF has developed several reference 
designs. Based on the CORD platform, these designs are built upon open 
source components and involve both broadband and mobile networks. 
 
In this thesis, and given its expected impact on research and teaching, we will 
analyze the CORD projects focused on the residential network (SEBA), mobile 
core (OMEC) and radio access (SD-RAN), including the convergence of all 
previous projects into a single platform (being the goal of COMAC, currently in 
its first development phase). 
 
As the aforementioned projects require a considerable amount of 
computational resources, our practical analysis tasks have been performed 
with the “in-a-Box” emulated versions of SEBA and COMAC, known as SiaB 
and CiaB respectively. This way, we have proceeded to their deployment, to 
later analyze its architecture, interfaces and expected features. 
 
Once SiaB has been deployed, we have migrated the installation to an 
emulated P4-compliant aggregation switch, the new and promising NG-SDN 
architecture set to replace OpenFlow. After a successful migration, we have 
quantified its energy impact and analyzed in more detail the new interfaces.  
 
Regarding CiaB, we have enhanced its emulated RAN infrastructure, 
simulating multiple mobile devices. Therefore, we have managed to execute 
for the first time CiaB with several simultaneous subscribers, documenting the 
development process. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
To improve is to change, so to be perfect is to have changed often. − Churchill 

 
Telecommunication operator networks have experienced an unprecedented 
change in the last ten years, with increasingly faster broadband speeds thanks to 
optical networks and the appearance of new mobile services (like Voice over 
Long Term Evolution, VoLTE). In the next years, concepts discussed along this 
report (e.g.: software-defined networking, SDN) are expected to play a key role 
in next-generation networks such as 5G. At the same time, tech companies are 
now basing their value in more profitable over-the-top (OTT) services. Therefore, 
operators are analyzing how access networks can be re-architected to embrace 
cloud technology and close the gap with information technology (IT) industries. 
 
One of the organizations that is currently leading the way towards future operator 
networks is the Open Networking Foundation (ONF), an industry consortium 
made up by over 200 companies [2]. Founded in 2011, the ONF community 
comprises Tier-1 Internet Service Providers (ISPs) collaborating together, such 
as AT&T, Deutsche Telekom or Telefonica, along with relevant technological 
companies and network equipment vendors (like Google, Intel or Edge-Core). 
With the objective of transforming operator edge networks by replacing 
proprietary solutions with open software running on commodity hardware, the 
ONF has launched several implementations based on the CORD (Central Office 
Re-architected as a Data Center) platform [3]. CORD aims to bring SDN and 
cloud computing principles to operator networks and specifically to its central 
offices (locations with the necessary equipment to provide access services). 
 
Based on this platform, the ONF has developed several reference designs 
according to the operator needs. These designs started by applying CORD 
principles in the residential network (SEBA project) and mobile core (OMEC 
project), with both projects now offering stable releases. Nowadays, the ONF is 
focusing its efforts on the mobile edge (SD-RAN project) and aiming to converge 
all previously mentioned projects (mobile and broadband) in a new project (called 
COMAC) that is currently at its early stages of development. 
 
Bringing cloud agility to the operator’s network has multiple benefits, as it allows 
more scalability (essential to deal with the expected upcoming increase in 
network traffic) while allowing a faster innovation by deploying nimbler services 
over a common and interoperable platform. This way, operators avoid vendor 
lock-in from both hardware (available from a broad range of suppliers) and 
software (open-source), increasing its revenue and price-to-earnings ratio. In 
addition, by using general-purpose hardware, the resources can be reassigned 
whenever necessary, increasing the operational efficiency and the equipment 
lifetime (and reducing its environmental footprint). For these reasons, CORD 
projects have raised a lot of interest in the industry and according to a survey 
made up by IHS Markit in 2017 [4], 70% of worldwide operators are planning on 
deploying CORD in the long term. Despite the actual percentage may be lower, 
is a fact that at this report’s date, SEBA and OMEC have already been deployed 
in production by a couple of operators (T-Mobile Poland and Turk Telecom) and 
are on trial for production by four more operators (such as Telefonica) [5, p. 18].  
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The fact that SEBA and OMEC projects have proven to offer carrier grade 
performance, and are also backed by big players in the telecommunications 
industry, anticipates that CORD-based access could be a reality in the upcoming 
years. Therefore, it is interesting to study CORD from both a teaching and 
research point of view, documenting its capabilities and adding new features. 
 
When this thesis was firstly conceived, its target was to explore the capabilities 
of CORD projects and most likely perform a SEBA or COMAC deployment using 
real hardware devices like P4 switches or Software-Defined Radio (SDR) 
equipment. However, given the situation derived from the Covid-19 pandemic, 
we moved to an approach that could be more suitable to work remotely. For this 
reason, we have focused the thesis on performing three different contributions. 
First, we have analyzed and documented the actual state of ongoing CORD 
projects including the deployment and testing of its available “in-a-Box” emulated 
versions. We would like to emphasize the fact that, being cutting-edge projects, 
the currently available documentation is sometimes incomplete and outdated, 
and therefore this first contribution is meaningful. Going a step further, we have 
performed a technical development on each of the emulated versions (second 
and third contributions), documenting how they can be modified and extended 
with the hope that our results can be used for academic or research purposes. 
 
Based on this, the report has been divided in the following blocks and chapters: 
 

▪ Introduction and CORD components. We will start by describing the 
current architecture of operator networks, both for broadband and mobile 
services (Chapter 1). Then we will introduce the concepts in which the 
CORD platform is based (Chapter 2), along with the rest of CORD 
components, deployment tools and infrastructure (Chapter 3). 

 
▪ CORD projects and deployments. In this module we will continue by 

analyzing the ONF projects related with CORD, deploying the emulated 
versions of two of them. Consequently, we will cover: SEBA (Chapter 4, 
including the deployment of SiaB), OMEC and SD-RAN (Chapter 5), and 
COMAC (Chapter 6, deploying CiaB). 

 
▪ Development section. After having acquired the necessary knowledge of 

CORD projects thanks to the previous blocks, we have developed a 
technical contribution in each one of the CORD emulated versions. With 
regards to SiaB, we will explore how to migrate a running SiaB deployment 
to a P4 aggregation switch (Chapter 7) and quantify the energy impact of 
the migration (Chapter 8). In relation to CiaB, we will develop an 
enhancement to its emulated RAN in order to support multiple user 
equipments (UEs) (Chapter 9).  

 
Finally, we will provide our conclusions and vision for CORD foreseeable future 
(Chapter 10, introducing the newest unveiled project, Aether). The annexes of 
the report include a list of compliant equipment (Annex A), together with detailed 
information for installing both SiaB and CiaB (Annexes B and C). Additionally, we 
have added supplementary information and files used in Chapters 7 and 8 
together with part of the code developed in Chapter 9 (Annexes D and E). 
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CHAPTER 1. CURRENT ARCHITECTURE OF 
OPERATOR NETWORKS 

 
The CORD concept is based on transforming the current operator’s infrastructure 
into an open, cloud native and agile solution, offering a multi-access platform. In 
this thesis, we will focus specifically on describing the designs developed for the 
residential and mobile use cases. Therefore, and despite the primary subject of 
these first chapters is describing CORD’s concepts and components, a brief 
introduction of the current operator’s architecture is needed as its components 
will be referred along the document.  
 
 

1.1 Architecture of current broadband (fixed) access networks 
 
To this day, most of the network operators base their residential access in the 
traditional FTTH (Fiber-To-The-Home) architecture, connecting subscribers 
through a PON (Passive Optical Network). The devices that make up this 
architecture are the following ones, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1: 
 

▪ Residential Gateway (RG). Also known as Customer Premises Equipment 
(CPE), it corresponds to the user’s LAN (Local Area Network) access 
device. In most situations it is a router acting as a Network Address 
Translator (NAT) and performing additional functionalities (e.g., DHCP1 
server for the user’s LAN, firewall to restrict traffic…).  
 

▪ Optical Network Unit (ONU). Placed in the subscriber residence (acting as 
the UNI, User Network Interface), it connects the Ethernet customer 
network to the central office through the ODN (Optical Distribution 
Network). Among its functions, it initiates the ONU discovery process and 
negotiation with the OLT (that assigns the tags, allocates bandwidth…), 
and it synchronizes with the OLT. 

 
▪ Optical Line Termination (OLT). Corresponding to the ODN termination, it 

connects several ONUs to the operator network (using time division 
multiplexing for upstream transmissions). It also does some frame 
processing before passing packets to the Ethernet network of the provider.  

 
▪ Ethernet Aggregation Switch (AGG SW). Used to aggregate traffic from 

multiple OLTs and connect them to the BNG. 
 

▪ Broadband Network Gateway (BNG). The BNG router is used to connect 
the subscribers to the backbone network (before going to the internet), 
authenticating, establishing and managing subscriber sessions. Usually, it 
is connected to a DHCP server, a RADIUS2 server, and a DNS3 server. 

 
1 DHCP, which refers to Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol, is a protocol used to dynamically 
obtain IP addresses.  
2 RADIUS, which refers to Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service, is a protocol used for AAA 
functions (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) in operator network services. 
3 DNS (Domain Name System) allows the association between domain names and IP addresses. 
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Fig. 1.1 Traditional FTTH residential architecture, based on [6, p. 4]. 
 
 

1.1.1 PON types 
 
A PON network consists of a branching tree of optic fibers, splitters and 
combiners, operating in an entirely passive way in the optical domain. Despite all 
PONs have a similar network architecture and typically operate in the same 
optical frequencies (with wavelengths of 1490 nm in the downlink (DL) and 1310 
nm in the uplink (UL) for first generation networks, namely GPONs and EPONs), 
there are several types depending on the data formats or protocols used [7]: 
 

▪ GPON (Gigabit Passive Optical Network). The data carried can be 
encapsulated in ATM4 cells or GEM (GPON Encapsulation Method) ports, 
which is the preferred method nowadays. By using this generic 
encapsulation method, total network rates of up to 2.488 Gbps (DL) and 
1.244 Gbps (UL) are achieved. The split ratio (supported ONUs per OLT 
port) can be up to 128 and detailed QoS (Quality of Service) features are 
supported thanks to the OMCI5 protocol. 
 

▪ EPON (Ethernet Passive Optical Network). As these networks support the 
Ethernet packet format natively, no encapsulation framing is needed. 
EPONs have a maximum split ratio of 64 and provide bidirectional 1 Gbps 
speeds, being its equipment generally more affordable than the GPON 
one due to Ethernet widespread popularity. For this economical reason, 
EPONs are currently an emerging technology in some FTTH markets. 
 

▪ NG-PON2 (Next-Generation Passive Optical Network). First-generation 
PON technologies such as GPON and EPON use TDMA (Time Division 
Multiple Access) for the UL, while DL traffic is broadcasted to every ONU 
and then filtered. However, NG-PON2 combine TDMA with wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) by using tunable lasers and receivers. 
Therefore, they use a higher range of wavelengths (than first generation 
PONs to prevent interferences and coexist with them), providing up to 4 or 
more wavelengths with 10 Gbps symmetric rates each. 

 
Both GPON and EPON have developed variants based on the first generation. 
We will only focus on GPON, as it is currently the most widely deployed 
technology. The reason is that they offer better data speeds and QoS 
characteristics, which are key points for network operators. Besides that, current 
CORD projects only support GPON versions, although there are plans to support 
EPON and NG-PON2 in future releases. 

 
4 ATM refers to Asynchronous Transfer Mode, which is a legacy communication standard based 
on fixed-size packets and time-division multiplexing. 
5 OMCI refers to ONU Management Control Interface protocol, which is the protocol used by an 
OLT to manage and configure the connected ONUs. 
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1.1.2 GPON  
 
As GPONs will be mentioned through the thesis, a brief description regarding its 
GEM encapsulation and current flavors (variants) seems necessary. A good 
description of GPON details can be found in [8] for the interested readers. 
 
GPONs layer 2 is based on GEM, which is a connection-oriented encapsulation 
method for variable size packets. GEM allows the adaptation of any protocol 
(such as Ethernet) with low overheads, as the GEM frame header basically 
contains the GEM Port ID and the frame length. GEM ports correspond to GEM’s 
virtual connection unit, representing a flow sent from or to an ONU port. GEM 
frames are multiplexed onto transmission containers (known as T-CONTs), which 
are the unit of upstream bandwidth allocation stablished by the OLT. The OLT 
also determines the T-CONT arrangement, traditionally based on using a single 
T-CONT for each ONU or employing one container for each service of the ONU 
(which is known as multi T-CONT configuration), depending on the operator.  
 
Regarding the GPON types, next-generation GPONs (capable of 10 Gbps 
transmissions) are referred to as XG-PONs. These networks use different optical 
wavelengths to achieve 10 Gbps rates (1577 nm in the DL and 1270nm in the 
UL) and increase the supported split ratio up to 256 subscribers. Next-generation 
GPONs can be classified depending on whether there are symmetrical or not: 
 

▪ XG-PON (10G-capable PON). It offers an asymmetric transmission, with 
total rates up to 9.953 Gbps (DL) and 2.488 Gbps (UL).  

▪ XGS-PON (10G-capable symmetric PON). Symmetric next-generation 
GPONs reach 9.953 Gbps in both downlink and uplink.  
 

In the traditional architecture seen in Fig. 1.1, these devices are proprietary and 
purpose-built, proving to be a source of high expenses for operators. This 
architecture is also hampering the deployment of next-generation broadband 
solutions (such as XGS-PONs), necessary to deal with the increasing demand of 
uplink traffic caused by present and future customer use-cases (like teleworking). 
 
 

1.2 Architecture of current mobile access networks 
 
Communication standards for mobile devices have significantly changed in the 
past years, with technologies like GSM (Global System for Mobile 
communications – 2G), UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System –
3G) and LTE (Long Term Evolution – 4G). Despite the improvements, the 
architecture of all standards can be clearly divided in two networks: 
 

▪ Radio Access Network (RAN). It basically performs all radio related 
functions (packet and signal processing, radio resource management 
(RRM)…), offering wireless connectivity to the User Equipment (UE). The 
access technology has undergone through several improvements (moving 
from TDMA (GSM) to OFDMA (LTE)). In LTE, the RAN is known as E-
UTRAN (Evolved Universal Terrestrial RAN) and the base stations are 
named eNBs (Evolved Node Bs). 
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▪ Core Network (CN). It provides access to external packet data networks 
(PDNs, such as internet or the IP Multimedia Subsystem, IMS), carrying 
out security, billing and mobility functions. In LTE, it has passed from a 
circuit domain to an entirely packet switched domain, creating the so-
called EPC (Evolved Packet Core). 
 

To facilitate the universal adoption of these standards, several organizations work 
together in collaborative projects, leaded by the 3GPP6, in order to develop 3G, 
4G and 5G specifications.  
 
In this work we will only describe the most recent LTE technologies (starting from 
3GPP Release 8), as there are the ones compatibles with Mobile CORD (as we 
will explain, the current OMEC version only supports Release 13). However, 
OMEC support of recent releases (such as 15 and 16) is expected in the near 
future, with the goal of allowing a virtualized 5G non-standalone core deployment. 
 
 

1.2.1 LTE mobile core 
 
The EPC is composed of the elements illustrated in Fig. 1.2, with the MME and 
SGW connected directly to the E-UTRAN (through the S1 interface, with data and 
control flows). The set of the EPC and E-UTRAN is frequently known as Evolved 
Packet System (EPS) or System Architecture Evolution (SAE). 
 
 

Evolved Packet Core (EPC)

MME

SGW

HSS

PGW

Data Plane

Control Plane

UE

PCRF

Radio Bearer S1 (GTP-U) S5 (GTP-U)

S5 (GTP-C)

eNB

 

 

External 
Packet Data 

Networks SGi

 
 

Fig. 1.2 LTE Architecture showing EPC nodes, based on [9, p. 396]. 
 
 
Although we will not describe in detail the functions of each node or more complex 
cases (like roaming, LTE combined with 3G access…), a brief description of each 
component is convenient as they will be mentioned along the project [9, p. 396]: 
 

▪ Serving Gateway (SGW). The SGW forwards data from the UE to the 
PGW, maintaining the data bearer as long as the UE stays in connected 
state. Apart from network routing, the SGW also allows the mobility within 
eNBs inside the SGW service area. 

 
6 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) unites several standardization bodies (like the 
European ETSI, Chinese CCSA or American ATIS) along important companies (such as 
Qualcomm, Intel or Ericsson), developing the wireless mobile standards. 
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▪ Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW). The PGW routes the traffic to 
external packet networks, applying the determined QoS class to each 
bearer of the data plane and filtering packets for security purposes. In this 
way, it ensures the traffic complies with the service contracted by each 
user and keeps the billing system informed. 
 

▪ Mobility Management Entity (MME). It takes charge of UE session 
establishment (attach and detach operations), connection (creation of EPS 
Bearers, which are data tunnels between the UE and the PGW), idle 
mobility (with tracking areas, made up by a group of eNBs), paging (as 
UEs use discontinuous reception7) and security (UE authorization, 
authentication and encryption of NAS8 messages). 

 
▪ Home Subscriber Server (HSS). It acts as a database storing all the 

necessary information from the UEs such as subscriber details (as identity 
or authentication parameters) and MME node assigned. 

 
▪ Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF). Connected to the PGW, 

there is usually a server (named the PCRF) which contains operator-based 
parameters related to business rules (such as tariffs schemes, subscriber 
information…). Therefore, it acts as an interface for the management 
network (as the OSS/BSS9, where the operator logic is implemented). 
 

Mobile core deployments also typically merge several nodes into one (e.g., using 
a combined S/P-GW, also named SAE-GW, instead of two different physical 
ones). In addition, as it is common to offer the LTE network with existing 2G/3G 
deployments, elements with similar functionalities can also be joined (like the 
MME with the 3G SGSN or the S/P-GW with the 3G GGSN).  
 
Apart from these previous components, it is frequent to consider the billing 
system as part of the core network. The LTE billing implementation depends on 
the operator and can follow different approaches. However, to reduce latency it 
is usually implemented as an offline billing system (the user is first granted access 
to the service, and then the system ensures it is allowed and provides the 
charging records). To put it simply, the PGW creates a billing report of the 
services used per UE session and passes them to the Charging Trigger Function 
(CTF). The CTF can now trigger the start of the billing process by communicating 
with the Charging Data Function (CDF) through Diameter10. In this way, the CDF 
processes all billing information and generates the charging records that are sent 
to the operator management network. Finally, the operator BSS will sum all the 
charges to the customer bill, apply the associated tariffs and initiate the payment 
when established (usually once a month) [11]. 

 
7 Discontinuous reception. In order to save battery, UEs are not constantly receiving radio signals. 
Instead, they stay sleeping prearranged slots of time in idle state and waken up, if necessary, 
with a paging message sent to the tracking area. 
8 NAS (Non-Access Stratum) is a control protocol for non-radio signaling between UEs and MME.  
9 OSS/BSS (which are the acronyms of Operations Support Systems and Business Support 
Systems) are the systems that combined together allow the operator to manage the network, 
focused on configuring or maintaining it (Operations) and billing or tariffs schemes (Business). 
10 Diameter is the AAA protocol used in LTE networks, being considered as the RADIUS 
successor as it offers more reliable and secure messages [10].  
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In the recent years, there has been a strong trend towards virtualized EPCs 
(vEPCs) which are based on NFV functions (see Section 2.2) and deployed in 
the so-called telco clouds. As the benefits are significant (vEPCs can scale and 
balance load more easily than traditional EPCs, the development of additional 
functions is easier, they can be disaggregated…), a considerable number of 
operators have opted for them (according to vendor announcements like [12]). 
This way operators are starting to avoid the vendor lock-in of traditional EPCs, 
where managing core equipment from different vendors is tedious and complex. 
 
In addition, the appearance of the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC11) concept has 
driven the trend of moving services to the network edge, as it is expected to 
happen in next-generation mobile networks (based on 3GPP Releases 15 and 
16). Applied to the LTE core, moving the SGW and PGW data plane closer to the 
access edge instead of locating it in the core would bring benefits such as a lower 
latency and reduced core bandwidth needs (as traffic would be processed it 
locally, in what is known as “local breakout”). 
 
Given this scenario, operators are willing to go a step further and are demanding 
open-source components to reduce costs by bypassing vendor proprietary 
solutions. Later in this report, we will describe an open source carrier grade vEPC 
developed by the ONF called OMEC (Open Mobile Evolved Core).  
 
 

1.2.2 LTE mobile RAN 
 
The LTE RAN (named E-UTRAN) is composed of the Evolved Node Bs (eNBs) 
that act as transmitters and receivers to and from the User Equipment (UE), as 
shown in Fig. 1.3. Each eNB is connected to the neighbor ones (by the X2 
interface) and to the EPC through the S1 interface, forming a cellular network. 
The E-UTRAN was developed to achieve higher data rates and lower latencies 
in addition to increased spectrum flexibility and efficiency, supposing a qualitative 
leap forward compared to 3G systems.  
 
Regarding the channel access method, both links (DL and UL) can be multiplexed 
together either in frequency (known as FDD, Frequency Division Duplex) or in 
time mode (known as TDD, Time Division Duplex) depending on the band [13]. 
In both modes, the different UEs are multiplexed in frequency in each link 
adopting the following solutions: 
 

▪ OFDMA, Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (DL). It is based 
on dividing the used radio frequency (RF) spectrum in several narrowband 
signals (orthogonal subcarriers), improving transmission performance in 
radio environments with frequency-selective fading (usually caused by 
multipath). Using OFDM also makes easier to use scalable bandwidths 
going from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz (assigned to each UE in groups of 180KHz 
for a minimum of one time slot, which is known as a Resource Block, RB) 
leading to a flexible spectrum allocation. 

 
11 MEC (referred to Mobile Edge Computing or Multi-Access Edge Computing) is based on 
extending cloud computing to the edge of the access network. 
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▪ SC-FDMA, Single-Carrier Frequency-Division Multiple Access (UL). For 
the LTE uplink, SC-FDMA is used in addition to OFDMA, precoding all 
symbols by performing the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The main 
reason why SC-FDMA is performed in the UL is that it has a considerably 
lower PAPR (Peak to Average Power Ratio), gaining energy efficiency in 
the amplifiers and increasing the UEs battery life. 

 
As mentioned, the E-UTRAN is made up by eNBs, which apart from controlling 
the physical layer and resources, also perform other functions. Among others, 
they are responsible for handovers to other eNBs (mobility of UEs in active state 
through the X2 interface, shown in Fig. 1.3), encryption and data correction (using 
HARQ12) of user data in the radio channel along with RRC13 signaling. 
 
 

X2

X2

X2

Radio Bearers S1 EPC

UE

eNB

eNBeNB

E-UTRAN

Data Plane

Control Plane

 
 

Fig. 1.3 E-UTRAN nodes and interfaces. 
 
 
How the radio resources are distributed among the UEs as well as reference and 
control signals will not be covered in this thesis as we will not handle such 
physical details working with CORD projects. We have already introduced the 
concept of resource block, which are grouped in channels depending on their 
function. For instance, in UL, UEs have a channel to request access (PRACH), a 
data channel (PUSCH), and a control channel (PUCCH), among others. 
 
In the last years, RAN trends have gone towards increasing the spectrum 
efficiency with high-order quadrature modulations and more advanced antenna 
technologies (as MIMO14) [14]. In addition, vendors and operators have worked 
to centralize RAN functions in order to increase flexibility and scalability. With this 
purpose, the eNB has been disaggregated into a Baseband Unit (BBU) and 
Remote Radio Head (RRH), splitting between digitalized baseband processing 
and analog RF functions. Both elements are connected through what is known 
as fronthaul interface, traditionally implemented in a proprietary way. Nowadays, 
operators are asking to go further towards open interfaces and Software-Defined 
Radio (SDR). This has led to the concept of software-defined RAN (which will be 
discussed more deeply in Chapter 5), expected to play a key role in 5G networks. 

 
12 HARQ (acronym of Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest) are ARQ requests implemented at the 
eNB MAC (Medium Access Control) layer together with forward error-correction (FEC) in order to 
reduce the error rate with soft combining (using both the original and the retransmitted packet). 
13 RRC (Radio Resource Control) is a protocol for radio signaling that runs below NAS protocol. 
14 MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) is based on using transmitter and receiver antennas 
diversity to implement beam-forming and spatial multiplexing in order to improve performance. 
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1.2.3  LTE identification and authentication 
 
In mobile networks there are standard values defined to identify operators, 
subscribers and devices. As we will mention these parameters throughout the 
document (especially in the RAN CiaB development, Chapter 9), we will list the 
most important ones grouped depending on their function: 
 

▪ Operator Identification. Operator mobile networks, which are technically 
known as PLMN (Public Land Mobile Network), use a code to differentiate 
one from each other. This PLMN code is created by grouping the operator 
Mobile Country Code (MCC) and its Mobile Network Code (MNC). This 
way, when this code is transmitted as part of the tracking area identifier or 
cell global identity, the device can easily find out if it corresponds to its 
subscriber home operator (HPLMN) or it is instead roaming. 

 
▪ Subscriber Identification. Mobile networks identify subscribers through the 

universally known SIM or USIM card15. Each SIM is identified by a unique 
IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity), which is made up by the 
MCC and MNC together with the MSIN (Mobile Subscription Identification 
Number, which allows the operator to relate its SIM cards to its 
subscribers). Each SIM is associated to a MSISDN (what we refer to as 
“telephone number”), used to route calls and messages to the subscriber. 
 

▪ Device Identification. Each mobile phone is assigned a unique id known 
as IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity), which allows operators 
and law enforcement organizations to block devices that have been 
reported stolen. 
 

▪ Network Identification. To identify which PDN network to connect (along 
with the desired PGW, provided services and details of the connection), 
LTE networks use the APN (Access Point Name) configured in both the 
UE and the HSS. 

 
▪ Cryptographic Information. With the purpose of authenticating subscribers 

from the operator view and vice-versa, several cryptographic parameters 
are securely stored both on the USIM and HSS. Among these, we have 
the USIM private key (K, 128 bits) and the derived operator code (OPc), 
both unique for each SIM. The LTE authentication process happens right 
after the UE attach request and is based on the EPS Authentication and 
Key Agreement (EPS-AKA) procedure. In a nutshell, K and OPc values are 
mixed with random and auto-incremental (sequential, SQN) values and 
passed through one-way mixing functions (known as Milenage algorithm). 
By challenging the other part and exchanging results, each side proves to 
know the correct keys and therefore that is a legitimate network element. 
In addition, the output values from this process (arranged in what is known 
as authentication vectors) are used for encrypting and checking the 
integrity of the subsequent messages, in both data and control planes [15].

 
15 SIM and USIM cards. SIM (whose name comes from Subscriber Identity Module) allows 
subscriber identification and authentication. Since UMTS, the SIM evolved to enhance its security, 
being known as USIM (Universal SIM). 
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CHAPTER 2. SDN, NFV AND CLOUD COMPUTING 
 
This chapter will describe several technologies developed in the last years (SDN, 
NFV and Cloud Computing), that are key concepts behind the CORD platform. 
 
 

2.1 Software-Defined Networking (SDN) 
 
The SDN architecture is based on detaching the control plane (that decides how 
the packets are processed) from the data plane (which follows the set of rules 
defined by the control plane) [16]. This disaggregation allows the implementation 
of control and data planes in separated hardware, while permitting the centralized 
control plane (referred to as the SDN controller) to have a global view of the 
network. The last ten years have seen a considerable innovation in network 
engineering with the development of protocols like OpenFlow and NETCONF.  
 
As a result of this architecture, SDNs are made up from separate layers 
connected through programmatic network interfaces, as seen in Fig. 2.1. These 
layers are: 
 

▪ Application Layer. Its function is to communicate the desired network 
behavior to the SDN controller through the northbound interfaces 
(Application Programming Interfaces, APIs). Thanks to the level of 
abstraction from the network control, this layer is programmed in high level 
languages, grouping network services and business applications. 
 

▪ Control Layer (Centralized Control Plane). Formed by the controllers, it 
applies the requirements of the network received through northbound 
interfaces. The control layer determines the implementation details that 
are sent to the infrastructure layer through the southbound interface 
(typically implemented with OpenFlow). 

 
▪ Infrastructure Layer (Data Plane). It is made up by the physical and virtual 

network devices, being only responsible for forwarding and processing the 
traffic according to the flow tables, with no decision making. Therefore, it 
is normally made up by bare-metal16 or white-box17 switches supporting 
the protocol used in the southbound interface (as said typically OpenFlow). 
However, the network devices used are built using fixed-function ASIC 
chips18 and in consequence not fully programmable. Due to this fact even 
though SDN networks are much more flexible than the standard ones, 
there are still limited by the device’s behavior and supported protocols 
(issue solved with Next-Generation SDNs described in Section 2.4). 

 
16 Bare-metal switches are switches with no network operating system (NOS) loaded. 
Consequently, the customers normally install a third-party open source NOS.  
17 White-box switches are bare-metal switches with a NOS pre-installed, allowing the customer to 
change it easily. For this reason, there are typically used in SDN deployments. 
18 ASIC refers to Application-Specific Integrated Circuit, a chip specifically designed for a 
particular use instead of a programmable one like a FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array). 
ASICs have a better performance that FPGAs but are limited to the function there were designed. 
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Fig. 2.1 Diagram of the SDN layers and interfaces, based on [16]. 
 
 
The main benefits of using an SDN architecture are [16]: 
 

▪ Programmable network control, being able to efficiently fulfill changing 
needs with a great flexibility, scalability and adapting rapidly to the market, 
as control features are deployed in software independently of hardware. 
 

▪ Centralized control, which ensures that the controller has a global view of 
the network, without managing the configuration of individual network 
elements. Therefore, it makes easier the deployment of automation and 
diagnostic tools, offering fine-grained control and more network visibility. 

 
▪ No vendor lock-in, as it is based on open standards. Additionally, both 

OPEX19 (as we can reassign resources on-demand) and CAPEX20 
(avoiding top-companies acquisition costs) are substantially reduced.  

 
 

2.1.1 OpenFlow 
 
OpenFlow [17] is the most common (but not the only) protocol used between 
infrastructure and controller layers, as it is an open and standard protocol. Being 
one of the possibilities for the SDN southbound interface, it must support the 
control of all forwarding operations, the advertisement of capabilities from 
infrastructure layer devices, statistics reporting and event notification. 
 
It runs over TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and in general terms, it is based 
on having a series of flow entries established by the control plane. Each flow entry 
is made up by a rule (indicating which packet fields must match), stats (like 
counters) and a default action that must be performed by the data plane after a 
packet match. Typical actions include discarding the packet (drop), resend it to a 
specific port (forward) or send it to the controller for inspection and processing 
(packet in, allowing it to create flows matching these packets with different 
actions). 

 
19 OPEX refers to Operating Expenses, day-to-day costs like rented support or cloud applications. 
20 CAPEX refers to Capital Expenses, fixed assets like hardware equipment. 
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OpenFlow was conceived in 2007 and released in 2011, and is still widely used 
today in SDN networks. However, as it was designed with fixed-function ASIC 
switches in mind, it is arduous to extend to the levels that modern programmable 
chips support today. In addition, it lacks from a data plane pipeline specification, 
as it does not clearly defines some actions after a packet match, resulting in some 
ambiguity that needs to be handled in the control plane [18]. For these reasons, 
there have been several attempts on launching new southbound protocols as 
OpenFlow successors, like P4Runtime (see Section 2.4). 
 
 

2.1.2 NETCONF and RESTCONF 
 
NETCONF, whose name comes from Network Configuration Protocol, is a 
standard network management protocol [19]. It was developed to remotely edit a 
network device configuration, running on top of an RPC protocol (Remote 
Procedure Call, used to request services from a remote computer). It supports 
several operations (like retrieving the current configuration or modifying a part), 
encoding the configuration in an XML21 data format and modeling it with YANG22. 
Despite it is a transport independent protocol, it is generally used over SSH23. 
 
RESTCONF is a protocol intended to offer HTTP-based operations to the 
NETCONF data stores, defined in YANG [20]. It uses HTTPS as a transport 
protocol and supports both JSON and XML as data formats. 
 
Over the years, some drawbacks of NETCONF (such as not natively supporting 
streaming telemetry or using a heavy data format like XML), have led to new 
network management protocols such as gNMI (described in Section 2.4.3). 
 
 

2.2 Network Function Virtualization (NFV) 
 
The NFV architecture relies on the idea of decoupling network functions from 
dedicated hardware, instantiating them as virtualized network services running in 
commodity servers [21]. Both NFV and SDN concepts rely on network abstraction 
and are usually deployed in conjunction to achieve a more flexible network. 
However, whereas SDN detaches the control from the data plane at software 
level, NFV provides the network functions deployed to offer services. Basing the 
infrastructure in software adds flexibility (as functions could be even running in 
servers in the public cloud) but usually entails a reduction in performance 
(increasing latency or jitter) compared to dedicated hardware. 
 
To abstract network functions from hardware, the following elements are needed, 
forming the NFV architecture:  

 
21 XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is an open tag-based data format. It is based on a tree 
structure, which makes it more difficult to parse compared to more lightweight data formats like 
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation, based on key/value pairs).   
22 YANG refers to Yet Another Next Generation, a data model (schema, used to express the data 
structure) focused on network elements which can be represented in many data formats. 
23 SSH (Secure Shell) is a network protocol designed to provide a secure channel with a client-
server architecture. It will be used along the project, e.g., to remotely access a virtual machine. 
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▪ Virtualized network functions (VNFs), which are the software 
implementations that carry out network functions.  
 

▪ Network function virtualization infrastructure (NFVI), composed of the 
components that make possible the deployment of VNFs. Therefore, it 
consists of hardware components (servers, networking devices…) and a 
platform to support software such as a hypervisor24 or usually a container 
management system. These platforms are used to distribute hardware 
resources more easily among components. Kubernetes, described in 
Section 3.2.2, is an example of such platforms. 

 
▪ Management, automation and network orchestration (MANO) framework, 

operating the whole NFV infrastructure and deploying new VNF services. 
At the present time, there are two major MANO frameworks, OSM (Open 
Source MANO) [22] and ONAP (Open Network Automation Platform) [23]. 
ONAP is the one currently used with CORD, as it is more focused on 
automation (supporting both TOSCA and YANG languages) as we will 
describe in Section 4.2.1.  

 
Nowadays, most network operators have already implemented NFV services and 
expect to move to a more software-based infrastructure (e.g., deploying Evolved 
Packet Cores based on VNFs, vEPC). In addition, there is an effort to manage 
SDNs and NFVs as a whole in a unique platform (as CORD tries to achieve). 
 
 

2.3 Cloud Computing 
 
Cloud computing is based on using computer resources located in remote data 
centers that share scalable resources through a network, avoiding users to 
actively maintain the infrastructure [24]. A typical cloud architecture involves 
components related to storage, services and infrastructure (which is abstracted 
via virtualization), and can be classified into public clouds (whose services are 
rented over internet) or private (whose services are only used by a unique 
organization).  
 
Cloud computing providers offer services that can be accessed without requiring 
additional software downloads. The usually cloud-computing service models are 
listed hereunder, including some recently conceived services that have led to the 
Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS) paradigm:  
 

▪ Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). It provides an IT infrastructure to users, 
including servers, storage and network. The upper layers (as operating 
system and above) must be handled by the user. 

 
▪ Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS). Aimed for developers, it provides them the 

needed resources (including hardware and software as the operating 
system) to develop code abstracting servers and databases. 

 
24 A hypervisor is a software that runs and manages virtual machines (VMs), reallocating the 
resources when necessary. A common open-source hypervisor is the Kernel-based Virtual 
Machine (KVM), which is built into Linux.  
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▪ Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). It allows users to access applications 
without having to install them locally. Therefore, the user simply enters the 
application through a web browser without controlling software specific 
details such as update maintenance. 

 
▪ Container-as-a-Service (CaaS). Located between IaaS and PaaS, it 

enables the user to deploy its container-based application while the 
provider maintains the control of the container orchestration platform. 
Containers are lighter and more portable compared to virtual machines 
(VMs), as containers share the same operating system (OS) kernel.  

 
▪ Network-as-a-Service (NaaS). As 5G networks allow the multiplexing of 

different virtual networks into the same physical network (which is known 
as network slicing), operators can offer their network as a service to other 
users (mainly enterprises and virtual operators). 

 
Throughout the project several cloud-computing services are referred. Broadly 
speaking, the CORD project goal can be seen as a multi-access PaaS oriented 
to telecommunication providers. A CORD implementation itself (as SEBA or 
COMAC) could be deployed in a cloud by a CaaS service. In addition, emulated 
“in-a-Box” CORD implementations (such as SiaB or CiaB) have been deployed 
on the cloud for this project. To do so, we have used CloudLab as an IaaS 
provider (describing the provisioning process in Annex B.1). 
 
 

2.4 Next-Generation SDN (NG-SDN) 
 
In recent years, the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) has started employing 
the concept of Next-Generation Software Defined Network (NG-SDN) to refer to 
a future trend in SDN that include the latest technologies in their architecture [25]. 
The key point that marks the start of NG-SDNs is the integration of network 
devices with programmable forwarding pipelines by using the P4 programming 
language, introduced in Section 2.4.1.  
 
This major change turns the network to be fully programmable, reaching the 
complete potential of SDNs, and brings NG-SDNs several additional benefits 
such as:  
 

▪ Completely software-defined, in the so-called “top-down” control of the 
network. On the contrary, we speak of “bottom up” networks to refer to the 
previous SDNs, whose pipeline behavior is limited by ASIC capabilities. 

▪ On-the-fly reprogrammability, totally flexible and hardware independent, 
as all network behavior is specified on software. 

▪ Fully automation capabilities, being able to reliably sustain rapid network 
updates combined with fine-grained telemetry and enhanced packet 
verification. 
 

Given the integration of recent technologies and the need of supporting NG-SDN 
interfaces different from the SDN ones, these networks have a new architectural 
model.  
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Fig. 2.2 shows a full NG-SDN schema at the right running in P4 capable hardware 
and an SDN schema at left using OpenFlow and NETCONF with merchant 
silicon, as Broadcom-based switches thanks to the OF-DPA25 driver. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.2 NG-SDN exemplar architecture and components, based on [26]. 
 
 
The main open source components (ONOS and Stratum) and interfaces 
(P4Runtime, gNMI and gNOI) from the NG-SDN reference design are further 
developed in the following sections. In addition, a more detailed review regarding 
the interfaces will be performed in Chapter 8 (where we will analyze a NG-SDN 
implementation in one CORD project, SEBA). 
 
 

2.4.1 P4 
 
P4 (Programming Protocol-independent Packet Processors) is a pipeline 
language that defines how packets are processed by the data plane of a 
programmable chip, setting the entire network forwarding behavior [27]. 
Therefore, it allows networks to be completely programmable (defining the 
recognized headers, the match-action tables and the processing algorithm) while 
employing the same language for different devices. In order to run in a 
programmable ASIC, the P4 program passes through a compiler (provided by the 
vendor) that generates a runtime mapping file to allocate the necessary resources 
at the chip (a detailed P4 compiler workflow will be covered in Section 7.1.1) [28]. 
 
P4 was defined in 2013 by the P4 Language Consortium (made up by companies 
as Google, Intel or Microsoft), with the idea of developing a language to program 
switches data plane. A first preliminary version, P414 was released in 2015 and 
the final stable language definition (P416) arrived in 2017. In 2019, the P4 project 
was integrated into the ONF community and since then, the language has gained 
a lot of popularity while more P4-compliant devices are now reaching the market. 

 
25 OF-DPA refers to OpenFlow Data Plane Abstraction which is a driver that allows the 
deployment of SDN applications on Broadcom merchant silicon, abstracting the chip specific 
pipeline details from the OpenFlow controller. 
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Programmable ASICs allow much more flexibility compared with fixed-function 
ones, which were the ones OpenFlow assumed for the network elements. This is 
due to the fact that when OpenFlow was conceived, the unique way of achieving 
the required processing packet rate was directly implementing the protocols and 
actions directly in the chip. Hence, in the tradeoff between performance and 
flexibility (as shown in Fig. 2.3), OpenFlow was inevitably forced to ASICs despite 
offering less programmability compared to FPGAs. However, achievements in 
the past years with the development of the PISA26 architecture and P4-compliant 
ASICs (as the Tofino, described in Annex A.2.1), have led nowadays to 
programmable switching chips as fast as fixed ones. The possibility of using 
forwarding programmable ASICs (generally with P4 language or alternatives like 
NPL27 [29]) with nearly the same power-consumption, switching performance and 
cost as fixed function chips is what marked the start of NG-SDNs [30]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.3 Processing chips comparison with P4 ASICs, based on [31]. 
 
Whereas OpenFlow and fixed ASICs are still suitable for a vast range of SDN 
deployments as allow the remote control of network elements with a centralized 
control plane, these are a step behind of P4-defined pipelines and P4Runtime in 
flexibility. As an example, using P4 we can program a PISA pipeline to support 
whatever OpenFlow specification or future southbound protocols. Consequently, 
data plane programming languages (such as P4) will likely gain importance in the 
future as allow network managers to introduce new data plane features and 
protocols in software, instead of waiting for new hardware that support them. 
 
 

2.4.2 P4Runtime 
 
P4Runtime is an API to control network devices modeled by P4, allowing the 
control of any P4 forwarding pipeline independently of its architecture [28]. It was 
released in 2019 and aims to improve the functionalities from using OpenFlow 
with P4 devices (as said in Section in 2.1.1, OpenFlow is hard to extend).  

 
26 PISA refers to Protocol Independent Switch Architecture, based on a series of programmable 
blocks as parser, pipeline and deparser, that form the V1Model Architecture. 
27 NPL (Network Programming Language) is a P4-alternative language developed by Broadcom.  
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P4Runtime has been designed as a fully extensible and customizable open 
switch API, based on the gRPC framework (see Section 2.4.3). It is highly flexible 
(making it easy to add features and protocols) and supports different controllers 
to deploy new P4 programs to switches at runtime (as we will do with ONOS in 
Section 7.2.2). Therefore, after having described the forwarding rules with P4, 
P4Runtime is used by the control plane to deploy the compiled code, modify table 
entries, and perform packet in and packet out actions [32, pp. 47-53].  
 
 

2.4.3 gRPC, gNMI and gNOI 
 
Despite P4Runtime offers a pipeline control interface, it is still lacking 
management and operations functionalities. For this purpose, the ONF exemplar 
architecture uses protocols from OpenConfig28 based on the gRPC framework. 
This open source Remote Procedure Call (RPC) framework was developed by 
Google and it is aimed for low latency client and server communications, 
supporting a wide selection of programming languages. Messages use binary 
protocol buffers (protobuf) as data format transported over HTTP/2.0 and TLS29, 
resulting in a superior efficiency in serialization than XML or JSON.  
 
Specifically, the gRPC based protocols used along P4Runtime comprise the 
following components [33, pp. 15-26]: 
 

▪ gNMI (gRPC Network Management Interface) is a protocol that provides 
an interface to read and write network devices configurations based on 
YANG and regarding different aspects apart from the forwarding. For 
instance, it allows to receive the capabilities of the device or set the port 
speeds. Compared to NETCONF, gNMI also allows generating 
bidirectional telemetry streams (e.g., used to subscribe to port events). 
 

▪ gNOI (gRPC Network Operations Interface) is a protocol that provides an 
interface for operational or runtime management related commands. For 
instance, it can be used to execute device reboots, ping and bit error rate 
(BER) testing, access control policies, port diagnosis… 

 
Both gNMI and gNOI together with P4Runtime are considered as the NG-SDN 
interfaces and consequently must be supported by the switch operating system.  
 
 

2.4.4 Stratum 
 
Stratum is an open source switch operating system that exposes the new NG-
SDN interfaces (P4Runtime, gNMI and gNOI), but does not include neither a 
bundled control plane (with for example routing protocols) nor a data plane 
pipeline (that must be deployed with P4Runtime) [34]. 

 
28 OpenConfig is a working group whose goal is to standardize network configuration and 
management protocols across devices, developing data models in YANG. 
29 HTTP/2 is the second version of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and widely used in 
internet’s application layer. Despite it is not mandatory, HTTP/2 is  nearly always implemented 
over TLS (Transport Layer Security) to cypher the communication at transport layer. 
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Despite Stratum supports a broad range of deployment use cases (as running 
with a proprietary embedded controller), it has been specially designed for white-
box switches using an SDN controller. For this reason, it supports different 
controllers such as ONOS (see Section 2.4.5), SONiC30 or FRR31 [35, pp. 25-27]. 
 
Stratum was developed in a joint effort between Google and the ONF, as a 
lightweight switch operating system based on the Linux kernel and compatible 
with multiple silicon vendors. As seen in Fig. 2.4, Stratum provides NG-SDN 
runtime interfaces for the network controller while acting over the switch hardware 
through APIs regardless of the ASIC vendor.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.4 Stratum architecture and interfaces, based on [35, p. 17]. 
 
 

2.4.5 Open Network Operating System (ONOS) 
 
ONOS is an open source SDN controller specifically designed by the ONF for 
service providers [36]. In essence, it provides a centralized control plane for the 
network, remotely managing its devices and allowing applications that run above 
it to control the network through high-level APIs. As shown in Fig. 2.5, its 
architecture defines a two-level abstraction between network devices, the 
controller itself and the apps running above. To do so, it follows the SDN 
architecture with the following interfaces: 
 

▪ Northbound Interface. It allows apps to control and configure the network 
(by inserting flow rules, retrieving network topology, receive packet 
events…) providing a set of northbound APIs, based on REST32 and 
gRPC. The ONOS functionalities are implemented on these apps 
(examples of apps running above ONOS in a CORD deployment are listed 
in Section 4.1), abstracting both the control protocol and optionally the 
pipeline details (leading to pipeline-agnostic and pipeline-aware apps). 
Thanks to these abstractions and interfaces, ONOS is highly 
customizable, being a completely modular and open controller. 

 
30 SONiC (Software for Open Networking in the Cloud) is an alternative to ONOS, being an open 
source network operating system developed by Microsoft and used in its Azure cloud. 
31 FRR (Free Range Routing) is a network controller suite based on the Linux Kernel (using Zebra 
as IP routing manager) that was forked from Quagga. 
32 REST API (also called a RESTful API) is an API that exposes services through HTTP requests 
(with GET, POST, PUT and DELETE methods).  
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▪ Southbound Interface. Allows the communication with network devices 
through providers and device-specific drivers, supporting SDN and NG-
SDN architectures. Drivers allow apps to be pipeline independent, 
adapting the objective flows to different flow rules depending on how the 
pipeline tables are arranged in the switch chip. On the other hand, 
providers generalize the device operations regardless of the implemented 
southbound protocols, so the same application can run no matter if the 
network device is controlled by OpenFlow or P4Runtime.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.5 ONOS architecture diagram [36]. 
 
 
Designed with production operator deployments in mind, ONOS was architected 
for a high availability and performance. In this way, it normally runs as a 
distributed system across multiple servers, using the Atomix33 framework for 
cluster management and communication between instances. Thanks to this 
architecture, it can scale as needed to withstand millions of application intent 
requests, while keeping a low response time. It also offers a powerful GUI 
(Graphic User Interface) for network management (see Section 4.4.4) [36]. 
 
ONOS is written in Java and its initial version was released in December 2014. 
In this work we will use its v2.2 (which includes support for NG-SDN interfaces), 
as it is the one recommended for stable CORD projects. Although ONOS can be 
deployed on bare-metal servers or above virtual machines, we will use a 
container management system as Kubernetes (K8s) (see Section 3.2.2). This 
way, K8s monitors and automatically reboots malfunctioning controller instances. 
 
A new architecture of ONOS (referred as µONOS) is expected for future 3.0 
ONOS versions. The main change with respect to ONOS is that it will be 
composed as a set of micro-services, being cloud-native and also providing 
native support for NG-SDN interfaces. In addition, this new architecture will allow 
µONOS to act as the RAN controller for 4G and 5G access networks, as will be 
discussed in Section 5.5.1 [37]. 

 
33 Atomix is a framework developed by the ONF to coordinate distributed systems. It provides 
primitives to deal with distributed data structures, cluster coordination and communication. 
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CHAPTER 3. CORD ARCHITECTURE 
 
CORD initially focused on developing a platform to apply the technologies 
described in the previous chapter (SDN, NFV and cloud computing) in the 
operator’s edge network. Globally, it tries to provide a complete solution that 
supports separate type of access networks (through different profiles), basing its 
infrastructure on commodity servers and open source software. 
 
As seen in Fig. 3.1, the different CORD profiles can be classified into: 

▪ Broadband (often referred as Residential CORD, R-CORD), based on the 
SEBA project and relying on VOLTHA (see Section 3.1.2). 

▪ Mobile (often referred as Mobile CORD, M-CORD), based on the OMEC 
and SD-RAN projects for the core and access networks respectively. 

 
Both profiles include Trellis, thus completing the COMAC architecture. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.1 Different CORD profiles and solutions, as defined by the ONF [3]. 
 
 

3.1 CORD Software Components 
 
The CORD platform integrates the previously seen projects for the networking 
(ONOS and Stratum, introduced in Section 2.4) together with other open-source 
projects depending on the profile (either developed by the ONF or third parties). 
In the case of broadband access, CORD relies on the following components: 
 
 

3.1.1 Trellis  
 
Trellis is a switching fabric developed by the ONF and implemented as a set of 
ONOS applications. It essentially includes all the needed functionalities to provide 
connectivity in a leaf-spine switch topology such as: layer two (L2, Ethernet) 
switching, layer three (L3, IP) routing, multicast (for IPTV services), MPLS pseudo 
wires34, VLANs with QinQ35, or DHCP, among other features. 

 
34 MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) is a routing protocol often used in WANs (Wide Area 
Networks) that allows creating pseudo wires to emulate point-to-point L2 connections. 
35 VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) are isolated LANs in computer networks, indicated through 
tags in the Ethernet frame. Multiple of these tags can be inserted into a single frame (QinQ). 
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As a result, Trellis provides a hybrid L2/L3 fabric capable of managing an 
extensive number of switches with all SDN and open source benefits. It was firstly 
conceived for Broadcom-based switches controlled with OpenFlow using the OF-
DPA driver, but it also supports P4-based devices and Stratum for a completely 
NG-SDN scheme [38]. 
 
Trellis most common deployment topologies, along with the typical equipment 
involved, will be developed in Section 3.3. 
 
 

3.1.2 VOLTHA 
 
VOLTHA (Virtual OLT Hardware Abstraction) is a PON abstraction component 
developed by the ONF for the CORD residential profile. Its main function is to 
provide isolation between the SDN controller (ONOS, which acts as the PON 
management system) and the PON hardware itself as virtual OLTs (vOLTs).  
 
As can be seen in the logical schema of Fig. 3.2, VOLTHA has a modularized 
architecture, with two interfaces to provide abstraction:  
 

▪ Northbound interface. It is designed to make appear the PON network as 
abstract programmable switches configurable by OpenFlow and 
NETCONF to the controller. This way it hides all the PON details (as OMCI 
protocol and T-CONTs), providing a common control interface to ONOS. 
 

▪ Southbound interface. Based on gRPC, it allows VOLTHA to control the 
vOLTs, including PON details as bandwidth allocation or synchronization. 
It relies on adapters (as the OpenOLT36 and OpenONU37) to abstract the 
vOLTs, allowing them to configure different vendor ONUs with OMCI. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.2 VOLTHA architecture and interfaces [39]. 

 
36 OpenOLT is an adapter developed by the ONF for white-box OLTs (it was designed for 
Edgecore OLTs but is supported by other vendors too, like Iskratel). So essentially it provides an 
open management and control interface for VOLTHA instead of using a vendor specific API. 
37 OpenONU is an adapter for providing an abstraction to vendor ONUs, allowing their registration, 
configuration, synchronization and removal based on the OMCI protocol. 
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The different VOLTHA core modules are basically related to adapters (like 
openOMCI), messaging (such as kafka_client, which will be introduced in Section 
3.1.5), management (acting as a grpc_server, referred in Section 2.4.3) and data 
storage (using etcd38). Current versions (being the latest 2.6) only support GPON 
and XGS-PON technologies (with both single and multi T-CONT configurations). 
However, support of other access technologies as EPON or NG-PON2 is 
expected for VOLTHA future releases [39]. 
 
 

3.1.3 Network Edge Mediator (NEM) 
 
The Network Edge Mediator represents the topmost component in the CORD 
architecture, integrating all the services and providing a unified interface to 
manage the deployment [40]. For this purpose, NEM can either communicate 
with the Operator OSS (Operations Support Systems) or ONAP (Open Network 
Automation Platform), both described in Section 4.2. Once NEM receives the 
operator defined workflows (containing its business logic and management 
configuration), it applies the corresponding configuration to the lower 
components, such as the SDN controller (ONOS). 
 
At the present time, NEM is only used in CORD’s residential access project, 
(SEBA), to control VOLTHA, ONOS and its apps. Regarding other projects, NEM 
is still not fully integrated, so it can be deployed but it does not support managing 
services (being the case of COMAC as will be discussed in Section 6.3.2). 
However, it is foreseeable at long term that all CORD projects will embed NEM 
or an equivalent management platform. 
 
Basically, NEM consists of three different subsystems (XOS, Kafka, and 
monitoring and logging services) as represented in Fig. 3.3. These components 
will be further developed in the next sections. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3 NEM subsystems in the SEBA architecture, based on [40]. 

 
38 etcd is an open source key-value database, specially designed for critical storage in distributed 
systems. 
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3.1.4 XOS 
 
XOS is the main part of NEM, being in charge of composing and managing the 
services [41]. It is commonly referred as an extensible service control plane 
running on top of its implementations. In consequence, it is designed to be an 
Everything-as-a-Service operating system (XaaS OS), where the name XOS 
comes from. 
 
Based on its architecture, XOS allows network operators to manage services as 
a whole, concentrating on their configuration and control. It also complements 
tools that manage the deployment (such as Kubernetes seen in Section 3.2.2), 
providing the following benefits: 
 

▪ Uniformity: XOS is implemented as a whole set of micro-services that can 
be accessed by the operator through a centralized REST API and 
configured with TOSCA workflows (described in Section 4.3.2). In this way, 
it combines the management of the container orchestration platform and 
network operating system to offer a centralized service controller. 
 

▪ Programmability: XOS is separated into a core part and synchronizers 
which are service specific. Doing this, it can be easily extended or 
programmed with service specific logic. 

 
▪ Granularity: XOS implements different data models and stores the 

information in a relational database. This way it offers an end-to-end 
service chain, offering specific resource and monitoring information. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.4 Diagram showing XOS uniformity, based on [42, p. 7]. 
 
 
As will be seen in Section 4.4.4, XOS has a GUI to manage its configuration and 
lower components. Through the GUI, REST requests are performed and then 
translated (by a component called chameleon) into XOS core gRPC services.  
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3.1.5 Kafka 
 
Kafka, created by Apache, is a distributed streaming platform used in NEM as a 
messaging system. It allows the exchange of messages (defining different 
categories named topics) between producers (processes that publish data to the 
chosen topic) and consumers (processes to which data is delivered, forming 
consumer groups) in an asynchronous way. The Kafka messaging model 
combines a queuing model for each consumer group and a publish-subscribe 
model to broadcast messages to different consumer groups. As a result, Kafka 
offers a scalable, robust and persistent communication (as messages are stored 
in disk), that can be configured to ensure the records are consumed in order [43]. 
 
As Kafka is the messaging technology implemented in the NEM structure, it plays 
a key role with the controllers acting as producers and monitoring and logging 
services (ELK Stack, Prometheus…) as consumers. In addition, different topics 
are defined depending on the producer (XOS, VOLTHA or ONOS) and the type 
of messages (depending if there are logs, key performance indicators or events). 
 
 

3.1.6 Monitoring and logging services  
 
NEM incorporates a set of monitoring and logging micro-services used for FCAPS 
managing (Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security). To take 
care of these services, the ONF has opted for open-source solutions well known 
in the IT industry. These projects, external to the ONF, are the following ones:  
 

▪ ELK Stack. Refers to a set of three projects (Elasticsearch, Logstash and 
Kibana) developed by Elastic and focused on searching, analyzing and 
visualizing logs. Each project of the stack is in charge of a specific duty, 
using Elasticsearch as a search and analytics engine, Logstash for both 
processing and storing the data and Kibana, which offers a Graphic User 
Interface (GUI), to visualize logs in an aggregated way [44]. 
 

▪ Prometheus. It is a monitoring toolkit that acts like a time series database, 
recording real-time metrics with a specifically designed data model [45]. 
Prometheus offers a simple web GUI to query the available metrics, relying 
on Grafana to export data and offer a more engaging data visualization. 

 
▪ Grafana, which is an analytics software used to visualize monitoring 

information. Therefore, Grafana allows creating dashboards with 
monitoring charts, graphs and alerts. It supports several databases (NEM 
uses Elasticsearch and Prometheus), unifying the queries for monitoring 
information [46]. 

 
In the typical use case of NEM in the CORD architecture, scalable and powerful 
monitoring and logging tools are essential. Both ELK Stack and Prometheus 
support a variety of inputs (published to Kafka by ONOS or VOLTHA from the 
hardware equipment), using ELK Stack for logging and Prometheus for alarms, 
events and statistics visualized in Grafana. Combining both, allows the analysis 
of a broad range of data such as logs, monitoring metrics, and security events. 
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3.2 Deployment of CORD 
 
Previous Section 3.1 focused on service management, however other tools are 
needed for deployment. CORD components, such as XOS or ONOS specifically, 
can be deployed in virtual machines (with a hypervisor), containers (using 
orchestrators like Kubernetes or Mesos39), or directly above bare-metal servers. 
Additionally, all previous alternatives could be also combined with an 
infrastructure manager (such as OpenStack40). 
 
In the recent years and due to the MEC trend, containers have become the most 
popular deployment approach. The reason is that in a future scenario, with 
services virtualized and located in edge sites, it is critical for deployments to be 
as light and portable as possible, so CORD is currently tending to a container-
based approach instead than a VM-based one. Among the various orchestrators 
available, ONF has taken Kubernetes as the first approach towards this goal due 
to its popularity, obtaining a seamless integration between Kubernetes and XOS.  
 
In the next sections, we will introduce basic container lifecycle tools, along with 
several DevOps (Development and Operations) tools used in CORD projects. 
 
 

3.2.1 Docker 
 
Docker packages software and its dependencies (including tools, libraries and 
configuration files) in containers, isolating software from the operating system. 
Container images (which become containers at runtime) are widely used for 
deployments, as guarantee that the developed software runs perfectly no matter 
the software below it [47]. For this reason, CORD uses containers based on 
Docker images to deploy in an easier way components like XOS or ONOS.  
 
In addition, Docker offers a container image library, named Docker Hub (where 
plenty of Docker images for different software are available) and a container 
management system called Docker Swarm. Even though Swarm is completely 
integrated with Docker, it is far from offering the functionalities or support that 
Kubernetes has. This is why CORD projects have relied on this latter one as the 
orchestration platform. 
 
 

3.2.2 Kubernetes (K8s)  
 
Kubernetes is an open-source container orchestrator widely used over Docker 
containers. Developed by Google in 2014, it is designed for automating the 
deployment, scaling and management of containerized applications. Therefore, 
it basically deploys groups of containers, distributing the resources and taking 
care of the networking. The K8s architecture is based on clusters, typically 
composed of several nodes (consisting of several physical or virtual machines). 

 
39 Mesos is a container orchestrator developed by Apache, which is based on the Linux kernel. 
Unlike Kubernetes, Mesos supports non-containerized workloads.  
40 OpenStack is an open-source framework for managing infrastructure from both private and 
public clouds, providing an IaaS service. 
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Each multi-node cluster is made up by a master which manages all the nodes of 
the cluster and several worker nodes that run the containers. To deploy a highly 
available cluster, the master can be replicated for redundancy [48]. 
 
For abstraction, K8s defines several objects, being the most important ones: 
 

▪ Pods. Made up by usually one or a small number of containers sharing 
resources, location and networking, a pod represents the basic unit in K8s. 
It traditionally corresponds to a single instance of an application, 
encapsulating both initialization and running containers. 

 
▪ Jobs. Similar to processes, jobs ensure certain pods reach the running 

state, restarting them if necessary (e.g., due to a failure). Once a job is 
completed, the created pods will keep running until the job is deleted. 

 
▪ Namespaces, which are sort of partitions of K8s resources. There are 

specially designed for clusters with many users, allowing administrators to 
establish quotas for a proper share of resources.  

 
▪ Services. Made up by a logical set of pods, they provide an abstraction to 

access them. Therefore, as pods are created and destroyed dynamically 
by K8s, defining services allows to consistently maintain the logical 
connection between pods by representing application endpoints. 

 
K8s comprises three packages, focusing each one in specific functions: 
 

▪ Kubeadm. Tool for creating a minimum K8s cluster and starting it, offering 
commands to easily bootstrap control-plane or worker nodes.  

▪ Kubelet. In charge of running pods, containers and registers on each node. 
▪ Kubectl. It is the K8s command-line tool, being used to manage the cluster, 

inspect logs and deploy applications. 
 
For production deployments, recent CORD releases use a high-availability 
Kubernetes cluster with several master nodes for redundancy. To easily deploy 
it, the ONF provides some automation scripts based on Kubespray, which is a 
tool developed by Kubernetes to facilitate complex deployments on multiple 
target machines [49]. As part of this thesis, we will deploy the emulated versions 
of two CORD projects on K8s, using Kubespray for one of them.  
 
 

3.2.3 Helm 
 
Helm acts as the Kubernetes package manager, handling packages called charts 
that include all the necessary information to deploy a set of K8s resources [50]. 
A chart is mainly composed of YAML41 files, being the main ones Chart.yaml (that 
contains the chart version and description) and requirements.yaml (indicating the 
required charts and their repository). 

 
41 YAML (which stands for YAML Ain’t Markup Language) is a data format designed to be easily 
understood by humans, unlike JSON or XML. 
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In addition, Helm charts contain configuration information files (configmaps) and 
pod controllers (as statefulsets), that combined with chart information create 
deployable releases. More details regarding a specific Helm chart structure will 
be covered in Section 9.1.1. 
 
Helm v2 installations are made up from two parts. On the one hand, what we call 
Helm is in fact the command line interface (CLI) used as a client. On the other 
hand, Tiller is the Helm server, being the backend that actually communicates 
with the K8s API. Most recent Helm versions (v.3) eliminate the need of Tiller by 
using directly the Kubernetes API server as backend [51]. 
 
For the CORD-based projects deployed in this thesis, we will use Helm v2 
versions for all containerized components. As Helm v2 is currently reaching the 
end of its life, the ONF is expected to migrate all of its charts to v3 soon.  
 
 

3.2.4 Calico 
 
Calico is an open source network plugin that supports several workloads running 
either in containers or VMs. Therefore, it is frequently employed with K8s to 
enhance its features and provide more network security, using it as a Container 
Network Interface (CNI) plugin. Backed by Tigera, the main advantage of using 
Calico is its network security policies. Policy rules can be applied to any K8s 
object, establishing actions for certain targets (IP addresses, ports, protocols…) 
and acting like a firewall to ensure that only the desired traffic flows pass through 
environments [52]. 
 
As Calico offers a superior performance while consuming minimum resources, 
and it is also scalable up to a multi-thousand node clusters, it is used in CORD 
K8s deployments to isolate environments. However, neither K8s nor Calico 
support assigning multiple IP addresses to a pod. For that purpose, in 
deployments that need interfaces with several IPs like COMAC (or in our case 
COMAC-in-a-Box), Calico is combined with 3rd party multi network plugins like 
Multus (an open-source project developed by Intel [53]). 
 
 

3.2.5 DevOps tools 
 
CORD projects rely on several DevOps (Development and Operations) tools to 
automate certain processes. Among the multiple tools available in the market, the 
following ones are currently used to simplify the deployment: 
 

▪ Terraform, which is an Infrastructure as Code (IAC) tool that allows the 
creation of disposable resources like VMs, containers or even bare-metal 
machines supporting public and private clouds (being platform-agnostic). 
It is an open-source project that through plugins supports most popular 
IaaS providers (like Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud or Microsoft 
Azure) to create the infrastructure [54]. In the OMEC project, Terraform 
can be used to easily provision the VMs (needed to run the vEPC VNFs) 
locally on a Linux server using the KVM (Kernel Virtual Machine) provider. 
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▪ Ansible, which is a software platform used to program automations, being 
useful for easily deploying and maintaining the IT infrastructure. Ansible 
strengths are allowing an agent-less deployment and a simple automation 
language to program tasks (Ansible playbooks) [55]. The ONF offers 
Ansible scripts to automate part of the deployment of the COMAC project 
or the COMAC-in-a-Box installation. As we will see for this latter case 
(explaining the installation in Annexes C.1 and C.2), Ansible is used to 
facilitate the K8s deployment with Kubespray. 
 

 

3.3 Hardware Requirements 
 
Even for a laboratory test, deploying a complete CORD project requires a 
considerable amount of computational resources (4 CPU cores and 32 GB of 
RAM for SEBA, see Section 4.3.1) and equipment (such as switches and access 
devices). For this reason, CORD offers lightweight versions for testing and 
development purposes with emulated components and therefore much less 
requirements (named -in-a-Box, iaB, which will be broadly detailed along this 
project). 
 
On this basis, the aim of this section is to offer a general view of the needed 
infrastructure for a production-scale deployment. The exact requirements 
naturally depend on the number of users and load, that determine the number of 
instances needed. We will describe the recommended topology and equipment 
on the basis that our deployment consists of a single ONOS instance (that 
withstands 30000 operations and 900000 flow setups per second). In more 
demanding scenarios, ONOS could be deployed with multiple instances as a 
distributed system thanks to Atomix [56, pp. 18-20]. 
 
 

3.3.1 Network topology 
 
Regarding the fabric, there are a wide range of possible topologies going from 
simple ones with the minimal number of switches to more complex ones that offer 
more scalability and redundancy. In the following Fig. 3.5 we can see a simple 
paired switch (that requires a minimum setup and can also be observed on Fig. 
4.3), which can escalate to a more complex production topology adding spine 
switches and a second set of servers. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.5 Simple paired switch (left) and leaf spine (right) topology [57]. 
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3.3.2 Equipment  
 
As CORD solutions are based on cloud computing and NFV principles, the 
necessary equipment is essentially general-purpose network switches and 
commodity servers as well as access devices. These latter ones depend on the 
profile and are currently the most limiting choice of hardware (for residential 
access, a list of SEBA compatible OLTs can be found in Annex A.1). Regarding 
the switches and servers, they are suitable for a deployment as long as they fulfill 
the following connectivity and computing requirements [58]: 
 

▪ Switches. Depending on the load traffic, we can choose between 
10GigaEthernet (GbE) and 100GbE models. The chosen model must 
support the desired OpenFlow actions (usually all white-box switches 
support at least OF version 1.3) or for an increased flexibility, we can pick 
a P4-compliant switch (a list of Tofino-based models is annexed on A.2). 

▪ Servers. Any servers are suitable as long as they fulfill the project 
requirements. For realistic tests or production, using a server cluster with 
at least a sum of 32 CPU cores and 64 GB of RAM is recommended.  

 
Basing the infrastructure in COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) equipment allows a 
lot more flexibility and scalability than legacy proprietary hardware. In addition, 
the operator is able to reduce network costs significantly thanks to white-box 
hardware and open source software. According to a 2019 report [59, p. 17], the 
savings after deploying CORD would be up to 40% in CAPEX (due to the reduced 
equipment cost) and 25% in OPEX (mainly given the lower maintenance prices).  
 
In the following figure, we can see an exemplar rack configuration of a CORD 
deployment dimensioned to serve an average neighborhood (based on [59, p. 
28]). The equipment consists in general-purpose servers along with P4 switches 
and white-box OLTs (both specific models are described in Annex A). 
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Fig. 3.6 CORD exemplar hardware deployment.
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CHAPTER 4. RESIDENTIAL ACCESS (SEBA) 
 
SEBA (SDN-Enabled Broadband Access) is a reference design for the CORD 
residential profile. It allows operators to build a residential access architecture 
from ONF open components in the edge of the network. Even though its 
architecture in theory could support different access technologies such as 
G.fast42 or DOCSIS43, it is specifically designed for PONs and FTTH.  
 
 

4.1 SEBA Reference Design 
 
SEBA groups several of the CORD components seen in the previous chapters to 
achieve a software-defined broadband access with a unified control plane 
running on commodity servers. For this purpose, it follows the architecture seen 
in Fig. 4.1 with the following components (from the bottom up): 
 

▪ Broadband Hardware. The hardware layer is composed of the residential 
access equipment, such as the PON (OLTs and ONUs), and the 
aggregation switches. The BNG can be implemented physically outside of 
SEBA (as supported by the actual release) or defined in software as a 
vBNG running in the commodity servers. This hardware layer 
(corresponding to SEBA’s data plane) is controlled by the upper software 
elements either directly by OpenFlow (or P4Runtime in the case of NG-
SDNs) or through an abstraction layer like VOLTHA to pretend as they 
were OpenFlow compliant. 
 

▪ VOLTHA. As described in Section 3.1.2, VOLTHA essentially provides an 
abstraction layer between ONOS and the OLTs, making them look as 
OpenFlow programmable switches by hiding all the PON-level details. 

 
▪ ONOS. As the SDN controller of the broadband network, ONOS controls 

all the network elements, supporting OpenFlow and NG-SDN interfaces 
as southbound protocols. ONOS runs a set of apps above it to implement 
the functionalities needed for VOLTHA and Trellis, like configuring the 
network fabric, enabling ONU discovery…  

 
▪ NEM. As described in Section 3.1.3, NEM is the top component included 

in SEBA, integrating all the services and performing a centralized FCAPS 
management. To achieve its purpose, it offers an upper unified interface 
directly either to the Operator OSS or through ONAP, and a south interface 
for connecting XOS to ONOS and also directly to the OLTs, servers and 
switches for monitoring hardware-level parameters through Redfish44. 

 
42 G.fast is the newest Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL) protocols. The fact of using short loops (less 
than 500 meters, achieved by deploying fiber in great part of the original legacy loop) among other 
developments (like vectoring), increases the data rate almost up to fiber-like speeds. 
43 DOCSIS (Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification) is a technology based on cable 
internet access (using the existing cable television). Thanks to hybrid fiber-coaxial networks 
(HFC), the latest DOCSIS 4.0 release reaches speeds up to 10 Gbps (DL) and 6 Gbps (UL). 
44 Redfish is an open source standard for managing network resources, using JSON. It has been 
developed by the DMTF (Distributed Management Task Force) as a NETCONF successor. 
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▪ ONAP/OSS. Above NEM, there can be the operator-defined workflows 
and business logic in charge of service provisioning and configuration 
management. For this purpose, we can connect NEM directly to the OSS 
of the operator or use an open-source automation platform as ONAP.  
 

In the specific case of SEBA, some ONOS, VOLTHA and Trellis apps running 
over ONOS are the following ones (indicating the exact app id in brackets):  

 
▪ OLT (org.opencord.olt). This application configures the logical OpenFlow 

switches created by VOLTHA to abstract the access side of the PON.  
▪ DCHP (org.opencord.dhcpl2relay). App used to relay DHCP packets 

(forwarded from the OLT to ONOS) to reach the BNG DHCP server. 
▪ Multicast (org.onosproject.mcast). App for performing IPv4 and IPv6 

multicast routing used for IPTV services. 
▪ Segment Routing (org.onosproject.segmentrouting). Trellis app that 

implements MPLS segment routing (which is used to aggregate traffic from 
subscribers of the same OLT).  

▪ Forwarding Push Manager (org.onosproject.fpm), which pushes routes to 
the ONOS RIB (Routing Information Base). 

▪ Trellis Troubleshooting Tool (org.onosproject.t3), used for detecting and 
solving traffic-related problems in the network. 

▪ Subscriber and Device Information Service (org.opencord.sadis), to store 
information related to OLTs, subscribers and bandwidth profiles. 

▪ Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (org.opencord.aaa), which 
relays subscriber’s authentication packets to an external RADIUS server. 

▪ Kafka (org.opencord.kafka). App used to publish events from the different 
ONOS apps (producers) to be retrieved by consumers. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.1 SEBA exemplar design [60]. 
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4.1.1 Software-Defined BNG (SD-BNG) 
 
As aforementioned, the ONF is currently working on the development of a 
virtualized BNG based on the CUPS architecture and integrated into SEBA 
(avoiding the need of an external physical one). 
 
In a software-based implementation of the BNG, the vBNG control-plane apps 
(e.g., related to the management of subscriber sessions) would run above the 
ONOS controller. Meanwhile, the BNG user plane would be in the OLT and in the 
AGG switch (that passes to be referred as the ASG SW, Aggregation and Service 
Gateway Switch). The ASG SW would be implemented using P4 with hardware 
acceleration to offload the BNG VNF (as most of the packets would be handled 
in the P4-ASIC, forwarding only the first and some other exception packets to the 
controller). While some functions apart from routing, like accounting, subscriber 
tunnel terminations and policing would be implemented in the ASG SW, the OLT 
would implement QoS functionalities like downstream traffic prioritization. Other 
common features of the BNG like IP packet fragmentation (in the case a packet 
exceeds the subscriber path maximum transmission unit, MTU) or allowing 
interception by law enforcement agencies have been left for future 
implementations and are not currently being developed nor planned [61, pp. 2-
3,6,19]. 
 
At the moment, the implementation of this disaggregated vBNG is in progress, 
expecting its stable version to be released as part of the SEBA 2.0 reference 
design in March 2021, as stated in [62]. 
 
 

4.2 Operator Management 
 
As introduced previously, the business logic is different depending on the 
operator and must be applied through NEM management interfaces. Therefore, 
we can think of SEBA as a common platform that can connect to the operator 
management systems in two approaches, as NEM supports communicating with: 
 

▪ Operator OSS. NEM can be directly connected to the OSS of the operator 
through proprietary element or network management systems. This 
solution, however, limits the scalability and automation depending on the 
OSS vendor. 
 

▪ ONAP. On the other hand, SEBA supports using a global orchestrator as 
ONAP through the OSAM gateway, which are developed in the next 
sections. With this approach, we can register several SEBA deployments 
(as an operator could have in production) offering a centralized 
management for OLTs and ONUs provisioning. As shown in Fig. 4.2, 
ONAP also allows to control other networks apart from SEBA such as the 
RAN (acting as the Non-RT-RIC as will be discussed in Section 5.5). In 
this way, ONAP provides a complete modular platform for operators acting 
as the intermediary between the services and OSS systems. 
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Fig. 4.2 SEBA orchestration architecture with ONAP, based on [63, p. 13]. 
 
 

4.2.1 ONAP (Open Network Automation Platform) 
 
The ONAP project is focused on creating an open-source automation platform for 
telecommunication operators. Created in 2017 under the Linux Foundation45, it 
acts as an orchestration and automation platform for the operations layer below 
the operator OSS/BSS. The key benefits of decoupling the different services from 
the operator through ONAP comprise the following ones [64]: 
 

▪ Full-service lifecycle. ONAP orchestrates both the provisioning and the 
operation of independent services. To do so, it is capable of performing 
configuration operations with TOSCA language (described in Section 
4.3.2) and communicating with the controllers of the different 
infrastructures (as NEM in the case of SEBA). 
 

▪ Scalability. ONAP offers carrier-level scalability supporting different 
services regardless if there are deployed in separated clouds or virtual 
infrastructure managers. 

 
▪ Automation. It allows the automation of operations according to 

established policies, responding automatically to network and service 
conditions. As a result of less human interaction, the network becomes 
more robust.  
 
 

4.2.2 OSAM (Open Source Access Manager) 
 
OSAM is an open source suite developed in a collaboration between the ONF 
and the ONAP project. Launched in 2018, its goal is to act as a mediation layer 
between SEBA and ONAP, being completely vendor agnostic (in part, thanks to 
VOLTHA). Integrating ONAP to SEBA with OSAM allows operators several 
benefits such as service agility (making easier the deployment of new services), 
resource efficiency (as resources can be escalated on demand) and operation 
automation (resulting in more resiliency and scalability) [65]. 

 
45 The Linux Foundation is a non-profit consortium developed around the Linux kernel, and 
supported by large companies in the technology sector such as Google, Microsoft, Intel, Cisco... 
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4.3 SEBA Deployment 
 
The deployment of SEBA is based on K8s and Helm charts for modularity and 
flexibility. Therefore, for production deployments the first step is deploying a 
highly available K8s cluster with several masters (which can be easily done using 
Kubespray, which was introduced in Section 3.2.2). 
 
The only hardware needed for a SEBA production deployment is a VOLTHA-
compliant PON (vOLTs that support VOLTHA are listed in Annex A.1) and a set 
of switches and servers (as described in Section 3.3) to run all the software 
components in a K8s cluster. Fig. 4.3 shows the hardware components required 
and the software logical schema that runs on edge commodity servers, following 
the CORD fundamentals. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.3 Hardware and software components in SEBA [66, p. 17]. 
 
After introducing the SEBA architecture and components, we move on in the next 
sections to the hardware requirements in a deployment and the steps followed in 
its installation. Both are focused on the current SEBA Release (SEBA 2.0-alpha 
release) based on CORD 7.0 (late 2019), so are prone to change in future SEBA 
releases. 
 
 

4.3.1 Requirements 
 
The hardware requirements naturally depend on the deployment scale and 
number of instances as referred in Section 3.3. Each SEBA instance with enough 
computing resources can serve a significant number of users as by software 
design supports up to 16 OLTs. Assuming a model with 16 PON ports (such as 
the ASXVOLT16 shown in Annex A.1), and a split ratio of up to 64 ONUs per port, 
we can estimate that a single SEBA deployment could in theory stand up to 16384 
subscribers [6, p. 35]. 
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That said, to deploy SEBA the following minimum hardware is needed [67]: 
 

▪ Servers. The minimum hardware specifications to run SEBA are a 
machine with at least: 4 CPU cores, 32 GB of RAM, 100 GB of disk space 
and at least 1Gbps NICs. Even though SEBA could run in a single server, 
for complex scenarios it is recommended to use at least three with a sum 
of 32 CPU cores and 64 GB of RAM (as mentioned in 3.3.2). 
 

▪ Switches. All deployed fabric switches must support the southbound 
protocol chosen (OpenFlow or P4Runtime). Several silicon vendors that 
have been successfully tested with Trellis and ONOS are Broadcom and 
Barefoot Networks (switch models based on it are listed in Annex A.2). For 
redundancy, at least 4 switches connecting the servers are recommended. 

 
▪ Access Devices. Certainly, the most limiting choice of hardware as the 

OLTs needs to support VOLTHA. Compatible white-box OLTs found 
during the research of this project are listed in Annex A.1. 

 
 

4.3.2 Installation, configuration and lifecycle 
 
Once the K8s cluster is deployed, SEBA software components are installed using 
Helm charts. The deployment phases comprise the following steps: 
 

▪ Installing CORD platform charts, which correspond to its main 
components. These are ONOS and NEM (that includes XOS core, Kafka, 
and the monitoring and logging services). 

▪ Installing SEBA profile charts, being VOLTHA, XOS services and ONOS 
apps that are specific for SEBA. 

▪ Installing operator-specific workflow charts. On top of NEM, we should 
install operator charts related to subscriber and business logic, developed 
to configure SEBA and perform actions to ONOS and VOLTHA. 
 

Once SEBA is installed, its configuration must be adapted to the site hardware 
and topology. This is achieved using TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration 
Specification for Cloud Applications), which is a specification language developed 
by OASIS46 [68]. TOSCA language allows to describe service components, their 
relationships, management and provisioning. Therefore, the necessary TOSCA 
files are usually loaded by the operator workflow to XOS, which in turn applies 
the configuration to the rest of components. 
 
SEBA’s deployment configuration involves the following steps, all performed 
using TOSCA either through separate files or in a single one [69]: 
 

▪ AGG Switches Configuration, specifying its configuration (as driver, IP 
address, OpenFlow ID…), and indicating the ports than connect to the 
BNG, to the OLTs and the DHCP server location. 

 
46 OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards) is a nonprofit 
consortium focused on developing and standardizing open source projects. 
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▪ Technology Profiles Configuration. Related to the PON QoS and 
configured in VOLTHA, like the scheduling and discard policies of the 
network and low-level parameters related to T-CONTs and GEM ports. 

 
▪ Provision OLTs, requiring for each one its serial number and configuration 

information, like ports, IP management address and Openflow ID. 
 

▪ Configuring ONUs whitelist, specifying which ones are allowed according 
to its serial number and its location (PON port of the OLT). 

 
▪ Bandwidth Profiles Configuration. Regarding the subscriber QoS, it allows 

the service provider to do per-subscriber bandwidth allocation configuring 
the necessary upstream and downstream parameters (CIR – Committed 
Information Rate, EIR – Excess Information Rate…). 

 
▪ Provision Subscribers, providing their ONU serial number and 

configuration information such as the S/C tags47 to uniquely identify each 
one, technology profile and uplink/downlink bandwidth profiles assigned. 

 
SEBA’s components are designed to guarantee the minimization of service 
interruption, as NEM supports in-service software upgrades. In the deployment, 
only XOS (as the highest entity) includes a persistent storage (optionally logging 
and monitoring tools can be configured to implement a persistent storage too). 
The controllers running below NEM, such as ONOS and VOLTHA, do not 
maintain any status. Therefore, its configuration is saved in XOS, which 
automatically reprograms ONOS and VOLTHA after a reboot or an upgrade.  
 
Due to the fact that the whole configuration of the SEBA deployment is stored in 
XOS, by backing up this information, we can easily create a backup of the whole 
system. The NEM database, that contains the XOS configuration, is based on 
PostgreSQL48 and can be easily backed by creating a database dump file. 
 
In this section, we have described in general terms SEBA’s installation and 
maintenance. However, as its requirements are considerable, we have deployed 
its emulated version, SEBA-in-a-Box, which will be covered in higher detail in the 
next section. For the interested readers, a guide on how to install a physical SEBA 
deployment can be found at [70].  
 
 

4.4 SEBA-in-a-Box (SiaB) Deployment 
 
For testing and development purposes, the ONF offers a functional SEBA-in-a-
box (SiaB) solution that includes an emulated PON (provided by Ponsim), and an 
emulated AGG switch and BNG (provided by Mininet). For this reason, SiaB is 
defined as a SEBA virtual deployment also based on K8s, but lightweight and 
also easy and fast to install (as it downloads pre-built Docker images and can set 
up all the necessary components in an automated manner). 

 
47 S/C tags refer to Service/Customer VLAN tags used by service providers. 
48 PostgreSQL (often referred as Postgres) is an SQL (Structured Query Language) compliant 
relational database known for being extensible and supporting a wide range of data types.  
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Therefore, it provides edge-to-edge (E2E) connectivity between the residential 
gateway (RG) and the broadband network gateway (BNG). With enough 
resources, it can also support test scenarios with multiple ONUs and OLTs. More 
precisely, it supports up to 4 OLTs with 4 ONUs each (thus reaching a maximum 
of 16 subscribers). As it does not need any real hardware and is specially focused 
for testing, for this thesis we have decided to deploy SiaB instead of SEBA. 
 
 

4.4.1 General architecture 
 
In a few words, SiaB offers an emulated broadband network deployed in a single 
K8s node. In order to simulate the different elements, it relies on the following 
open source projects: 
 

▪ Ponsim (PON Simulator). The Ponsim Helm chart deploys containers to 
simulate all the PON hardware controlled by VOLTHA. Consequently, it 
simulates a virtual OLT, ONU and RG, running each one as different pods. 

 
▪ Mininet. It is a network emulator frequently used in SDN testing and 

development, as it includes hosts, emulated links (using Linux Traffic 
Control49) and emulated switches (using Linux bridge50 or Open vSwitch 
(OVS) described in Section 6.3.1) [71]. In the case of SiaB, Mininet runs 
in another pod to virtualize the aggregation switch (with OVS) and the BNG 
that acts also as DHCP server.  

 
Apart from the data plane containers explained previously and shown as gray 
squares in the lower level of Fig. 4.4, SiaB’s control plane runs VOLTHA, ONOS 
and NEM. The Ethernet connections between the RG and ONU, and between 
OLT and AGG switch are simulated using Linux bridges, while the gRPC protocol 
(described in Section 2.4.3) is used to emulate the PON. Even the S/C tags 
(222/111) are simulated as in a real SEBA deployment. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.4 SiaB containers and connections [66, p. 24]. 

 
49 Linux Traffic Control is a Linux utility that simulates the packet delay, loss and bandwidth of a 
connection by using the kernel packet scheduler. 
50 A Linux bridge or network bridge is a layer 2 virtual device that connects two or more network 
elements (real or virtual devices) like a virtual network switch. 
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4.4.2 Requirements and installation 
 
SiaB can be deployed on a K8s single node running on a VM or directly above a 
bare-metal server, with at least the following characteristics [72]: 
- 2 CPU cores 
- 8 GB of RAM 
- 30 GB of disk space 
 
To install SiaB we can use a node running Ubuntu 16.04 either on a cloud 
provider (such as CloudLab) or installed locally in a VM. The process to provision 
a bare-metal server in CloudLab along with the necessary steps if we opt to install 
it locally have been described in Annexes B.1 and B.2. The installation of SiaB 
can be performed in an automated manner (easier as it consists of a single 
command) or manually (installing step by step each of the components). Both 
ways are described in Annexes B.3 and B.4 respectively, and have been adapted 
taking as a reference the SiaB CORD 7.0 official installation guide [72]. 
 
In a deployment with physical hardware, after following the installation steps from 
SiaB, we would have E2E connectivity (from the RG to the BNG). However, as 
our RG is emulated, we have to manually trigger the RG authentication process 
and DHCP request. These last processes are covered in the next section.  
 
 

4.4.3 Deployment configuration, analysis and connectivity tests 
 
The first step after a real SEBA installation would be uploading the TOSCA 
configuration files from the operator into XOS which would include the operator 
workflow and deployment information. In the case of SiaB, these files are already 
installed as there are included by default in the AT&T workflow and Ponsim chart. 
 
Using the Kubernetes command-line tool (kubectl), we can examine the TOSCA 
files that have been uploaded into XOS by executing: 

kubectl describe configmap ponsim-pod-tosca  

 
By looking into the output, we can see the four TOSCA files used for the SiaB 
configuration (as explained in 4.3.2). The information of each file is the following: 
 

▪ ATT Workflow (010-att-workflow.yaml). Basically, it establishes the AT&T 
workflow service and an ONU whitelist, which includes a single valid ONU. 

▪ OLT (020-pod-olt.yaml). It creates a simulated OLT for SiaB, defining the 
properties of the device (olt0_device), ports and technology profile (using 
a single T-CONT and a single GEM port for an XGS-PON).  

▪ AGG switch (030-fabric.yaml). It focuses on the SiaB fabric, declaring the 
aggregation switch (switch#leaf_1), its properties (OpenFlow ID, IP 
address…) and ports (one used for the OLT and another to the BNG). It 
also configures the DHCP relay ONOS app (onos_app#dhcpl2relay). 

▪ Subscriber (040-subscriber.yaml). It creates a bandwidth profile 
(bronze_bp) and a subscriber (house_0-0), pre-provisioning it. For this 
purpose, the file includes the corresponding S/C tags, technology and 
bandwidth profiles, and subscriber’s ONU serial number. 
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Basically, every operator workflow service (as the one defined by AT&T that is 
used in SiaB) establishes that when an ONU is activated and discovered, the 
service must check if it appears in the whitelist and it is in the proper location. If 
that is the case, it should wait for the authentication request and if it succeeds 
(the operator subscriber is legitimate), provision the data-path. It should then wait 
for a DHCP request and once granted (the ONU gets a valid IP address), the 
recently connected subscriber should have connectivity. 
 
To inspect the workflow in SiaB, we can use CORD command line tools (cordctl) 
from our node terminal. We can check the AT&T workflow state by executing: 
cordctl model list AttWorkflowDriverServiceInstance --showfeedback -o 

yaml  

 
By examining the output from the previous command, we can see that the ONU 
has been validated against the whitelist (indicated by the admin_onu_state field) 
but the RG has not started the authentication process. For this reason, both the 
authentication_state and the dhcp_state are awaiting.  
 
We can also check the ONU whitelist from the workflow (that includes the OLT 
OpenFlow ID, port and ONU serial number) by executing: 
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# cordctl model list 

AttWorkflowDriverWhiteListEntry 

ID    DEVICE_ID              OWNER_ID    PON_PORT_ID    SERIAL_NUMBER 

1     of:0000d0d3e158fede    2           1              PSMO00000000 

 
In a real SEBA deployment, the RG would have automatically started the 
authentication process after booting. However, as SiaB uses an emulated RG, 
we have to manually start the process. To do so, we must first enter to the RG 
pod in the VOLTHA namespace by executing: 
RG_POD=$( kubectl -n voltha get pod | grep rg0-0 | awk '{print $1}' ) 

kubectl -n voltha exec -ti $RG_POD bash 

 
Inside the RG pod, we must execute the following command to initiate the 
subscriber authentication with the RADIUS server. The authentication is based 
on the EAP51 protocol and once it is completed successfully, we can press Ctrl-
C. We should obtain an output similar to the following one: 
 
root@rg0-0-54d479558c-2ldx2:/# wpa_supplicant -i eth0 -Dwired -c 

/etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf 

Successfully initialized wpa_supplicant 

eth0: Associated with 01:80:c2:00:00:03 

WMM AC: Missing IEs 

eth0: CTRL-EVENT-EAP-STARTED EAP authentication started 

eth0: CTRL-EVENT-EAP-PROPOSED-METHOD vendor=0 method=4 

eth0: CTRL-EVENT-EAP-METHOD EAP vendor 0 method 4 (MD5) selected 

eth0: CTRL-EVENT-EAP-SUCCESS EAP authentication completed 

successfully ^C 

 
51 EAP refers to Extensible Authentication Protocol, the protocol involved in the authentication of 
the RG in SiaB. By default, the RG uses the wpa_supplicant software and the EAP-MD5 method 
(based on the MD5 hash function) over LAN. Once these authentication packets are received in 
the OLT, ONOS relays them to the authentication server over RADIUS protocol.  
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Back at our node, we can now check that the AT&T workflow has passed the 
ONU to an approved authentication state by running the following command. The 
expected output must indicate that the authentication has succeeded: 
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# cordctl model list 

AttWorkflowDriverServiceInstance -f "authentication_state=APPROVED" 

ID    NAME    OF_DPID                OWNER_ID    SERIAL_NUMBER    

STATUS_MESSAGE                                       UNI_PORT_ID 

57            of:0000d0d3e158fede    2           PSMO00000000     ONU 

has been validated - Authentication succeeded    128 

 

At this point, ONOS should have also created the data plane flows for the 
authenticated subscriber. We can inspect the S/C Tags and other subscriber 
information (as RG MAC address, technology and bandwidth profiles) by logging 
into the ONOS CLI and executing: 
 
onos@root > aaa-users                                                                                                                                                                                                             

UserName=user,CurrentState=AUTHORIZED,DeviceId=of:0000d0d3e158fede,MA

C=82:1D:25:54:E8:BE,PortNumber=128,SubscriberId= 

onos@root > volt-programmed-subscribers                                                                                                                                                                                           

location=of:0000d0d3e158fede/128 

subscriber=[id:PSMO00000000,cTag:111,sTag:222,nasPortId:,uplinkPort:-

1,slot:1,hardwareIdentifier:null,ipaddress:null,nasId:null,circuitId:

,remoteId:,technologyProfileId:64,upstreamBandwidthProfile:Bronze,dow

nstreamBandwidthProfile:Bronze] 

 

Once the RG has been authenticated, it must obtain an IP address through DHCP 
in order to have end-to-end connectivity. To do so, we must connect again to the 
RG pod and run the following commands, expecting this output: 
 
root@rg0-0-54d479558c-2ldx2:/# ifconfig eth0 0.0.0.0 

root@rg0-0-54d479558c-2ldx2:/# dhclient 

mv: cannot move '/etc/resolv.conf.dhclient-new.34' to 

'/etc/resolv.conf': Device or resource busy 

 

The warning shown about resolv.conf file can be ignored (it is caused by rewriting 
a file while mounted in the K8s container). We can now check that the RG has 
obtained an IP address of the subnet 172.18.0.0/24 by running: ifconfig eth0 
 

Once the RG has obtained an IP address (in our case 172.18.0.77), we can check 
that the data path between the RG and BNG is up by pinging the BNG (with the 
IP 172.18.0.10 by default). If everything goes as expected, we should have E2E 
connectivity: 
 
root@rg0-0-54d479558c-2ldx2:/# ping 172.18.0.10 

PING 172.18.0.10 (172.18.0.10) 56(84) bytes of data. 

64 bytes from 172.18.0.10: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=13.1 ms 

64 bytes from 172.18.0.10: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=36.0 ms 

^C 

--- 172.18.0.10 ping statistics --- 

2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1001ms 

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 13.129/24.588/36.047/11.459 ms 
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Back again in our node, by checking the workflow we can see that now the 
authentication_state is approved, and the RG has been assigned an ip_address. 
We can verify this by executing: 

cordctl model list AttWorkflowDriverServiceInstance --showfeedback -o 

yaml  

 
In addition, by connecting to the ONOS CLI we can see that the dhcp2relay app 
has allocated the IP address to the RG. We can check this by executing: 
 
onos@root > dhcpl2relay-allocations                                                                                                            

SubscriberId=PSMO00000000,ConnectPoint=of:0000d0d3e158fede/128,State=

DHCPACK,MAC=82:1D:25:54:E8:BE,CircuitId=None,IP 

Allocated=172.18.0.77,Allocation Timestamp=2020-11-

23T19:13:46.183854Z 

 
If while the RG is pinging, we perform a capture at the exit of the PON (nni0 
interface, located between the OLT and the AGG switch), we will be able to see 
the QinQ tagged packets. Using Wireshark52, we can inspect the pings (between 
RG and BNG, with IPs 172.18.0.77 and 172.18.0.10 respectively) as seen in the 
following Fig. 4.5, and confirm the service VLAN tag (222) and the customer tag 
(111) are inserted into the packets: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.5 Pings between RG and BNG captured after the OLT. 
 
 
In a real SEBA deployment, there would be an optical network between the OLT 
and the ONU, and as downstream data is broadcasted to every ONU (as was 
introduced in Section 1.1.1), its payload would be encrypted. In SiaB, however, 
as emulating the optical signals is not feasible, gRPC requests are used to 
transport traffic across the simulated PON. For this reason, if we perform a 
capture in the Calico interface between the ONU and the OLT (cali7ff53ae15f2, 
in our deployment), we will only see a bunch of TCP sessions that carry unicast 
traffic without encrypting it.  
 
At last, we can also see the user data plane traffic before reaching the ONU (by 
capturing at pon0.0 interface), confirming the packets exchanged are not tagged.  
 
 

 
52 Wireshark is a widely known open source protocol analyzer, useful to analyze packet captures. 
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4.4.4 GUIs inspection 
 
To inspect the SiaB control plane and its configuration, we can use the different 
controller interfaces that are available after the installation. Among the different 
ones to do so, the XOS and ONOS GUIs are an easy way for the operator to 
obtain the status of the deployment. For this purpose, they offer meaningful 
information such as: 
 

▪ XOS GUI. It is a webserver designed to expose the whole XOS 
configuration, showing the models registered and allowing CRUD53 
operations on them. For this reason, apart from showing all the XOS-core 
related information, it also displays information about the AT&T workflow 
(like the current workflow status of each ONU, as seen in Fig. 4.6 or the 
ONU whitelist) and subscriber’s states (like its bandwidth profile and S/C 
Tags, shown in the Rcord tab). In addition, using the XOS GUI we can 
modify some parameters of the running ONOS apps (as we will do in 
further Section 7.2.3). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.6 XOS GUI showing that the ONU is enabled and validated. 
 
 

▪ ONOS GUI. It provides a visual interface for the ONOS controller, showing 
by default a topology view (as seen in Fig. 4.7) with the controller instances 
of the network (in the case of SiaB only one) and some properties 
(displayed as ONOS summary). By selecting the device and pressing flow 
view, we can see the different flows added by the controller along with its 
configured actions and the counters of matched packets (as seen in Fig. 
4.8). For P4 switches, which is not the case of our SiaB deployment yet, 
the pipeline configuration view (pipeconf) is useful to see the programmed 
tables and fields (which will be discussed in Chapter 8).  

 
 

 
53 CRUD is an acronym of the typical operations performed in databases (Create, Read, Update 
and Delete) and supported by the XOS GUI. 
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Fig. 4.7 ONOS GUI showing the AGG switch (leaf_1) and abstracted PON. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.8 ONOS GUI showing the configured flows in the AGG switch. 
 
 

Apart from the mentioned GUIs, if we decide to install the monitoring and logging 
tools, a pair more of GUIs will be available (in particular, the one used for 
monitoring will be seen in Section 8.2). 
 
In addition, SiaB offers several command interfaces to manage the installation. 
For instance, we can connect to specific CLIs for VOLTHA, ONOS and Mininet 
containers, being really useful to manage these components with specific 
commands. Besides that, we can also use CORD and Kubernetes command-line 
tools (cordctl and kubectl, used in previous section) to manage NEM (XOS) and 
the K8s pods respectively. 
 
The specific ways on how to access the different interfaces, along with more 
information about them, can be found in Annex B.5. 
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CHAPTER 5. MOBILE ACCESS (OMEC AND SD-RAN) 
 
To introduce the CORD principles in mobile networks, the ONF has created two 
independent projects addressed for the core and radio access part of the network. 
These two projects, named OMEC (Open Mobile Evolved Core) and SD-RAN 
(Software-Defined RAN) are in different development stages. 
 
On the one hand, OMEC was launched in early 2019 as the first carrier grade 
open source vEPC, being suitable for either exigent deployments (in terms of 
users and data rate) and less demanding scenarios (as IoT deployments). Since 
its creation, it has achieved a complete support of 3GPP Release 13 specification 
and has even been deployed at a production level by T-Mobile Poland [73]. In the 
near future, the ONF is aiming to add support for OMEC as a 5G non-standalone 
core and integrate into COMAC (as we will see in Section 6.1). 
 
On the other hand, SD-RAN was announced in August 2020 as an exemplar 
platform for software-defined RAN, being still in development [74]. It has been 
designed to comply with 3GPP and O-RAN54 specifications, with the ultimate goal 
of converging it with OMEC and SEBA to form the COMAC architecture.  
 
The architecture and components of both projects will be covered in the following 
sections, before proceeding to the COMAC deployment in the next chapter. 
 
 

5.1 OMEC Components 
 
The OMEC project acts as the reference implementation of a vEPC, a mobile 
core running on VNFs above commodity servers. As a model, it offers a fully 
functional EPC, but the operator must integrate some functions to its use case 
(like billing) before reaching a ready to deploy solution. In this section, we will 
present the different virtualized functions that make up OMEC, shown in Fig. 5.1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.1 OMEC virtual components and flows [75]. 

 
54 The O-RAN (Open RAN) alliance is an organization made up by operators to promote the 
development of open source RAN specifications. Founded in February of 2019 (by AT&T and 
China Telecom among others), it has defined specifications related to virtual and cloud RANs.  
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The various virtualized functions (VNFs) from OMEC are grouped in a series of 
open-source repositories, being the most important ones [76]: 
 
 

5.1.1 C3PO 
 
The C3PO repository contains several control components of the EPC core. 
Some of them have already been introduced in Section 1.2.1, being software 
implementations of the described functions of the HSS (Home Subscriber Server) 
and PCRF (Policy Charging Rules Function). In addition, there is the Subscriber 
Data Base that stores user information such as service details and UE location. 
 
Regarding the billing functions, the C3PO repository includes the Charge Data 
Function (CDF) and Charge Trigger Function (CTF) components that were 
introduced in Section 1.2.1. Additionally, OMEC encrypts the billing system in 
order to handle data in an anonymous and secure way, preventing malicious 
operators to modify service consumption records. To do so, OMEC relies on 
Intel’s SGX (Software Guard Extensions) to encrypt the data (ensuring the 
operator cannot modify it) while withstanding high loads in a deployment 
scenario. By implementing SGX cryptography, the billing data is isolated from the 
operating system and virtual machine manager, making nearly impossible to 
modify PGW records and therefore being more robust to a malware attack. 
 
For this reason and as highlighted in Fig. 5.1 with green color components, the 
billing data is protected using SGX from the right moment is generated by the 
PGW until it enters the billing system (when the whole records are available). To 
do so, the recalls from the PGW are encrypted by the SGX Billing Dealer In and 
served to the CDF by the Dealer Out. In addition, OMEC offers an interface in the 
billing router that allows the operator to prove in a cryptographic manner that the 
records have not been altered (which could be requested in an audit). Thanks to 
these components, the OMEC SGX billing system is auditable and highly scalable 
(as each billing system instance could support up to 7 PGW). 
 
 

5.1.2 NGIC-RTC 
 
This repository basically handles the gateways of the core, with disaggregated 
SGW and PGW based on Control and User Plane Separation (CUPS). This 
architecture brings benefits related to the fact that control and data planes can 
scale independently, which allows more flexibility to support the future increase 
of data traffic. In addition, it makes possible to move the data plane closer to the 
RAN in a MEC deployment to reduce latency [77]. 
 
Therefore, the SGW and PGW components are divided into: Service Gateway 
Control (SGW-C), Service Gateway User Data (SGW-U), Packet Gateway 
Control (PGW-C) and Packet Gateway User Data (PGW-U) respectively. In 
addition, a combined S/P-GW CUPS deployment is also supported (having S/P-
GW-C and S/P-GW-U components). While the UE uses a single instance of 
control plane nodes, it can use multiple user data nodes for different PDNs.  
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For the interfaces between control and data planes, the 3GPP specification has 
specifically defined a protocol called Packet Forwarding Control Protocol (PFCP). 
Its operation is very similar to OpenFlow (as it uses flow entries named Packet 
Detection Rules, PDRs), being the main difference the transport protocol beneath 
it (as stated in the 3GPP discussion [78, p. 3]). As OpenFlow runs over a single 
TCP connection, a single packet drop causes the whole connection to wait for 
the packet retransmission (known as Head-of-line (HOL) blocking). To ensure a 
lower latency, PFCP protocol runs over UDP (User Datagram Protocol) instead, 
which is a best effort protocol and allows the prioritization of flows. 
 
OMEC uses PFCP, but apart from running it over an UDP socket (as the standard 
specifies), it also supports using it over TCP using ZeroMQ (ZMQ). ZMQ is an 
open-source asynchronous messaging library that supports the publish-
subscribe model, being an alternative message queue to Kafka (formerly 
discussed in 3.1.5). The fundamental differences that make ZMQ a better option 
for OMEC deployments than Kafka, is that ZMQ is more lightweight and performs 
at a lower level, being designed for minimum latency and thus sacrificing 
persistence in favor of speed [79]. 
 
 

5.1.3 OpenMME 
 
The OpenMME repository offers an open-source implementation of the MME, 
responsible for the control messages to the eNB, like establishing the EPS 
Bearers (introduced in Section 1.2.1). As seen in Fig. 5.2, the MME offers 
interfaces to the eNB (S1AP), to the HSS (S6) and to the SGW control plane 
(S11). 
 
 

5.2 OMEC Interfaces 
 
Although we have introduced the main functions of the EPC components, its 
architecture is quite complex with a considerable number of interfaces as can be 
seen in Fig. 5.2. In the case of OMEC, these interfaces are implemented using 
GTPv2 (GPRS Tunneling Protocol) and freeDiameter (an open-source 
implementation of the Diameter protocol) apart from the aforementioned PFCP 
protocol.  
 
The GTP protocol, for simplicity in the CUPS architecture, can be divided into 
user plane (GTP-U, creating two GTP tunnels55 over UDP for carrying user data) 
and control plane (GTP-C, for signaling).  
 
In Fig. 5.2 we can see all OMEC interfaces, based on the discussed protocols. 
As previously introduced, OMEC supports running with combined gateways 
(SAE-GW or S/P-GW) instead of separated SGW and PGW (in an approach to 
facilitate the upcoming migration to 5G). As shown in the diagram with gray 
rounded rectangles, the interfaces differ slightly depending on the chosen 
configuration. 

 
55 A GTP tunnel is created between eNB and SGW, and another between SGW and PGW. 
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Fig. 5.2 OMEC architecture and implemented interfaces [80, p. 2]. 
 
 
Among all interfaces, the following ones carry out the main signaling messages: 
 

▪ S1AP (Application Protocol, between eNB and MME). Running above 
SCTP56 transport protocol, S1AP handles mobility (change of eNBs) and 
manages the EPS bearers, setting up default or dedicated bearers (which 
are bearers with guaranteed bit rates, whose support is expected for 
OMEC future versions to offer services like VoLTE57) [81]. 

▪ S6a (between MME and HSS). Based on FreeDiameter, it is used to 
request authentication information and send the Location Update and 
Cancel Location procedures to the HSS. 

▪ S11 (between MME and SGW). Based on GTP-C, the SGW takes care of 
sessions and bearers (as the MME requests to set them up). 

 
 

5.3 OMEC Deployment and Performance 
 
The OMEC reference design has been developed as a production vEPC, ready 
for large-scale deployments (already rolled out by some operators as stated in 
[73]). Therefore, the resources required both for running the control and data 
planes are considerable, and as with deployments of this scale, automation, 
monitoring and testing tools are critical to ensure everything works as expected. 
For this reason, apart from the vEPC based on VNFs, the OMEC project also 
includes a set of tools to automate the deployment (based on Ansible and 
Terraform, described in Section 3.2.5) and facilitate managing (by grouping all 
components CLIs and logging outputs). These tools are available on the same 
repositories of the project aforementioned [76]. 

 
56 SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) is a reliable and connection-oriented protocol 
that allows the disordered reception of messages (avoiding the HOL blocking that suffers TCP).  
57 VoLTE (Voice over LTE), forwards voice through the IMS allowing the user to remain in the 
LTE network during a voice call (instead of falling back to 3G).  
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5.3.1 Requirements 
 
OMEC must can be deployed either using containers (in a K8s environment), 
virtual machines (VMs) or directly above bare-metal servers. However, the 
recommended solution is opting for VMs, using Ubuntu 16.04 as a hypervisor 
thanks to the KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) functionalities built into Linux.  
 
As expected, the optimal resources depend on the scale of the deployment. For 
a production environment, it is recommended to deploy OMEC with three hosts, 
one running the control plane VNFs (from the C3PO repository and MME), the 
second for the gateways (NGIC-RTC repository) and the latter one to implement 
the billing system. Each one of the first two hosts (control and data planes) must 
have at least the following characteristics [82]: 
- 52 CPU cores distributed in two NUMA58 nodes with 26 cores each. 
- 128 GB of RAM 
- 500 GB of disk space 
 
The requirements of the third host will depend mostly on the number of clients 
and billing configuration, but in general a single socket server would be suitable. 
However, as the billing system is based on SGX security, the server CPU must 
support Intel SGX extensions. Currently, the only processors family that support 
it are the Intel Xeon E3 (and up) [83]. Consequently, as the choice is fairly limited, 
the billing host must be a Xeon-based server.  
 
As the requirements detailed are huge (three hosts, large number of CPU cores 
and RAM…), there are not feasible for development or testing in our academic 
environment. Unlike SEBA with SiaB, there is not a lightweight OMEC-in-a-Box 
version for these scenarios. To solve this issue, the ONF offers an emulated 
version of COMAC-in-a-Box (CiaB, which will be discussed in Section 6.3), that 
includes OMEC along with an emulated RAN to test it. 
 
 

5.3.2 Deployment  
 
The standard OMEC deployment involves installing the needed dependencies, 
creating the necessary VMs and configuring them. To facilitate this process, the 
ONF offers tools that allow a fully optimized deployment procedure. However, 
OMEC must be configured beforehand to the scenario (indicating IP addresses, 
resources assigned to each vEPC component…), and adapted to the desired 
deployment architecture. 
 
For instance, OMEC could equally be used in a MEC deployment, in which 
gateways data plane would be placed near the RAN instead than in the EPC, as 
seen in Fig. 5.3. This architecture adds some complexities compared to the 
traditional deployment but reduces significantly the latency by locating the data 
plane near the user. 

 
58 NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Architecture) is a multi-processor architecture. In a standard 
motherboard, all of its processors access the memory through the same bus, thus creating a 
bottleneck. To solve this, NUMA architecture is based on nodes, assigning a separate memory 
with a dedicated bus for a group of processors.   
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Fig. 5.3 MEC 4G deployment with two edge sites [84, p. 11]. 
 
 
One of the main challenges for OMEC in this type of edge gateway deployment 
is selecting the optimal edge site for each user without modifying eNB 
configuration and maintaining 3GPP compliance. To do so, OMEC uses tracking 
areas, allowing the operator to register DNS records with information regarding if 
a particular tracking area has none, one or several edges. Then and as developed 
in the NGIC-RTC repository, once received a UE Session Request, the SGW-C 
will query a Tracking Area Identifier (TAI) DNS and an eNB ID DNS (used in the 
several edge scenario) servers, and depending on the responses, select the best 
edge site [85, pp. 5-7]. 
 
Another challenge as SGW-U and PGW-U are moved closer to eNBs (and no 
longer located in the operator cloud) is the security. Despite the data that is 
process it locally in edge applications is more secured (as does not passes 
through the Internet), the control plane communications are more exposed and 
the gateways itself can be physically accessed more easily. 
 
For this reason, OMEC is also working to offer an SGX-based S/P-GW-U, 
encrypting the whole packet processing made inside, in case it is set in the edge. 
Implementing Intel SGX at the gateways is a necessary step to increase security 
in the vEPC. However, the future OMEC plans go far beyond than that, aiming to 
implement SGX at the rest of components (MME, S/P-GW-C, Databases…) and 
IPSec59 in the S1u interface (between eNB and S/P-GW-U) [86, p. 13]. This would 
make OMEC a fully edge-to-edge encrypted vEPC with auditable interfaces to 
prove billing data has not been altered.  
 
 

5.3.3 Testing 
 
To ensure the vEPC is robust and performs correctly, the ONF offers a set of 
testing tools. Thanks to them, the OMEC data plane has been tested with up to 
500k UEs so far, generating 2.5 MPPS (millions of packets per second). Full tests 
performed with Trafficgen (a traffic data generator) configured to 50k UEs and 2 
MPPS have proven to be successful using UDP as the protocol between control 
and data planes [87, p. 9]. However, the performance that can be achieved 
naturally depends on the deployment architecture and configuration.  

 
59 IPSec (IP Security) is a security framework that provides packet authentication and encryption 
(payload or whole packet), allowing to set up security associations between network entities. 
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5.4 SD-RAN Fundamentals 
 
Regarding the mobile access, the ONF launched recently the SD-RAN project to 
rearchitect the RAN by developing open source software. The concept of 
software-defined radio consists in virtualizing the RAN functions, hosting them in 
the cloud edge with general-purpose hardware managed by a common control 
plane. As base stations are disaggregated and abstracted, they allow an easier 
management on allocating radio resources and more flexibility compared to 
traditional deployments made up by proprietary base stations. 
 
Unlike SDNs that have been widely tested in recent years, SD-RANs are not yet 
a mature technology as there are still discussions regarding its implementations 
(being crucial the work of the O-RAN Alliance). However, it is clear there must be 
based on the following concepts, expected to play a crucial role in 5G networks: 
 
 

5.4.1 Disaggregation 
 
A necessary step before virtualizing the RAN functions is to disaggregate the 
base station into several individual components. For this reason, the O-RAN 
architecture splits the protocol stack as shown in Fig. 5.4, connecting the different 
units through open interfaces: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.4 RAN disaggregation into several units [88, p. 4]. 
 
 
As a result, the traditional base station is broken down into [88, pp. 4-5]: 
 

▪ Radio Unit (RU). Located at antenna sites, the RU hosts the low-level 
physical layer and RF processing performed with specific radio hardware. 
 

▪ Distributed Unit (DU). Performs high-level physical functions 
(corresponding to baseband processing) and takes charge of MAC and 
RLC (Radio Link Control) layers. The DU carries out its functions for one 
or more cell sites running as software VNFs in commodity servers (with 
certain hardware acceleration depending on performance requirements). 
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▪ Central Unit (CU). Deployed at edge site servers as VNFs, the CU 
executes all the packet processing functions. Following the CUPS 
separation, its functions can be divided depending if they belong to the 
control (CU-C) or user (CU-U) plane. While the CU-C handles the RRC 
protocol and PDCP60 control, the CU-U is in charge of PDCP data and the 
SDAP61 protocol in 5G networks. 

 
 

5.4.2 Centralized control 
 
One of the benefits of disaggregating base stations is that packet and some 
baseband functions can be centralized and implemented through general 
purpose hardware. This trend (known as Centralized or Cloud RAN, C-RAN) 
offers the benefit of sharing the resources among several base stations (by 
implementing pooling techniques for a higher efficiency), while adding flexibility 
and simplifying spectrum management thanks to the controller global view. 
However, it also implies a significant increase in control traffic between units. 
 
SD-RAN supports different RAN deployments, either with a centralized CU and 
distributed DUs and RUs (as represented in Fig. 5.5) or unifying some units. In 
this way, depending on the scenario (like number of RUs or actual sites location), 
it could be more suitable an all in-one deployment (unifying CU, DU and RU on 
the same site). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.5 SD-RAN deployment with a centralized CU, based on [88, p. 5]. 
 
 

5.4.3 Network slicing 
 
Software-defined RAN combined with vEPCs lead to flexible mobile networks that 
can adapt its capabilities and characteristics depending on the user needs. This 
concept, known as network slicing, is expected to play an essential role in 5G 
networks (as described in 3GPP release 16), opening up a whole new business 
opportunity at the enterprise sector for operators.  

 
60 PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) is in charge of transferring user (IP packets) and 
control plane data (NAS messages above RRC protocol) between UE and eNB. In addition, PDCP 
performs data plane functions like header compression and data ciphering.  
61 SDAP (Service Data Adaptation Protocol) is a new protocol layer above PDCP, added in 5G 
air interface (New Radio), which applies QoS to the determined flows. 
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Until now, mobile networks are designed as a universal service that must suit all 
use case types, despite the fact that each one maintains specific requirements 
(such as low latency for vehicle services, energy efficiency for IoT applications…). 
To overcome this issue, future mobile networks aim to allow running several 
dedicated networks (each one referred as a network slice) on top of the same 
infrastructure. A network slice could contain dedicated resources or share them 
between slices, but it must be isolated for security purposes (requiring 
authentication procedures to access a slide). In addition, apart from the network 
connection itself and its specifications (bandwidth, latency, reliability…), the 
customer could host its applications (computing resources, analytics) at the 
operator slice for better performance [89, pp. 3-9]. 
 
Fig. 5.6 shows an example on how three virtual networks are deployed over an 
operator network to cover different type of services:  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.6 Diagram showing possible network slices [89, p. 5]. 
 
 
Adapting the network continuously depending on the customer needs requires a 
level of flexibility and agility that can only be achieved with software-defined RAN 
and a mobile core based on VNFs. 
 
 

5.5 SD-RAN Architecture 
 
As with SDNs, SD-RAN networks consist of disaggregated base stations and a 
controller above it to manage them, usually referred as the RAN Intelligent 
Controller (RIC). The RIC centralizes the RAN intelligence, allowing the operator 
to execute virtualized apps above it (related to RRM, optimization…). As some 
RIC functions require a significant low latency between the controller and the 
RAN (in the order of milliseconds), it is common to talk in terms of near-real-time 
RIC (nRT-RIC, for these functionalities) and non-real-time RIC (Non-RT-RIC).  
 
The ONF SD-RAN project is currently focusing on developing software 
implementations of the DU and CU units along with an open-source nRT-RIC, 
based on ONOS and named µONOS RIC. The non-real-time controller (Non-RT-
RIC, running above µONOS), would be part of the MANO framework as it 
corresponds to the operator logic, and therefore, not included in the SD-RAN 
project. Some efforts are already focusing on integrating a Non-RT-RIC compliant 
with the O-RAN architecture into the ONAP platform, as described in [90].  
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Fig. 5.7 shows the SD-RAN architecture and interfaces. As we can see, the base 
station is disaggregated into the already explained units and connected to the 
mobile core (that could be implemented with OMEC) through the CU unit. 
Meanwhile, the CU and DU units are connected to the nRT-RIC that offers a 
management interface towards the Non-RT-RIC and operator systems. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.7 SD-RAN architecture and interfaces diagram, based on [91, p. 6]. 
 
 

5.5.1 µONOS RIC 
 
The µONOS RIC is a RAN optimized SDN controller under development that 
handles the control plane of the base stations in nearly real time. It is based on 
ONOS (see Section 2.4.5) to be a cloud native controller and offer a high 
performance. As the RIC is critical, it supports running as a multi-cluster for 
increased availability and scalability. 
 
The RIC controller, in general terms, works in a similar way as an OpenFlow SDN 
controller. Instead of flow tables, the RIC uses parameters from RAN nodes and 
links, building a Radio Network Information Base (R-NIB) that stores network 
topology information. The R-NIB is what allows the RIC to expose controlling 
functions to the applications running above it through open interfaces. For RAN 
configuration and control operations, secure connections are needed. This 
makes it necessary for the µONOS RIC to use digital certificates in order to 
authenticate itself towards the base stations.  
 
Just like SDN controllers and following the O-RAN architecture, the RIC has the 
following open interfaces, as seen in Fig. 5.7 [88, pp. 9-11]: 
 

▪ A1 Interface (Northbound). The A1 interface allows an orchestration and 
automation framework (like ONAP, introduced in 4.2.1) to design and 
manage the configuration and policies of the RAN network. Therefore, 
RAN details are abstracted from the Non-RT-RIC with this interface, 
exchanging information like FCAPS and exposing the R-NIB. 
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▪ E2 Interface (Southbound). It connects the RIC to the central units (both 
CU-C and CU-U) and distributed unit (DU), in order to control the base 
stations. Therefore, it is used to send configuration commands directly to 
the CU and DU units (using gNMI and gNOI protocols), and to obtain from 
those, RAN measurements to build the R-NIB. The E2 interface needs to 
be connected to the DU to configure the QoS, as MAC level scheduling is 
performed there and not in CUs to reduce latency. 

 
 

5.5.2 RAN applications  
 
As aforementioned, the µONOS RIC is based on a microservices architecture, in 
which most of the functions are implemented as applications running above it. 
The RIC exposes the R-NIB to these apps through an open API, giving them the 
control of the RAN.  
 
At this report’s date, the SD-RAN project is at the first steps of development. The 
RAN controller is developed, but the ONF is still working on optimizing it. Until 
now, only basic RRM applications above the nRT-RIC have been developed [74]: 
 

▪ Handover Control, an app designed to conduct the handover when the UE 
moves between base stations. 

▪ Load Balancing. With the aim of limiting the number of devices of a base 
station, it adjusts the transmitting power. Consequently, the coverage from 
loaded base stations is reduced, while the neighboring sites increase 
theirs to balance the active users per station.  

 
Thanks to its open APIs, the µONOS RIC supports third party applications that 
could be running either in the nRT-RIC or in the Non-RT-RIC. This promotes the 
development of more complex applications in the future, making the RAN network 
completely flexible as new functionalities are developed in software. If SD-RAN 
networks reach production, future RAN applications could be related to: 
 

▪ Advanced RRM, based on adjusting RAN network parameters to increase 
performance. If current trends persist, solutions like Network Slicing will be 
a reality in future mobile networks. 
 

▪ Self-Organizing Networks (SON), based on an automated management of 
the network to reduce the human intervention from daily operations. 
Examples of SOM applications that could be implemented are: Self-
Configuration (to facilitate the deployment of new cells), Self-Optimization 
(performing coverage, load optimizations…) and Self-Healing (detecting 
sites with failures and using neighbor cells to compensate them). 
 

▪ Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (ML/AI) Apps. In the near 
future, operators are likely to apply Artificial Intelligence to software 
functions of SD-RAN networks. Possible implementations could go from 
performing algorithms to optimize RAN transmission parameters or using 
AI to dynamically determine the best electrical down tilt angle for the 
antennas (as discussed in research articles such as [92]). 
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5.6 SD-RAN Deployment 
 
At the time of this thesis, the SD-RAN project has not released its first version 
yet, and so, whereas some documentation is available, the code is still only 
accessible to ONF members. For this reason, the computing requirements 
needed for an SD-RAN deployment are not clear but seem to be around 48 CPU 
cores and 48 GB of RAM for the µONOS RIC in production (as indicated in test 
results reported in [91, p. 10]).  
 
As aforementioned, the SD-RAN project is currently focused on the nRT-RIC and 
its apps, with the aim of developing CU and DU implementations at short term. 
Both units along with the controller would run in commodity servers and deployed 
in a container management platform (K8s) for portability. Concerning the CU data 
plane (CU-U), the ONF is targeting to implement it using P4 (see Section 2.4.1). 
If achieved, a P4-based CU would provide enough performance to handle data 
plane traffic as well as programmability to adapt to future networks. In that case 
apart from the servers, white-box P4-programmable switches would be needed 
to handle the RAN data plane of the deployment. 
 
Regarding the RU unit at the antenna (containing specific radio hardware), the 
SD-RAN project will support multi-vendor equipment as long as it is O-RAN 
compliant. Currently, no fully compliant O-RAN base stations are available on the 
market as most dominant RAN vendors seem to be resilient to the migration 
(Nokia is an early adopter, being the only big RAN vendor that has announced a 
full support of O-RAN interfaces expected in 2021 [93]). For the moment, SD-
RAN tests have been performed with small cells that combine RU and DU 
functionalities and are controlled by proprietary interfaces (from vendors like 
Acceleran [94]). Until fully compliant O-RAN RUs are available, a complete SD-
RAN deployment remains not feasible. 
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CHAPTER 6. MULTI-ACCESS DESIGN (COMAC) 
 
After focusing on the reference implementations for the broadband network 
(SEBA), mobile core (OMEC) and mobile radio access (SD-RAN), the ONF is 
working in collaboration with operators to offer a combined platform that supports 
both accesses. This project, named COMAC (Converged Multi Access & Core), 
will allow operators to unify mobile and residential control and data planes while 
maintaining the CUPS disaggregation, ending with Converged User Plane 
Functions (CUPF) and Converged Control Plane Functions (CCPF) [95, p. 3]. 
 
 

6.1 COMAC Target Architecture 
 
As aforementioned, COMAC aims to converge mobile and broadband networks 
as most of their functions in terms of subscriber management, authentication or 
billing are similar, providing a common software-defined access. By combining 
both networks, the operator reduces costs and gains flexibility, as the services 
are delivered through software running on the same commodity hardware. The 
idea came up from the following principles: 
 

▪ Multi-access. To bring benefits to the operator, COMAC needs to support 
both cellular and broadband access in the same platform, sharing the 
infrastructure resources, management platform and SDN controller.  
  

▪ Convergence. As components are virtualized and moved to the access, 
different user and control planes (for instance, from mobile gateways, 
RAN, BNG…) are located at the edge. COMAC converges those planes 
to offer a more centralized control. 

 
At the time of writing this thesis, COMAC is still at the preliminary stages of its 
development (only its first version, v1.0, has been released), and considerable 
work is still pending until the target architecture is reached. For instance, SD-RAN 
components (like the controller and units such as the DU) along with SEBA 
components (like VOLTHA) have not been integrated. Once the whole 
architecture is completed, the ONF focus will be on converging functions in both 
user and control plane for future COMAC versions. 
 
For this reason, we will briefly describe the intended architecture without entering 
into details that may change in future versions. 
 
COMAC is based on using components from projects like SEBA, OMEC and SD-
RAN. As we can see in Fig. 6.1, the architecture combines both accesses, 
resulting in the following layers from bottom up: 
 

▪ Broadband and Mobile Hardware (CUPF). It is made up by the necessary 
access hardware, both for broadband (PON and AGG switch) and mobile 
(RU and DU) networks. In addition, to implement the converged data plane 
(that would include CU-U, vBNG and S/P-GW-U), COMAC intends to use 
P4-compliant switches (such as the ones listed in Annex A.2), which will 
be controlled by ONOS through NG-SDN interfaces. 
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▪ VOLTHA, which is necessary to abstract the PON hardware of the 
broadband network from ONOS.  

 
▪ ONOS. As the SDN controller, it must manage the fabric from the user 

plane (CUPF) and access networks (PON and RAN). In this way, above 
ONOS both Trellis, VOLTHA, CU-C and RAN apps would be executed. 

 
▪ Converged Control Plane (CCPF). Control plane functionalities are 

converged and implemented as micro services running above ONOS. 
While some functionalities are distinct depending on the access 
technology and cannot be converged (like mobility management 
components from the mobile core), COMAC aims to unify most of the 
subscriber management, authentication and billing functions. 

 
▪ NEM and Operator Management Systems. Above ONOS and despite not 

being shown in Fig. 6.1, there would be a top COMAC layer made up by 
NEM (used to manage all the services and providing FCAPS 
functionalities, described in Section 3.1.3). Just like in SEBA’s 
architecture, NEM could be connected to the legacy OSS of the operator 
or to an orchestration platform (as ONAP, introduced in Section 4.2.1). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.1 COMAC target architecture diagram [95, p. 30]. 
 
 
Therefore, COMAC would allow operators to manage subscribers as a whole, 
regardless of their access technology (broadband, mobile or future access 
technologies). However, its development is still ongoing, and the first release has 
only targeted mobile access.  
 
 

6.2 COMAC v1.0 Release Architecture 
 
As aforementioned, COMAC v1.0 has focused on mobile access, integrating 
OMEC components. Its reference design was publicly released in May 2020, with 
next versions expected to add SD-RAN and SEBA components into the same 
infrastructure with a common management and orchestration platform [96]. 
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Fig. 6.2 shows the components of the first release, which are basically the EPC 
related ones. Therefore, its architecture is more or less the same as OMEC, 
combining the PGW and SGW into the S/P-GW and maintaining the CUPS 
separation (which allows data plane and control plane instances to scale 
independently). The billing and charging platform along with the PCRF are not 
included in this COMAC version as there are operator specific functions which 
make more sense to add once mobile and broadband access have been 
converged or at least share the same service layer. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.2 Architecture of COMAC first release (v1.0), based on [97, p. 10]. 
 
 

6.2.1 Release v1.0 deployment 
 
As COMAC project is still far from being completed, the requirements for 
deploying its final architecture have not been specified. That said, the current v1.0 
version needs a similar amount of computing resources than SEBA, which have 
been indicated in Section 4.3.1 (4 CPU cores and 32 GB RAM minimum for 
testing purposes). In a production environment, the needed servers would be 
closer to the ones specified for OMEC (detailed in 5.3.1). 
 
COMAC has been designed as a container-based platform, running in K8s. As 
future versions are expected to include SD-RAN functionalities, some of which 
will be deployed in the edge, it makes sense to focus the deployment towards a 
lightweight and portable solution. 
 
For complex scenarios or production, it is recommended to use at least three 
hosts connected in a redundant topology, each one acting as a K8s node. The 
suggested distribution of pods is the following one, as represented in Fig. 6.3:  
 

▪ Node 1, running the HSS and ONOS controller (in charge of the switching 
fabric with Trellis), along with the database (implemented with 
Cassandra62 instead of PostgreSQL for better scalability). 
 

▪ Node 2, in charge of the S/P-GW control plane, MME pod (that groups 
MME, S6a, S11 and S1AP containers), and CU RAN pod. 

 
62 Cassandra is an open-source NonSQL database developed by Apache and designed as a 
distributed database (made up by several nodes). Combined with K8s, Cassandra offers a great 
scalability resizing the database cluster depending on the system needs. 
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▪ Node 3, focused on implementing the data plane (S/P-GW). For better 
performance, it is suggested to enable SR-IOV63 in its data plane interface 
(to represent S1u and SGi as two separate interfaces). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.3 Recommended distribution of K8s pods in COMAC v1.0 [98, p. 9]. 
 
 
As the required resources for COMAC are considerable, the ONF offers a 
lightweight version, named COMAC-in-a-Box, more suitable for development. In 
this thesis we have opted to deploy this last version of COMAC as it includes by 
default all the emulated RAN necessary for testing the project. 
 
 

6.3 COMAC-in-a-Box (CiaB) Deployment 
 
As aforementioned, the ONF offers a virtualized COMAC-in-a-Box (CiaB) version 
in the same way as SiaB. Unlike COMAC, CiaB has been optimized to run in a 
single K8s node and includes an emulated data-plane (provided by Open vSwitch 
and Quagga) and an emulated RAN (provided by Open Air Interface). 
 
 

6.3.1 General architecture 
 
The current version of CiaB follows the v1.0 Release from COMAC, and therefore 
includes the OMEC components and a virtualized RAN (made up by an eNB and 
a UE). In near-future versions and as the COMAC project advances, CiaB is 
expected to emulate the broadband access as well (with SiaB components as 
VOLTHA, an emulated PON…). Meanwhile and until convergence between both 
accesses is carried out, the version of CiaB at the time of this report only includes 
the vEPC and the minimum RAN to perform tests, being a sort of “OMEC-in-a-
Box”. For this reason, the unique actions supported are attaching the UE to the 
mobile network and pinging the network gateway connected to the PGW. 

 
63 SR-IOV (Single-root input/output virtualization) is a specification that allows a PCIe (Peripheral 
Component Interconnect) device like an interface to appear as separate ones. By using a SR-
IOV NIC, the packets do not need to be processed in the VM bus and go directly to the interface. 
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Fig. 6.4 shows the architecture of CiaB’s current release, showing both control 
and data plane flows. We can distinguish the emulated RAN (located at left), the 
vEPC represented at the center and right, and the emulated data switch and 
router at the lower part of the diagram. We can also see the ONF future plan to 
include ONOS as the controller of the emulated fabric and the RAN, once the SD-
RAN project (RIC and units) is integrated into COMAC. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.4 CiaB currently developed components and flows [98, p. 11]. 
 
 
To emulate the necessary components, CiaB relies on: 
 

▪ Open vSwitch (OVS), which is an open source software switch that can 
run either in the Linux kernel or entirely in user space. Compared to Linux 
bridges, OVS offers extended functionalities like VLAN tagging, OpenFlow 
support and allows hardware integration. CiaB uses OVS directly to 
implement two emulated software switches that forward data plane traffic 
between eNB and SGW, and between PGW and a router (br-s1u and br-
sgi respectively, as represented in Fig. 6.4).  
 

▪ Quagga, an open source routing engine based on Zebra64 that includes 
the most common routing protocols65 (as RIP, OSPF or BGP), acting as a 
software-implemented dedicated router. In CiaB, Quagga is used as a 
router daemon running over OVS, emulating a network router connected 
to the PGW through the SGi interface. As Quagga forwards the packets to 
the internet, it allows the emulated UE to ping external domains.  

 
64 Zebra is a discontinued routing software implemented as a daemon.  
65 Routing protocols are used to determine the route for IP packets between two nodes. Quagga 
supports internal protocols as RIP (Routing Information Protocol) or OSPF (Open Shortest Path 
First) and external BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) used for autonomous systems on the internet. 
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▪ Open Air Interface (OAI), which is an SDR open-source implementation of 
the 3GPP architecture, complying with 4G and 5G specifications. Its 
source code is divided in two projects, for RAN and CN implementations, 
allowing the full deployment of a simulated mobile network. CiaB uses the 
emulated eNB and UE from OAI RAN project, connecting them to OMEC 
pods and allowing the user to test E2E connectivity. 

 
 

6.3.2 Requirements and installation 
 
CiaB can be deployed on a VM or directly a physical server, while it complies with 
at least the following characteristics [99]: 
- 4 CPU cores (Intel Haswell or newer) 
- 8 GB of RAM 
- 30 GB of disk space 
- Operating System: Linux Kernel version 4.15 or superior for OAI 
 
To install CiaB we can use a CloudLab server running Ubuntu 18.04 (provisioned 
in the same way as SiaB). As described in Annex C.4, installing it in a local VM 
is not possible with VirtualBox as it does not allow the guest machine to use one 
of the OMEC required CPU flags, so another hypervisor is needed. Once more, 
the detailed installation procedure is described on the Annexes (C.1 for 
automated installation and C.2 for step-by-step). Both guides have been adapted 
to correct the found misconfigurations (such as the ones reported at the end of 
Annex C.4) from the CiaB official installation procedure that can be found at [99]. 
 
As stated along this chapter, the current CiaB version is based on the first release 
of COMAC which is still far from its final design. Based on this, we could say that 
CiaB is barely starting to lay its foundations (adopting a sort of OMEC-in-a-Box 
approach) but is still not integrated into the CORD platform. For this reason, 
CORD platform components (such as NEM or ONOS) are not needed for CiaB 
deployment, and if installed, their GUIs provide us with a very limited functionality 
(as managing mobile subscribers is still not supported). Consequently, our 
recommendation is to avoid their installation until they become completely 
integrated with CiaB in future versions. This being remarked, these components 
are not included by default if we perform the official automated deployment. 
However, we have described the process to manually install CORD platform 
components in Annex C.3 along with a brief description of the available 
interfaces. 
 
 

6.3.3 Interfaces inspection and connectivity tests 
 
Once completed the installation steps, we end with a fully functional vEPC 
complemented with an emulated eNB and UE. No additional configuration steps 
are necessary, so we should have E2E connectivity after some seconds. As we 
have mentioned, the current CiaB version is still not integrated into the CORD 
platform so our best chance to analyze what is happening is directly looking at 
interface level.  
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To do so, we must first retrieve the K8s pods IPs and corresponding interfaces 
(which can be done with commands like kubectl get pods -n omec -o wide and 
route -n). In our case the MME pod has been assigned the IP address 
192.168.84.10 and interface calid38baf894c2, but these values depend on the 
deployment. 
 
If immediately after deploying OAISIM we perform a packet capture at the MME 
interface (calid38baf894c2), we will see the different signaling protocols involved 
in the UE attach (that were introduced in Section 5.2). If we filter the capture to 
show the exact initial attach flows, we should obtain a similar result that the one 
shown in Fig. 6.5: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.5 LTE attachment, showing the IP address assigned by the S/P-GW. 
 
 
As the LTE attach procedure is relatively complex, we will not enter into the full 
details of the flows captured. Cutting to the chase, first the MME receives the 
attach request of the UE forwarded by the eNB (packet #1, S1AP). Then, the 
MME exchanges packets with both the HSS (packets #2-5, S6A) and the UE 
(packets #6-9, S1AP) in the process to authenticate UE and PLMN and vice versa 
(as described in Section 1.2.3). Through these messages (precisely security 
mode command and complete) the UE and MME also negotiate the encryption 
of NAS messages, which are not ciphered in CiaB. 
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If the authentication is successful, the MME orders the S/P-GW to create the EPS 
bearer (packets #10-11, S11), obtaining as a response the IP address allocated 
to the subscriber (as shown in the Fig. 6.5, 10.250.255.254). Then, the MME 
informs the UE and eNB through Attach and Initial Context Setup messages 
(packets #12-14, S1AP). At this stage, and as the UE has completed the 
attachment, it can start sending uplink data. Finally, the MME exchanges Modify 
Bearer messages with the S/P-GW (packets #15-16, S11). Thanks to these 
messages, the gateway stops buffering UE packets and directly forwards them 
to it, meaning that the UE receives the first downlink frames.  
 
Once the LTE session has been established, we can check that a valid IP address 
has been assigned to the UE. To do so, we must execute the following command:  
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# ip addr show oip1 

45: oip1: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,NOARP,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc 

fq_codel state UNKNOWN group default qlen 100 

    link/generic 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 

    inet 10.250.255.254/8 brd 10.255.255.255 scope global oip1 

       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 

 
As we can see, the IP address assigned to the UE in our case is 10.250.255.254, 
that as expected matches with the address allocated by the S/P-GW and shown 
in the previous Create Session Response (Fig. 6.5). 
 
We can then test E2E connectivity, between the UE and the network gateway, by 
pinging the emulated SGi interface (by default, 192.168.250.1) or directly internet 
sites by passing through the S/P-GW: 
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# ping -I oip1 192.168.250.1 

PING 192.168.250.1 (192.168.250.1) from 10.250.255.254 oip1: 56(84) 

bytes of data. 

64 bytes from 192.168.250.1: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=316 ms 

64 bytes from 192.168.250.1: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=42.4 ms 

64 bytes from 192.168.250.1: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=42.7 ms 

^C 

--- 192.168.250.1 ping statistics --- 

3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 1999ms 

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 42.412/133.859/316.414/129.085 ms 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# ping -I oip1 www.upc.edu 

PING www.upc.es (147.83.2.135) from 10.250.255.254 oip1: 56(84) bytes 

of data. 

64 bytes from upc.cat (147.83.2.135): icmp_seq=1 ttl=234 time=170 ms 

64 bytes from upc.cat (147.83.2.135): icmp_seq=2 ttl=234 time=161 ms 

^C 

--- www.upc.es ping statistics --- 

2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1000ms 

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 161.501/166.022/170.544/4.539 ms 

 
In this section we have inspected the control plane interfaces of our CiaB 
deployment and tested connectivity. A more detailed description of the data plane 
interfaces and the emulated RAN will be performed in Chapter 9.  
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CHAPTER 7. SIAB MIGRATION TOWARDS P4 
 
In the previous chapters we have described the CORD architecture and its 
deployment. We now focus on the first technical contribution of our work: the 
modifications that need to be made at SiaB in order to migrate a running 
deployment (based on CORD v.7.0) to use an emulated P4 aggregation switch 
and therefore, NG-SDN interfaces instead of OpenFlow. Our goal is to end with 
a functional SiaB version running with P4 that allows E2E connectivity between 
the RG and the BNG as the one provided by the ONF.  
 
 

7.1 Analysis of changes required 
 
The migration from OpenFlow to NG-SDN interfaces requires several changes 
both at the control layer (in the SDN controller and the switch operating system) 
and at the switch data plane. 
 
 

7.1.1 P4  
 
The data plane pipeline will now be defined by P4 language, emulating a 
programmable switch instead of a classical one (with fixed functionality). A P4 
program will define the protocol headers, lookup tables and actions (in our case 
describing a L2/L3 switch). This P4 program is compiled taking into account the 
target switch pipeline architecture (indicating which blocks are available and their 
capabilities), an information supplied by the vendor as part of the compiler 
backend.  
 
In our case, the emulated P4 switch that we will use (BMv2, explained in Section 
7.1.2) can implement any P4 architecture. However, our chosen P4 program will 
be based on the most general architecture, v1Model. This architecture model 
defines the following pipeline blocks, as can be seen in Fig. 7.1 [32, pp. 11-12]: 
 

▪ Parser, which extracts and maps all recognized headers of the packet. The 
supported protocol headers and their order are established in the P4 
program (Ethernet, IPv4…). 
 

▪ Ingress Pipeline. Verifies the packet checksum, and then matches the 
packets with the defined tables in the program, performing the established 
actions and processing that has been programmed.  

 
▪ Traffic Manager. It is the only fixed function block of the pipeline (as it is 

not P4 programmable) and is focused both on packet queuing and 
scheduling (for QoS) and packet replication (for multicast applications).  

 
▪ Egress Pipeline. It basically applies the programmed match-action tables 

associated to the egress port and updates the packet checksum. 
 

▪ Deparser, establishing the output packet that leaves the pipeline.  
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Fig. 7.1 P4 workflow applied to V1 model architecture, based on [32, p. 34]. 
 
 
With the P4 program and switch architecture model, the compiler generates 
several files for both the switch and control plane. On the one hand, we obtain a 
binary configuration file (in our case would be named BMv2 JSON) for the switch 
in order to allocate resources to realize the programmed pipeline. On the other 
hand, it generates an information file (named P4Info) formatted as a protobuf66, 
necessary for runtime control. Thanks to it, the network controller gets to know 
what pipeline has been programmed in the device (determining which tables, 
actions or match fields are available) [32, p. 23]. 
 
 

7.1.2 BMv2 and Stratum 
 
By default, SiaB uses Open vSwitch in Mininet to emulate the AGG switch (see 
Section 4.4.1). Despite there were initial attempts to include P4 support to OVS 
(as the PISCES67 project), the current reference software switch for the P4 
community is the BMv2 (Behavioral Model v2) [100]. As it is a fully P4-compliant 
software switch, it can be deployed in Mininet to implement any P4 architecture 
and data plane. The BMv2 is usually used with Stratum as the switch operating 
system (in charge of exposing the P4Runtime API, which is used to deploy the 
P4 program), allowing to test the desired control plane and its implemented 
functionalities. 
 
In the case of our SiaB deployment, we will need to replace the emulated OVS 
switch with the BMv2 using Stratum as the switch operating system to expose 
NG-SDN interfaces. As we will see later, to do so we will use an already built 
Mininet Docker image that includes the BMv2 switch with Stratum. 
 

 
66 Protobuf (Protocol buffers) refers to a data format introduced in Section 2.4.3. 
67 PISCES refers to a Programmable, Protocol-Independent Software Switch based on OVS and 
developed in collaboration between Princeton and Stanford Universities. Recently, PISCES has 
gradually lost weight in favor of the second-generation switch, BMv2. 
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7.1.3 ONOS with NG-SDN interfaces 
 
Our SiaB deployment uses ONOS version 2.2, which already includes support of 
NG-SDN interfaces. Therefore, to control a P4 switch the only necessary steps 
are activating the new switch drivers and providing the essential information for 
device discovery. This process can be divided in the following stages: 
 

▪ Activating the switch drivers. In first place, we must activate the device 
drivers (in our case BMv2), which will be used to map pipeline-agnostic 
and pipeline-aware apps to the specific P4 pipeline of the device. When 
the drivers are activated, this in turn starts all the other required apps and 
dependencies. For example, activating the BMv2 drivers triggers the 
necessary providers and drivers for all NG-SDN interfaces. 

 
▪ Registering the pipeline configuration. In order to interpret the pipeline and 

deploy it to the targeted switch, ONOS needs the two files generated by 
the P4 compiler, which are packed together in a file known as “pipeconf”. 
Both files are required, as the binaries are sent to the switch to deploy the 
pipeline and the information file allows the controller to understand the 
programmed pipeline. 
 

▪ Pushing the device configuration. Once the device drivers have been 
activated and the pipeline configuration is available to ONOS, we can 
submit the device specific details that allow its discovery. This network 
configuration file (which is generally named as netcfg.json) must include 
the switch name, its corresponding driver and pipeconf, and its 
management address (accessible by gRPC). 
 

As we will see, while activating the drivers requires only a few commands, 
performing the device discovery process is more complex. The necessary 
commands will be described in Section 7.2.2, and an exemplar configuration file 
in shown in Annex D.1.  
 
 

7.2 Migration from OpenFlow to P4 
 
In this section we will describe the process to migrate a stable SiaB deployment 
to NG-SDN interfaces, focusing on the controller modifications (ONOS and XOS). 
As the starting point, we have assumed a SiaB installation with E2E connectivity 
as the one described in Section 4.4 (obtained after following the installation guide 
from Annexes B.3 or B.4 and the configuration steps specified in Section 4.4.3). 
 
 

7.2.1 Installation of BMv2 in Mininet 
 
The first step is to replace the OVS emulated switch with BMv2 in Mininet. As the 
emulated upstream topology is relatively complex and the focus of this chapter is 
on control plane modifications (a real SEBA deployment would not include 
emulated hardware), we will use a ready-to-use container provided by the ONF.  
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This container includes a Mininet emulated topology with an aggregation switch 
based on BMv2 and Stratum (agg1) along with a host (H1) which will act as an 
emulated BNG and DHCP server. The topology also includes a second host (H2) 
that can act as a multicast source but will not be used in our case. 
 
In the following diagram we can see a detailed view of the new Mininet topology 
regarding the general SiaB schema (that was introduced in Fig. 4.4). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.2 Mininet emulated topology with BMv2 switch. 
 
 
First, before installing the Docker container, we must delete the already deployed 
Mininet chart. To do so, we can execute the following Helm command with root 
access to terminate the K8s pod: 

sudo su 

helm delete ––purge mininet  

 
Then, we must delete the previously cloned Helm charts and download the new 
ones from our own repository, by executing: 

cd ~/cord/ 

rm -r helm–charts 

git clone https://github.com/marcllena/helm-charts 

cd helm-charts/ 

 
These charts include a new one (mininet-bmv2) configured by default with the 
new Mininet image containing the BMv2 switch. In addition, this chart includes a 
python script (mininet-bmv2/toposcripts/topo_stratum.py) with the adequate 
topology from Fig. 7.2. We can now install Mininet again with: 

helm install -n mininet-bmv2 mininet-bmv2 

  

After a few minutes we should see that the Mininet pod is running (can be 
checked with kubectl get pods), which means we have correctly deployed the 
new emulated topology with the BMv2 switch. However, as we have not 
performed the device discovery process in ONOS, the switch is not reachable by 
the control plane. Therefore, it does not know what pipeline needs to be 
implemented (as it is missing the binaries obtained after compiling the P4 
program) and we do not have connectivity.  
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7.2.2 ONOS 
 
Once the correct Mininet topology has been deployed, we must proceed by 
providing the appropriate information to ONOS in order to discover the new switch 
and implement the programmed pipeline. The first step is activating the BMv2 
drivers, which can be easily done through the ONOS CLI by executing: 

app activate org.onosproject.drivers.bmv2 

 
By activating the BMv2 Drivers, ONOS automatically starts all the necessary apps 
required for them. This is the reason why by simply executing the previous 
command, NG-SDN protocol apps (P4Runtime, gRPC, gNMI and gNOI) are 
started as well as the rest of necessary drivers (like Stratum and interface 
drivers). The running ONOS apps can be seen both through the ONOS GUI (in 
Platform/Applications tab) or directly in the ONOS CLI (with apps -a -s command). 
 
Now, the next logical step would be programming the switch pipeline with P4 
language and compiling it, to then upload the resulting files to ONOS (which 
would send the binaries to the switch to deploy the pipeline). However, as in our 
case the expected behavior of the BMv2 is to act as a standard L2/L3 fabric 
switch, ONOS already includes a pipeline configuration for this purpose. This 
significantly simplifies the process, as the ONF, apart from providing the P4 code 
(fabric.p4, that can be found on the ONOS repository, [101]), also provides 
directly the “pipeconf” loaded by default in the controller. Consequently, the code 
compiled binaries and information file can be activated in form of an application 
by executing inside the ONOS CLI: 

app activate org.onosproject.pipelines.fabric 

 
Once we have activated the drivers and pipeline configuration, the last step is to 
indicate the network configuration to the control plane, which needs information 
on how to access the switch. To do so, we can use a JSON file (typically named 
netcfg.json) that can be uploaded to the controller through its REST API. In our 
case, the configuration file (shown in Annex D.1) must specify the switch’s 
address for management, along with information regarding its driver, ports, and 
other relevant parameters. This file can be created back in our node with nano 
netcfg.json or downloaded from GitHub (being available at [102]), and can be 
posted to ONOS using curl with the following command: 

curl --user onos:rocks -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/json" 

http://127.0.0.1:30120/onos/v1/network/configuration/ -d 

@./netcfg.json 

 
At this point, and as the controller knows how to access the switch, it can push 
the pipeline configuration. We can verify that the binaries have been correctly 
deployed by examining the BMv2 logs. To do so, we must enter the Mininet pod: 

MN_POD=$( kubectl get pod | grep mininet | awk '{print $1}' ) 

kubectl exec ––stdin --tty $MN_POD -- /bin/bash 

 
Once inside the container, the logs file (named stratum_bmv2.log) is stored in a 
directory named after the switch: 

cd /tmp/agg1 
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By filtering and examining the logs, we can verify that the BMv2 emulated switch 
and the Stratum OS have started up correctly and the P4 pipeline has been 
pushed successfully, as can be seen in the following output: 
 
root@mininet-bmv2-76fd88564-79lgw:/tmp/agg1# cat stratum_bmv2.log | 

grep -w -E "P4|facing" 

E1126 17:59:19.017410    57 main.cc:133] Starting bmv2 simple_switch 

and waiting for P4 pipeline 

E1126 17:59:19.292778    57 hal.cc:234] Stratum external facing 

services are listening to 0.0.0.0:50001, localhost:58676... 

I1126 17:59:23.376392    89 bmv2_switch.cc:86] P4-based forwarding 

pipeline config pushed successfully to node with ID 1. 

 
We can then move on to the ONOS CLI, where we can confirm that the new 
network configuration has been pushed as expected by executing netcfg. Before 
verifying that ONOS can also see the BMv2, we can use the CLI to delete the old 
OpenFlow aggregation switch, thus avoiding seeing an unavailable device: 

device-remove of:0000000000000001 

 
As the controller has already discovered the BMv2 switch, it should appear in the 
topology view of the GUI. We can also check it with the devices command, 
expecting an output similar to the following one: 
 
onos@root > devices 

id=device:agg1, available=true, local-status=connected 7m7s ago, 

role=MASTER, type=SWITCH, mfr=Open Networking Foundation, hw=BMv2 

simple_switch, sw=Stratum, serial=unknown, chassis=0, driver=stratum-

bmv2:org.onosproject.pipelines.fabric, locType=none, 

managementAddress=grpc://mininet-bmv2-stratum:50001?device_id=1, 

name=leaf_1, p4DeviceId=1, protocol=P4Runtime, gNMI, gNOI 

id=of:0000d0d3e158fede, available=true, local-status=connected 1h49m 

ago, role=MASTER, type=SWITCH, mfr=VOLTHA Project, hw=simualted pon, 

sw=simualted pon, serial=olt0.voltha.svc:50060, chassis=d0d3e158fede, 

driver=voltha, channelId=192.168.0.14:56440, locType=none, 

managementAddress=192.168.0.14, name=PONSIM OLT 0, protocol=OF_13 

 
Despite now the controller is aware of the device, there are issues at the 
application level, for instance with DHCP. We can confirm it by making a request 
of an IP address for the RG (as we did in Section 4.4.3) and then analyzing the 
ONOS logs (by executing log:display at the ONOS CLI). We should see several 
warnings (e.g., “Missing DHCP relay config. Abort packet processing”) caused by 
misconfigurations that will be solved hereunder to achieve E2E connectivity. 
 
 

7.2.3 XOS 
 
As a result of changing the switch, we must reconfigure some ONOS apps as the 
DHCP2Relay or Fabric service that are still pointing to the old switch “OpenFlow 
ID”. For this reason and as alerted previously by the logs, the RG pod now does 
not obtain a DHCP response from the server and gets stuck awaiting as the 
controller is not relaying the DHCP discover packets to the new switch (agg1). To 
solve this issue, we can use the XOS GUI, as it offers a straight-forward way to 
edit some parameters of ONOS applications. 
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Once inside the XOS GUI, we must go to the core tab and select 
ServiceInstanceAttribute, and then select the dhcp2relay app. Here we can edit 
the configuration, indicating “device:agg1/1” as the DHCP Server connection 
point, as shown in Fig. 7.3: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.3 XOS GUI showing the correct DHCP2Relay app configuration. 
 
 
After applying the correct configuration, the RG can be granted an IP address 
from the DHCP server (being in our case 172.18.0.94). However, we still do not 
have end-to-end connectivity due to ARP68 issues. We can confirm it by trying to 
ping the BNG (172.18.0.10) from the RG while performing a capture at the BMv2 
with Mininet CLI (accessed with: kubectl attach -ti deployment.apps/mininet-
bmv2). If we do so, we can observe how the ARP request packets reach the AGG 
switch through the PON but no response informing about the MAC address of the 
BNG is received: 
 
mininet> agg1 tcpdump -i eth1 -n 

tcpdump: verbose output suppressed, use -v or -vv for full protocol 

decode 

listening on eth1, link-type EN10MB (Ethernet), capture size 262144 

bytes 

21:11:11.787014 ARP, Request who-has 172.18.0.10 tell 172.18.0.94, 

length 42 

21:11:13.156386 ARP, Request who-has 172.18.0.10 tell 172.18.0.94, 

length 42 

21:11:13.788195 ARP, Request who-has 172.18.0.10 tell 172.18.0.94, 

length 42^C 

 
Apparently, the BMv2 is forwarding these packets to the controller, but ONOS is 
not injecting the correct response messages to the switch. To deal with ARP, 
ONOS includes useful fabric applications related to host and link discovery, but 
they are still pointing to the previous switch in our deployment. We can correct 
this by using the XOS GUI, first going to the Fabric Crossconnect tab and 
modifying the Switch Datapath ID (to be device:agg1/1) in the Fabric 
Crossconnect Service Instances, as shown in Fig. 7.4: 

 
68 ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) is a link layer protocol used to obtain the MAC address 
associated with a certain IP address, necessary to forward data packets at layer 2. 
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Fig. 7.4 XOS GUI with the new switch id for the Fabric Crossconnect Service. 
 
 
At this point, we also need to provide the appropriate values of the switch 
configuration to the Fabric. To do so, we must go to Fabric tab, Fabric Switches 
and write the correct parameters (Driver: stratum-bmv2, Of id: device:agg1 and 
Pipeconf: org.onosproject.pipelines.fabric) as indicated in Fig. 7.5: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.5 XOS GUI showing the modified Fabric Switch configuration. 
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After performing these steps, ARP messages are handled correctly. Therefore, 
we should have E2E connectivity again but this time with SiaB based on a P4 
AGG switch. We can now successfully ping the emulated BNG from the RG as 
we can see here: 
 
root@rg0-0-54d479558c-rtmf9:/# ping 172.18.0.10 

PING 172.18.0.10 (172.18.0.10) 56(84) bytes of data. 

64 bytes from 172.18.0.10: icmp_seq=1 ttl=63 time=33.5 ms 

64 bytes from 172.18.0.10: icmp_seq=2 ttl=63 time=31.8 ms 

^C 

--- 172.18.0.10 ping statistics --- 

2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1001ms 

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 31.819/32.678/33.538/0.878 ms 

 
If while pinging, we perform a capture between the OLT and AGG switch (nni0 
interface) we will be able to inspect the pings, as can be seen in Fig. 7.6. As our 
migration has only affected the switch control interfaces, the data plane packets 
have the same structure that was seen in Section 4.4.3. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.6 Pings between RG and BNG showing E2E connectivity again. 
 
 
If we now examine the ONOS GUI, we should see than the aggregation switch is 
active and now controlled via NG-SDN interfaces. In Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8, we can 
see the ONOS GUI device view and topology view obtained after the migration. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7.7 ONOS GUI device view after SiaB migration to a P4 AGG switch. 
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Fig. 7.8 ONOS GUI topology view showing the AGG switch information. 
 
 
As we can see clearly in previous Fig. 7.7, after the migration we have now a 
hybrid SiaB deployment. In this way the BMv2 is controlled via NG-SDN 
interfaces while OpenFlow is still used to communicate with VOLTHA and control 
the abstracted PON. 
 
 

7.3 Conclusion 
 
During this chapter we have seen a likely migration for future networks, as it is 
going from OpenFlow and fixed function ASICs towards P4Runtime and P4 
programmable pipelines.  
 
Applied to SiaB, we have succeeded migrating a running deployment to a P4 
AGG switch controlled by ONOS, replicating the same functionalities. Therefore, 
we have been able to document, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, 
the entire process and necessary steps to migrate a running SiaB deployment 
from OpenFlow to NG-SDN interfaces. Leaving aside the installation of the BMv2 
emulated switch (that would not be necessary in a real SEBA deployment), we 
have seen that once the switch has been discovered by ONOS, the SEBA 
applications can be easily reconfigured by using the XOS GUI.  
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CHAPTER 8. ANALYSIS OF SIAB WITH P4  
 
Once we have succeeded in migrating SiaB to a P4 AGG switch, we have 
decided to perform a more in-depth inspection of the deployment. To do so, this 
chapter will focus on how the BMv2 switch can be directly controlled through NG-
SDN interfaces, bypassing ONOS. In addition, we will also analyze if there has 
been a significant energy impact after moving to NG-SDN interfaces. For this 
purpose, we will compare the resource consumption reported by NEM monitoring 
tools before and after the process followed in the previous chapter.  
 
 

8.1 Direct control over NG-SDN interfaces  
 
After the procedures executed in Chapter 7, the controller now communicates 
with the AGG switch through NG-SDN interfaces. For development and testing 
purposes, there are several tools (in form of CLIs and prepared to run as Docker 
containers) that allow us to directly use these interfaces. So, this section focuses 
on how to connect to the gRPC server in the BMv2 switch, bypassing ONOS. We 
will skip the gNOI interface (as the operational commands can be executed 
directly on the emulated switch with Mininet) and we will analyze the configuration 
of the pipeline (with P4Runtime) and other details of the device configuration (with 
gNMI). 
 
In typical emulated deployments, the gRPC server would be available as 
localhost, but in our case is only exposed by the BMv2 interface connected to the 
control plane (recall the management interface eth0 in Fig. 7.2), where the gRPC 
requests are made. This IP address (which is needed for the CLIs) is allocated 
dynamically but can be easily figured out with a couple of commands as indicated 
in Annex D.2.  
 
 

8.1.1 P4Runtime 
 
To connect to the BMv2 we will use the P4Runtime python shell that has been 
developed by the P4 Language Consortium and is available on GitHub [103]. The 
parameters required to launch it are the gRPC server’s IP address (in our case 
192.168.0.54), port (by default Mininet allocates gRPC ports starting at 50001) 
and the device ID we want to connect to. Therefore, we can launch the CLI by 
starting the Docker container with:  

docker run -ti p4lang/p4runtime-sh --grpc-addr ServerIP:50001 --

device-id 1 --election-id 0,1   

 
As we have not specified a pipeline configuration to be pushed to the switch, by 
default the shell provides read access. Consequently, the CLI can be used to 
directly stablish the whole pipeline configuration or, by default as in our case, to 
obtain information regarding the deployed pipeline. This way, we can start by  
executing the tables command, obtaining a list of the defined match-action tables 
along with the corresponding block of the architecture in which they are set (either 
ingress or egress).  
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Each of the obtained tables, according to what has been programmed in the 
fabric.p4 file (see Section 7.2.2), establishes the matching fields, actions and 
counters. As in our case the BMv2 acts as a fabric switch that aggregates the 
OLTs, we will focus on the essential L2 switching. For this reason, we have 
started by looking at the bridging table, but the described commands apply to any 
other table or its entries.  
 
We can obtain the details of the bridging table specifically, by executing: 

tables["FabricIngress.forwarding.bridging"] 

 
By examining the printed output, we can see this table matches the VLAN ID 
(vlan_id) and the MAC destination (eth_dst), as one would expect, and after a 
match, it sets a field known as next_id. This field is matched along other fields by 
another table (FabricIngress.next.xconnect) that is the one that finally fixes the 
output port of the packet.  
 
If we examine this table (can be done with tables["FabricIngress.next.xconnect"]), 
we can see it matches the ingress port (ig_port) and next_id fields, setting the 
output port number as actions. 
 
Apart from examining the programmed tables in the pipeline, P4Runtime allows 
the controller to retrieve or edit the table entries. In the following sample output, 
we can see how to obtain the entries of the bridging table:  
 
P4Runtime sh >>> for te in 

table_entry["FabricIngress.forwarding.bridging"].read():   

            ...:     print(te)  

            ...:                                                                                                                                

table_id: 33596749 ("FabricIngress.forwarding.bridging") 

match { 

  field_id: 1 ("vlan_id") 

  exact { 

    value: "\\x00\\xde" 

  } 

} 

action { 

  action { 

    action_id: 16811012 

("FabricIngress.forwarding.set_next_id_bridging") 

    params { 

      param_id: 1 ("next_id") 

      value: "\\x00\\x00\\x00\\x03" 

    } 

  } 

} 

priority: 1001 

 
By looking carefully, we can see that this table consists of a single entry, defining 
a rule that stablishes that if a packet matches a certain VLAN tag, the next_id 
field must be set to 0x03. The VLAN tag 0xDE (222 in decimal) corresponds to 
the default Service VLAN tag (as was seen in Fig. 4.4), and is used for the packets 
whose source or destination is the emulated subscriber.  
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If we examine the second table, we will see two entries that both match the 
previous next_id field that was set to 3, as we can confirm with: 

for te in table_entry["FabricIngress.next.xconnect"].read():  

 print (te)  

 
These entries are the ones that actually perform the bridging of packets in the 
AGG switch as they match the ingress port, sending the packet on port 2 if it is 
received in port 1 and vice versa. Therefore, these entries are the ones that allow 
us to ping the emulated BNG from the RG pod passing through the switch. 
 
With this tool we have seen how the switch pipeline is originally programmed with 
P4, using P4Runtime to edit the tables itself or directly its entries, actions that are 
performed by ONOS apps. This interface would also allow the deployment of a 
new pipeline configuration to the BMv2 switch, only needing the files obtained 
after compiling (indicating the path to both config files P4Info and BMv2 JSON 
when the container starts). Due to the fact that the needed P4 program for this 
integration (as a standard switch) is already available at ONOS and that P4 is not 
the main topic of this thesis, we have decided to leave this process out of it. 
However and as we will further discuss in Section 10.1, thanks to this P4Runtime 
interface, operators could program new functions in the switch’s data plane. 
 
 

8.1.2 gNMI 
 
While P4Runtime allows operations over the device pipeline, ONOS uses gNMI 
for all other aspects of the device configuration, such as port status or device 
capabilities. As we did with P4Runtime, in order to make requests with gNMI we 
will use a CLI provided by the ONF that runs as a Docker container. However, as 
gNMI messages are by default encoded in binary protobuf, a translator is needed 
to convert messages to a human-readable format expressed in YANG data 
modeling language. To facilitate the requests, we will use a simple shell script 
than includes both tools and can be downloaded from our GitHub repository: [104] 

cd ~/cord 

git clone https://github.com/marcllena/gnmi-cli 

cd gnmi-cli 

 
To make requests we must indicate the gRPC server IP address (as we did with 
P4Runtime) along with the gNMI supported RPCs (get, set or subscribe) and 
path. To begin with, for instance, we can use the CLI to retrieve the configuration 
of the deployed BMv2. To do so, as we can see in the following shortened output, 
we need to indicate an empty path (representing the root of the configuration) 
and place a t as the first parameter (to translate the protobuf response): 
 
root@node:~/cord# ./gnmi-cli t --grpc-addr 192.168.0.54:50001 get / 

*************************** 

REQUEST 

path { 

} 

type: CONFIG 

encoding: PROTO 

/////////////////////////////////...///////////////////////////////// 
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/////////////////////////////////...///////////////////////////////// 

interface { 

  name: "agg1-eth1" 

  interface { 

    enabled { 

      value: true 

    } 

    physical_channel { 

      value: 1 

    } 

    ethernet { 

      port_speed: OPENCONFIGIFETHERNETETHERNETSPEED_SPEED_10GB 

      auto_negotiate { 

      } 

    } 

    id { 

      value: 1 

    } 

    ifindex { 

      value: 1 

    } 

  } 

} 

/////////////////////////////////...///////////////////////////////// 

 
If we analyze the complete output, we can see how the emulated switch device 
(agg1) consists of a single line card (lc-1) made up of two Ethernet interfaces 
(agg1-eth1 and eth1). Both are enabled and have a speed of 10 Gbps. The 
configuration pulled only includes the data plane interfaces of the switch, while 
the control plane or management interface (eth0, where the gNMI requests are 
made) is not shown.  
 
By default, Stratum encodes in binary protobuf general requests (as the previous 
one) for a higher efficiency in communicating with the control plane, maintaining 
the text format for the rest of requests (as we will see, like events subscriptions 
or specific configuration requests). For this reason, if we perform the same 
previous request without the t parameter, the response does not pass through 
the translator and we can see the configuration in a binary format: 

./gnmi-cli --grpc-addr 192.168.0.54:50001 get / 

 
Using the gNMI interface we can also request a certain configuration, as the 
status of an interface specified in the path. In the following request’s output, we 
should see that eth1 is enabled and in good health: 

./gnmi-cli --grpc-addr 192.168.0.54:50001 get 

/interfaces/interface[name=eth1]/config 

 
Unlike NETCONF, gNMI supports streaming telemetry data, allowing the client to 
subscribe to events (as packet counters or port operational status). For instance, 
we can use the CLI to subscribe to the eth1 unicast packet counter in order to 
sample each second its value. To do so, we must execute the following 
command, expecting to see a new update appear every second: 

./gnmi-cli --grpc-addr 192.168.0.54:50001 --interval 1000 sub-sample 

/interfaces/interface[name=eth1]/state/counters/in-unicast-pkts 
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8.2 Impact on consumed resources 
 
As stated in several research papers (see [105], for example), there is a direct 
correlation between a data center server CPU/RAM utilization and its energy 
consumption. For this reason, we have considered interesting to analyze the 
effect that migrating SEBA to a NG-SDN architecture has in those metrics. 
 
Towards this objective, we have analyzed the consumed resources at the starting 
and final point of the process described in Chapter 7. Thanks to tools like 
Prometheus and Grafana (both introduced in Section 3.1.6), we can monitor the 
VM both CPU and RAM consumption. Going a step further, by analyzing the 
distribution of resources among K8s containers and focusing on the control plane 
(recall that our data plane is emulated), we can quantify the increase caused by 
migrating from OpenFlow to P4Runtime and its probable causes.  
 
 

8.2.1 Deployment specifications 
 
To put into context the monitoring results, we will first detail the specifications of 
our SiaB deployment: 
 
Hardware resources assigned to the VM: 
- 6 CPU cores (Intel Xeon W, 3,2 GHz) 
- 20 GB of RAM 
- 50 GB of disk space 

 
Software specifications: 
- Guest OS: Ubuntu 16.04 
- Hypervisor: VirtualBox v6.1.4 
- Host OS: macOS Catalina v10.15.7 
- ONOS Version: 2.2.1 
- Emulated PON: One OLT with one ONU. 
 
The test measurements have been performed while pinging the emulated BNG 
from the RG (ping 172.18.0.10) and averaging the CPU indicators for the last 5 
minutes. To display the monitoring results both in an aggregated way and per 
container, we have created a Grafana dashboard (the instructions on how to 
import it can be found in Annex D.3). 
 
 

8.2.2 Monitoring results obtained with OpenFlow 
 
The first monitoring report has been generated with the default SiaB installation 
based on OpenFlow (starting point of the migration). As we can see in Fig. 8.1, 
the node reports a 19.04% of server CPU (averaging all CPU cores) and a 
61.70% RAM consumption. If we focus on the Docker containers, they are 
reporting an aggregate 50% CPU usage (as percentage of a single core), nearly 
half of it used by the XOS container. Regarding the RAM, the containers are using 
12.5 GB in total, mainly used by ONOS and logging (with ElasticSearch and 
Kafka). 
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Fig. 8.1 Monitoring results in the SiaB deployment before migration. 
 
 

8.2.3 Monitoring results obtained with P4 
 
After the migration to NG-SDN interfaces, we analyzed again the consumed 
resources obtaining the values seen in Fig. 8.2. If we compare them with the 
OpenFlow results, we can see that the monitored parameters have not changed 
significantly. The processor load of the server has increased slightly by 1.29%, 
which seems caused by ONOS and XOS. With respect to the RAM memory, there 
is a more notable change with an increase of nearly a 4% in the server 
corresponding to 0.7 GB of allocated memory by K8s. All this extra-RAM memory 
is demanded also by the ONOS container. It seems reasonable to consider that 
the main responsible for the higher demand in resources is ONOS as it is now 
running additional NG-SDN protocols (as gNOI and gNMI). Besides that, it is also 
using the BMv2 drivers, which is not meant to be a production software switch 
and therefore we should expect them to be less optimized. 
 
For this exact same reason, the Mininet container is consuming more resources 
to emulate the data plane with BMv2 than before with OVS. In particular, it is now 
using a 0.50% of K8s CPU instead of a 0.05%, ten times more. However, given 
the fact that the energy impact of Mininet is considerably low compared to other 
containers and that a real SEBA deployment would not be based on emulated 
hardware, this difference is not significant enough to consider it has an impact. 
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Fig. 8.2 Monitoring results in the SiaB deployment after migrating to P4. 
 
 

8.3 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter we have examined how the P4Runtime and gNMI interfaces allow 
us to directly retrieve network device configuration. Using the P4Runtime 
interface, new functions could be programmed in P4 and deployed to the data 
plane by pushing the compiled program. Applied to SEBA, one of the possible 
use-cases is implementing vBNG functionalities using P4 as discussed in Section 
4.1.1. This approach is currently being addressed by a collaboration between the 
ONF and Netcope Technologies69, as stated in several conferences [106, p. 7]. 
 
Additionally, we have monitored the consumed resources before and after the 
migration. As a result, we have come to the conclusion than migrating SiaB to P4 
does not significantly increase the energy impact of the deployment as the only 
notable effect is a 4% RAM rise in average and a minor increase in CPU 
utilization. In Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4, we can see a side-by-side comparison of the 
monitoring results obtained in the previous section: 
 

 
69 Netcope Technologies is a Czech based company focused on applying P4 to FPGAs for 
hardware acceleration. Their lines of research involve use cases in broadband (with the BNG) 
and mobile networks (S/P-GW offloading).  
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Fig. 8.3 Side-by-side comparison of CPU load per container. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8.4 Side-by-side comparison of RAM consumption among containers. 
 
 
As can be seen in Fig. 8.4, the RAM increase is caused by the ONOS container 
that consumes more resources when running NG-SDN drivers. Despite this slight 
increase in RAM consumption, we must equally consider that P4 aggregation 
switches would be able to adopt new protocols in the future (thanks to its 
programmable pipelines). For this reason, the equipment lifetime of a SEBA 
deployment with NG-SDN interfaces would be higher and would reduce both the 
network cost and the environmental footprint at long term.  
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CHAPTER 9. ENHANCEMENT OF CIAB RAN 
 
The current version of CiaB only supports emulating a single eNB with a single 
UE, as the RAN (emulated by OAISIM) has not been configured with more 
subscribers despite OMEC core components support it. The intention to include 
support of multiple UEs and eNBs in CiaB was mentioned shortly after its launch 
(as stated in future work in the project slides [98, p. 22]). However, it seems the 
ONF has left it aside and is prioritizing the convergence of COMAC and SD-RAN 
(crucial for the yet to be released project Aether, described in Section 10.2).  
 
As the second technical contribution of our work, we have modified CiaB in order 
to accomplish the support of more than one UE. To do so, we will start by 
documenting the CiaB RAN architecture and then describe the development 
process followed. Despite the steps might seem trivial, they require a deep 
knowledge of explained technologies such as Helm (introduced in Section 3.2.3). 
 
 

9.1 CiaB current RAN 
 
As described previously, CiaB relies on Open Air Interface (OAI) to emulate an 
eNB and a UE. As we have to start from scratch to find out how to add a second 
UE to the deployment, the first step is documenting the current CiaB RAN 
architecture starting by the OAI Helm Chart. 
 
 

9.1.1 OAI Helm chart 
 
The Helm chart used to install OAI (oaisim, provided by the ONF and available at 
[107]) defines the RAN elements and settings. The main files of the chart are: 
 

▪ values.yaml. Used to provide an easy access to modify key values used 
in the rest of the files. Among them, there are the container image tags 
and network specifications (as MME location and interfaces) along with 
SIM parameters (see Section 1.2.3). 

▪ templates/configmap-enb.yaml. It basically contains all eNB and physical 
parameters. Therefore, aspects regarding the emulated radio channel 
such as the band (in our case, band 7 working in frequency division mode) 
and physical channels (PRACH, PUSCH…) are indicated in this file. 

▪ templates/configmap-ue.yaml. Provides the configuration of the UE (with 
parameters such as IMEI) using the SIM values from values.yaml file. 

 
The rest of the files (as statefulsets, jobs and binaries) are the responsible for 
initiating and running the two pods, enb-0 and ue-0. Each pod consists of a single 
container and several initialization ones (e.g:, to load the SIM data in the UE pod). 
 
Before installing the Helm chart, we have to previously clone a repository that 
contains the required OAI Docker images, building the project in advance (as 
described in the manual installation, that can be found in Annex C.2). This way, 
the containers to emulate the RAN (both UE and eNB) are deployed afterwards 
using the previously compiled binaries. 
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9.1.2 RAN emulated architecture 
 
By examining CiaB’s OAI pods and the Helm chart, we can obtain a clearer idea 
of the implemented RAN architecture, which is composed of the eNB, the UE and 
the radio link between them. The ONF has configured OAI to simulate the link 
bypassing the physical layer (avoiding Fourier transforms or handling time 
domain samples, among other aspects…) and directly working through the open 
nFAPI interface70. 
 
As the CiaB RAN is barely documented, we have created a diagram of the 
architecture including the specific parameters of our deployment. Fig. 9.1 shows 
the currently emulated RAN together with the second UE that we will additionally 
try to connect. In the figure we can see how both SIMs have different MSIN and 
MSISDN values to correctly identify each subscriber (emulating two UEs with 
different IMEI). In a deployment and for obvious security reasons, each SIM 
would contain unique cryptographic parameters (OPC and K). However, for the 
sake of simplicity, the ONF has configured the HSS to use the same keys by 
default for all CiaB subscribers. 
 
 

vEPC (OMEC)

Target Additional UE 

MSIN: 4567891202

MSISDN: 1122334456

IMEI: 
356113022094150

MSIN: 4567891201

MSISDN: 1122334455 IMEI: 
356113022094149

MCC: 208    MNC: 01
OPC: d441   ace0
K: 465b  a6bc

Operator Values

Emulated RAN (OAISIM)

MME

SGW

HSS

PGW

enb-0ue-0

ue2-0

10.250.255.254

192.168.250.1

192.168.251.4

192.168.252.3

 
 

Fig. 9.1 OAISIM emulated RAN and interfaces with an additional UE. 
 
 
In addition, we would like to point out the different data plane interfaces. In the 
case of the default installation (without the second UE), we would have the 
following ones sharing the network with our host:  
 

▪ Radio Link (oip1, between UE and eNB). As OAISIM emulates it as a 
nFAPI, it acts as a standard IP interface. Therefore, if we capture while 
pinging from the UE, we will see the plain ICMP packets: 
 
root@node:~# tcpdump -i oip1 -n  

listening on oip1, link-type LINUX_SLL (Linux cooked), capture 

size 262144 bytes 

15:35:11.579028 IP 10.250.255.254 > 192.168.250.1: ICMP echo 

request, id 3388, seq 4, length 64^C  

 
70 nFAPI (Network Functional Application Platform Interface) is an open protocol defined for the 
interface between eNB VNFs (LTE layer 2 and above) and physical functions . It is maintained by 
the Small Cell forum, which brings together manufacturers such as Nokia or Ericsson [108]. 
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▪ S1u (enb, between eNB and SGW). This interface is based on a GTP 
tunnel that transports UE data traffic between the eNB and vEPC. If as 
done before, we perform a capture while pinging, we will obtain a similar 
result to the one shown in Fig. 9.2. As we can see, the previous IP packets 
(transporting the pings) have been encapsulated into GPRS Tunneling 
Protocol PDUs (Protocol Data Unit) and transported with UDP over IP. For 
this purpose, the eNB adds an outer IP header with origin and destination 
the eNB and SGW IP addresses (192.168.251.4 and 192.168.252.3 
respectively). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9.2 GTP PDUs at S1u interface carrying the UE pings. 
 
 

9.2 Control plane modifications for additional UEs 
 
With the aim of supporting more than one UE in the CiaB deployment, the only 
changes to be performed at control plane level are ensuring new UEs are granted 
access to the network. This function falls on the HSS, which must know the SIM 
parameters of the subscribers in order to authenticate them successfully. 
 
By default, CiaB configures the HSS with 10 users with consecutive IMSIs 
(starting from 208014567891201) and MSIDNs (starting from 1122334455). 
Therefore, no changes are needed as long as new UEs are within this range. 
Despite this, we will describe how we can modify the HSS configuration to 
manually add new users outside of this range. With the current CiaB version we 
can either modify the HSS database before deploying OMEC’s control plane or 
during execution time through a CLI. In the future and once the CORD platform 
is fully integrated into COMAC, it might be possible to modify this configuration 
using the XOS GUI. 
 
To modify the default configuration before deploying OMEC is easy, as we only 
need to modify the chart values file (values.yaml, specifically the 
config.hss.bootstrap field). Here, we can expand the default range or even specify 
a static IP address for a certain subscriber. As pointed out before, our additional 
UE will be in the default range, and therefore no changes are needed. For this 
reason, in our own Helm Charts used in the manual deployment (that can be 
found on [109]) we have maintained the HSS’s original configuration.   
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9.2.1 Modifying the HSS database in a running CiaB deployment 
 
In case we want to add new subscribers in a running deployment, we can access 
directly the HSS database. However, this approach is far more complex than the 
previous one (modifying the values file and reinstalling the full OMEC control 
plane), and therefore more suitable for advanced users. On the other hand, 
directly accessing the database gives us a fine grained control regarding the 
subscriber profiles as we will see. 
 
The HSS database is implemented with Cassandra and can be modified in a 
running deployment by directly connecting to it using a CLI. For this purpose, we 
will use the CQL (Cassandra Query Language) shell, abbreviated as cqlsh, that 
is included in every Cassandra installation [110]. 
 
To connect to it, we must enter the Cassandra pod in K8s by executing: 

sudo su 

kubectl exec -n omec --stdin --tty cassandra-0 -- /bin/bash 

 
Once inside the pod, we can enter the cqlsh with the following command: 

cqlsh localhost 9042 

 
Now that we are directly connected, we can start by analyzing all the tables of 
the HSS database (that are located in the vhss keyspace) with: 

USE vhss; 

DESC TABLES; 

 
By analyzing the previous output, we can see all the implemented tables. Among 
them, there are tables related to subscriber authentication and other ones used 
by the HSS to communicate with the MME through the S6a interface. In our case, 
the tables we need to modify in order to add more subscribers are msisdn_imsi 
and users_imsi. We can obtain their values through SQL queries, for example 
expecting the following output for the msisdn_imsi table entries:  
 
cqlsh:vhss> SELECT * FROM msisdn_imsi; 

  

 msisdn     | imsi 

------------+----------------- 

 1122334461 | 208014567891207 

 1122334462 | 208014567891208 

 1122334464 | 208014567891210 

 1122334460 | 208014567891206 

 1122334458 | 208014567891204 

 1122334459 | 208014567891205 

 1122334463 | 208014567891209 

 1122334456 | 208014567891202 

 1122334455 | 208014567891201 

 1122334457 | 208014567891203 

  

(10 rows) 

 
As we can see, this table contains the relation between MSISDNs and IMSIs for 
all entered subscribers (as anticipated, 10 UEs with consecutive parameters). 
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The second table (users_imsi) contains all the subscriber parameters and 
profiles. Therefore, among other values, relates the IMSI with the following 
information, indicating in brackets the exact database field name: 
 

▪ Cryptographic parameters, which can be static for a certain SIM, as the 
key (key) and OPC (opc), or changed after each attach, as the random 
(rand) or sequential (sqn) values.  

▪ Mobility parameters, as the assigned MME (identified through its realm, 
mmerealm), the UE current status (to know if it is attached, ms_ps_status) 
or the connected PLMN (visited_plmnid). 

▪ Profile data, which groups information (in the subscription_data field) as 
the QoS profile (establishing the maximum requested bandwidth for UL 
and DL) or the configured APN. 

 
We can obtain some of the mentioned data with: 

SELECT imsi,msisdn,key,opc,ms_ps_status,sqn,rand,mmerealm, 

ms_ps_status,visited_plmnid FROM users_imsi; 

 
After having described the HSS database tables, we will now see how to manually 
add a subscriber. By taking this approach, we are capable of defining parameters 
that are hardcoded in the Helm chart of the OMEC control plane. This allows us, 
for instance, to use different key and OPC values for the new subscriber.  
 
As an example, we will add a subscriber with the following parameters: 
-  IMSI: 208014567891300 -  Key: ac8b50666dbebc9195c860381c4ff9e2 
-  MSISDN: 34934137123 -  OPC: 28ffe5d30d5f711804a0ea7dd17657b0 

 
However, as these parameters can be changed as required, we will highlight 
them in red in the following commands.  
 
First, we must insert the subscriber in the users_imsi table by executing: 
 
INSERT INTO users_imsi (imsi, msisdn, access_restriction, key, opc, 

mmehost, mmeidentity_idmmeidentity, mmerealm, rand, sqn, 

subscription_data) VALUES ('208014567891300', 34934137123, 41, 

'ac8b50666dbebc9195c860381c4ff9e2', 

'28ffe5d30d5f711804a0ea7dd17657b0','mme.omec.svc.cluster.local', 3, 

'omec.svc.cluster.local', '2683b376d1056746de3b254012908e0e', 96, 

'{"Subscription-Data":{"Access-Restriction-Data":41,"Subscriber-

Status":0,"Network-Access-Mode":2,"Regional-Subscription-Zone-

Code":["0x0123","0x4567","0x89AB","0xCDEF","0x1234","0x5678","0x9ABC"

,"0xDEF0","0x2345","0x6789"],"MSISDN":"0x34934137123","AMBR":{"Max-

Requested-Bandwidth-UL":50000000,"Max-Requested-Bandwidth-

DL":100000000},"APN-Configuration-Profile":{"Context-

Identifier":0,"All-APN-Configurations-Included-Indicator":0,"APN-

Configuration":{"Context-Identifier":0,"PDN-Type":0,"Served-Party-IP-

Address":["0.0.0.0"],"Service-Selection":"internet","EPS-Subscribed-

QoS-Profile":{"QoS-Class-Identifier":9,"Allocation-Retention-

Priority":{"Priority-Level":15,"Pre-emption-Capability":0,"Pre-

emption-Vulnerability":0}},"AMBR":{"Max-Requested-Bandwidth-

UL":50000000,"Max-Requested-Bandwidth-DL":100000000},"PDN-GW-

Allocation-Type":0,"MIP6-Agent-Info":{"MIP-Home-Agent-

Address":["172.26.17.183"]}}},"Subscribed-Periodic-RAU-TAU-

Timer":0}}'); 
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We must then insert the MSISDN/IMSI relation with: 

INSERT INTO msisdn_imsi (msisdn, imsi) VALUES (34934137123, 

'208014567891300'); 

 
At this stage, the HSS should be configured to grant connectivity to a requesting 
subscriber with these parameters. In the following section we will cover how to 
emulate new UEs at the data plane in order to test the ones added in the HSS. 
 
 

9.3 Data plane development for additional UEs 
 
Once we have configured the second UE in the HSS, most of the work focusses 
on adapting OAISIM to emulate additional UEs. During this section we have 
developed several Helm charts (oaisim2, oaisim3 and oaisim4) that can be found 
in our GitHub repository (available at [109]). Having said this, the development 
procedure followed to add a second UE was the following one: 
 
 

9.3.1 Add UEs implemented in new OAISIM instances 
 
The first approach we took to add a second UE was to create a new K8s pod to 
hold a container for the new UE that would run as an independent OAI instance. 
To do so, we copied the original Helm chart of our repository and started 
modifying the copy (named oaisim2) with the following changes:  
 

▪ values.yaml. We added the UE-2 values (as MSIN, K, OPc and MSISDN) 
in order to be accessed by other files of the chart. 

▪ /templates/statefulset-ue2.yaml. A second stateful set was required to 
create the new K8s pod, which is named ue2. With this file, we must 
indicate a new initialization container (ue-gem-usim2) and a new running 
one (ue2) that will execute the new shell scripts adapted to the second UE. 

▪ /templates/configmap-ue.yaml. We have added a second configuration 
(ue-comac-test2.conf) made up by one user (UE0, with the values of UE-
2) and the same PLMN than the first one (PLMN0). In this file we also need 
to indicate the path of the created scripts for the second UE. 

▪ /templates/bin/. We need additional shell scripts for the second UE based 
on the original ones. Some differences are that the second one must 
generate the SIM with UE2 parameters (_ue_gen_usim2.sh.tpl) and must 
use a new host interface (oip2) to emulate the radio link (_ue-init2.sh.tpl). 

 
Once created, we can move on deploying the second UE. To replace the OAI 
chart, we must first delete the original one by executing: 

sudo su 

helm delete --purge oaisim  

 
We can then download our developed charts with: 

cd ~/cord/; rm -r helm-charts 

git clone https://github.com/marcllena/helm-charts 

cd helm-charts/ 
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And finally install the newly developed chart (oaisim2) by running: 

mme_iface=$(ip -4 route list default | awk -F 'dev' '{ print $2; exit 

}' | awk '{ print $1 }') 

helm upgrade --install --namespace omec oaisim2 oaisim2 --set 

config.enb.networks.s1_mme.interface=${mme_iface} 

 
If we now inspect the running pods, we should see the second UE (ue2-0) 
running, expecting an output similar to the following one: 
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# kubectl get pods -n omec 

NAME                      READY   STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE 

cassandra-0               1/1     Running     0          4h9m 

enb-0                     1/1     Running     0          41s 

hss-0                     1/1     Running     0          4h9m 

job-hss-bootstrap-2tq5j   0/1     Completed   0          4h9m 

job-hss-db-sync-fj4l8     0/1     Completed   0          4h9m 

mme-0                     5/5     Running     0          4h9m 

spgwc-0                   1/1     Running     0          4h9m 

spgwu-0                   4/4     Running     0          4h8m 

ue-0                      1/1     Running     0          41s 

ue-setup-if-zgdzf         0/1     Completed   0          49s 

ue2-0                     1/1     Running     0          41s 

 
However, if we examine both network interfaces, we can see that neither one has 
obtained an IP address. Therefore, both UEs have not successfully attached to 
the network, and have not obtained connectivity: 
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# ip addr show oip1; ip addr show oip2 

183: oip1: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,NOARP,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc 

fq_codel state UNKNOWN group default qlen 100 

    link/generic 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 

184: oip2: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,NOARP,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc 

fq_codel state UNKNOWN group default qlen 100 

    link/generic 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 

 
After analyzing the logs carefully and performing several tests, we have come to 
the conclusion that both UEs are trying to create the EPS bearer in the same 
interface, causing misconfigurations in oip1. We can prove this by not running the 
OAI instance in the first UE (commenting the exec command in _ue-run.sh.tpl, 
line 29) and analyzing the logs. In the output of ue2-0 logs, we can detect how 
the EPS bearer is created in the oip1 interface instead of the configured oip2:  
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# kubectl logs ue2-0 -n omec | grep oip  

[NAS]    

/openairinterface5g/openair3/NAS/UE/ESM/esm_ebr_context.c:326  ESM-

PROC  - executing ifconfig oip1 10.250.255.251 netmask 255.0.0.0 

broadcast 10.255.255.255 up && ip rule add from 10.250.255.251/32 

table 201 && ip rule add to 10.250.255.251/32 table 201 && ip route 

add default dev oip1 table 201  

 
By examining the OAI documentation (as stated in [111]), we can see it has been 
developed with the aim of emulating all UEs in a single instance. For this reason, 
when a single UE is emulated, it is coded to always simulate the radio link through 
oip1 regardless of what interface is configured in the ue_init script.  
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We have found two options to address this issue. On the one hand, we could 
modify OAI’s source code to accept the interface as a parameter, or on the other 
hand, modify the Helm chart to emulate all UEs using the same instance. The 
first option is technically feasible, but after inspecting OAI’s source code, we can 
foresee it would take a considerable amount of time. For this reason, we have 
moved to the second approach developed in the next section. 
 
 

9.3.2 Add UEs grouped into the same OAISIM instance 
 
After having tried the implementation of new UEs with different OAI instances, we 
have attempted to emulate two UEs in the same instance.  
 
To begin with, we have created a new copy of the Helm chart (named oaisim3). 
In this case we do not need a second stateful set (statefulset-ue2.yaml) or more 
scripts, as we are running both UEs in the original pod and not in a new instance. 
For this reason, the only necessary modifications are the following ones: 
 

▪ values.yaml. As in the previous case, we need to indicate the different 
parameters for the second UE (as MSIN, K, OPc and MSISDN).  

▪ /templates/configmap-ue.yaml. We should now have a single configuration 
(ue-comac-test.conf) but configured with two users (UE0 and UE1) with 
their respective parameters (from values.yaml) and the same PLMN. 

▪ /templates/bin/_ue-run.sh.tpl. On executing the command to run OAI, we 
must specify certain parameters (--num-ues 2 --nums_ue_thread 2) so 
that two UEs are emulated. 

 
To deploy it, we must follow the same steps from the previous section, namely 
deleting the prior chart (with helm delete…) and installing the new one (oaisim3): 

helm delete --purge oaisim2  

cd ~/cord/helm-charts/ 

mme_iface=$(ip -4 route list default | awk -F 'dev' '{ print $2; exit 

}' | awk '{ print $1 }') 

helm upgrade --install --namespace omec oaisim3 oaisim3 --set 

config.enb.networks.s1_mme.interface=${mme_iface} 

 
Once the UE pod is running (can be checked with: kubectl get pods -n omec), 
both UEs should attach to the network. Therefore, both interfaces oip1 and oip2 
should have been granted an IP address as we can check with: 
 
root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# ip addr show oip1 

345: oip1: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,NOARP,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc 

fq_codel state UNKNOWN group default qlen 100 

    link/generic 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 

    inet 10.250.255.249/8 brd 10.255.255.255 scope global oip1 

       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# ip addr show oip2 

346: oip2: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,NOARP,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc 

fq_codel state UNKNOWN group default qlen 100 

    link/generic 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 

    inet 10.250.255.248/8 brd 10.255.255.255 scope global oip2 

       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 
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We have now achieved the deployment of CiaB with 2 UEs, following the topology 
that was shown in previous Fig. 9.1. As a final test, we can successfully ping the 
SGi interface or internet domains from both UEs as we can check with: 

ping -I oip1 192.168.250.1 

ping -I oip2 eetac.upc.edu 

 
If while pinging we perform a packet capture in the S1u interface (enb), we will 
clearly see the traffic flows from both UEs as seen in Fig. 9.3: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9.3 Pings on the S1u interface proving that both UEs have connectivity. 
 
 
After connecting 2 UEs, we have focused our efforts in automating the OAI 
configuration based on the desired number of UEs and its associated parameters, 
which must be indicated in the values.yaml file. For this purpose, as Helm charts 
are based on Go71 templates, we have used Golang to program a loop (range in 
Go syntax) inside configmap-ue.yaml, that reads the different values (SIM 
parameters) and builds the proper OAI configuration for the indicated UEs.  
 
The complete Helm chart with the developed code is available in our repository 
([109], being the name of the chart: oaisim4). In addition, we have included a part 
of the configmap-ue.yaml code developed to build the OAI configuration at 
runtime along with an exemplar values file for a deployment with 3 emulated UEs 
in Annexes E.1 and E.2, respectively. 
 
This latest version of the OAI chart allows to deploy any number of UEs by just 
modifying the values.yaml file. In our local deployment we have successfully 
tested up to 4 UEs, confirming the achievement of adding support for multiple 
UEs in CiaB.  
 
In this 4 UE scenario, we have also tested new subscribers outside the default 
range, added to the HSS in runtime via the CQL shell. For this reason, one of the 
emulated UEs has been configured with the SIM parameters specified in Section 
9.2.1 (IMSI: 208014567891300 and MSISDN: 34934137123).  

 
71 Go (also known as Golang) is a programming language developed by Google. 
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As its subscriber profile is stored in the HSS database, it is granted access and 
connectivity to the network, being able to ping the SGi interface or internet 
domains. If the HSS database is checked, we can see the 4 UEs attached as 
seen in the following output: 
 
cqlsh:vhss> SELECT imsi,msisdn,ms_ps_status,sqn, 

ms_ps_status,visited_plmnid FROM users_imsi; 

 

 imsi            | msisdn      | ms_ps_status | sqn | visited_plmnid 

-----------------+-------------+--------------+-----+---------------- 

 208014567891202 |  1122334456 |     ATTACHED | 192 |         02F810 

 208014567891203 |  1122334457 |     ATTACHED | 160 |         02F810 

 208014567891209 |  1122334463 |         null |  96 |           null 

 208014567891206 |  1122334460 |         null |  96 |           null 

 208014567891201 |  1122334455 |     ATTACHED | 256 |         02F810 

 208014567891204 |  1122334458 |         null |  96 |           null 

 208014567891207 |  1122334461 |         null |  96 |           null 

 208014567891300 | 34934137123 |     ATTACHED | 128 |         02F810 

 208014567891208 |  1122334462 |         null |  96 |           null 

 208014567891210 |  1122334464 |         null |  96 |           null 

 208014567891205 |  1122334459 |         null |  96 |           null 

(11 rows) 

 
Again, the connectivity can be tested by pinging from the different emulated UEs 
either the SGi interface or directly internet domains: 

ping -I oip1 192.168.250.1 

ping -I oip2 www.upc.edu 

ping -I oip3 eetac.upc.edu 

ping -I oip4 www.google.com 

 
If we perform a packet capture in the S1-u interface (enb), we will see the different 
traffic flows proving that the 4 UEs have connectivity as seen in Fig. 9.4: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9.4 Pings on the S1u interface proving that the 4 UEs have connectivity. 
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9.4 Conclusions 
 
During this chapter we have worked towards improving CiaB emulated RAN with 
the objective of including support for multiple UEs. In pursuit of this second 
technical contribution, we explored two alternative approaches concerning if it 
was better to use one single OAI instance for each UE or emulate all UEs in the 
same one. While the first option allows more flexibility and autonomy among the 
UEs (as we could turn on and off a certain one without affecting the others), is 
also less efficient in resources and remarkably more complex. This is because 
as explained in the end of Section 9.3.1, implies important changes in the OAI 
source code that can be skipped by emulating all users in the same instance. 
 
Once we successfully connected several UEs, we have developed a final chart 
version that automates the deployment given the different subscriber parameters 
(eliminating the need of manually modifying configuration files). Therefore, the 
following versions of the OAI Helm chart can be found in our repository ([109]): 
 

▪ oaisim. Corresponding to the original version developed by the ONF that 
supports only one UE. 

▪ oaisim2. First approach version (UE in another OAI instance), failing to 
provide connectivity. 

▪ oaisim3. Second approach (UEs in the same instance) hardcoded for two 
users and successfully working. 

▪ oaisim4. Final version that automates the deployment of the desired 
number of users based on the specified values. Tested with up to 4 UEs. 

 
Future enhancements of CiaB RAN could focus towards adding support for 
several eNBs. In our opinion, the best way to accomplish this seems to be running 
the UEs in different OAI instances (which was attempted by our first approach, 
and that requires changes at OAI project). The main reason is that in a scenario 
with several emulated eNBs, we should be able to indicate to each UE which eNB 
to camp on. To do so, we should apply a different nFAPI configuration to each 
UE, but unfortunately the current OAI version, up to this report’s date, only 
supports using the same configuration for all UEs of the instance. For this reason, 
we have left our oaisim2 chart in our repository apart from the successful versions 
in the case it can serve as a model for future research in adding the support of 
multiple eNBs in CiaB. 
 
In a wider scope and once the COMAC project is more mature, a very interesting 
possibility is basing the fabric on P4. This enhancement (as described in Chapter 
7 with SiaB) would offer new possibilities, such as implementing S/P-GW 
functions with P4 directly at the data plane, offloading the gateways and 
increasing the packet processing capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 10. FINAL REMARKS 
 
10.1 Conclusions 
 
In this document we have made several contributions, starting by analyzing the 
different CORD projects and creating valuable documentation gathered from 
deploying SiaB and CiaB. Based on the knowledge acquired, we have extended 
both projects, by migrating SiaB to NG-SDN interfaces and adding support for 
multiple UEs in CiaB. 
 
Despite concepts like cloud computing or SDN are not new, applying them on 
operator access networks, as CORD proposes, results in a cutting-edge 
architecture. As one can expect of such profound architectural changes, there 
are risks and upcoming challenges in adopting an immature technology, but 
relevant operators have taken the step to start using CORD in real deployments, 
and the benefits seem to make it worthwhile. 
 
As we have verified with SiaB and CiaB deployments and testing, the residential 
access service and mobile core can move from being based on proprietary 
monolithic systems to cloud infrastructure and open software. This returns to 
operators the responsibility of engineering more deeply the deployments, as they 
can now develop services by coding, instead of having to rely in just a handful of 
vendors or being tied to just one of them. 
 
To achieve this purpose, CORD projects are developed to provide flexibility 
(allowing operators a high degree of customization), while ensuring the 
architecture is scalable and resilient enough for production deployments. To 
pursuit this objective, CORD has opted for a rather complex architecture (with 
several abstractions) and is always evolving to rely on the latest software 
technologies (seen with the recent trend to container-based deployments). For 
this reason, we must highlight the importance of the information provided in this 
thesis given the fact that CORD projects are remarkably complex, and its public 
documentation is often outdated and scarce. Therefore, we hope that our first 
contribution explaining the CORD projects can serve as a basis to understand 
CORD and that the installation guides and documentation on how the projects 
can be extended, results helpful for future academic or research purposes. 
 
With the arrival of state-of-the-art P4-compliant switches that deliver forwarding 
speeds similar to fixed-function ASICS, networking devices now turn out to be 
completely programmable to such an extent that even new custom protocols can 
be added by software. For this reason, as the first technical contribution we have 
migrated a running SiaB deployment from OpenFlow to NG-SDN interfaces, 
being, to the best of our knowledge, the first report that describes this entire 
process. Taking advantage of this migration, we have analyzed more deeply the 
P4Runtime and gNMI interfaces and tried to quantify the energy impact of the 
migration, which seems to cause only a slight increase (4%) in the RAM 
consumed by ONOS. 
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Regarding COMAC, there is still a lot of work by the ONF community and 
standardization organisms to achieve converge between mobile and broadband 
access. Since as for now the project limits to OMEC, we have focused in 
deploying CiaB and testing its functionalities. As the current version provided by 
the ONF only supports a single UE, we have improved its emulated RAN as our 
second technical contribution. For this purpose, we have documented the 
development process and achieved to test CiaB, for the first time to the best of 
our knowledge, with multiple simultaneous subscribers. 
 
 

10.2 Future lines of development 
 
In this project, we have only focused on access services to replicate the existing 
functionalities for the client while offering multiple benefits to the operator. 
However, once a CORD project is deployed and the operator’s access network 
has evolved to a cloud-based infrastructure, the operator can easily develop new 
functions and potentially new services by software. For this reason, future lines 
of development of CORD with our report as a basis could be related to: 
 

▪ Implementing data plane functions with P4. A CORD deployment with NG-
SDN interfaces (as the one described in Chapter 7) represents a huge step 
forward for the telecom industry as it reduces drastically the time to market 
of new functions compared to legacy equipment, while keeping similar or 
even better performance. For instance, almost all data plane functions 
both from broadband and mobile architectures could be implemented with 
P4. Therefore, P4 implementations of the BNG, S/P-GW and CU data 
plane could be further developed in future projects. 
 

▪ Non-access services. Taking advantage of the CORD infrastructure and 
edge location, the CORD platform could allow operators to develop and 
host non-access services (in particular low latency ones), or even rent the 
spare capacity of the infrastructure to third parties, as an IaaS edge 
provider. This new services would represent new revenues for operators 
that would reduce the risk of migrating to CORD and increase the return 
on investment (ROI). Examples of services that could be interesting to 
combine with CORD could go from augmented reality to ultra-reliable low 
latency communications (URLLC, in 5G terminology). 

 
In the near future, the ONF is expected to focus its efforts towards P4, and 5G 
support in mobile projects. Therefore, we can anticipate the accomplishment of 
new functions at P4’s data plane for VNFs offloading while new releases of 
COMAC are presumably working towards a convergence with broadband access, 
and the SD-RAN RIC integration.  
 
Additionally, and aimed for enterprises, the ONF unveiled the Aether project in 
March 2020 as the first open-source ECaaS (Edge-Cloud-as-a-Service) [112]. 
Aether was launched to apply CORD principles to future private mobile networks, 
offering an LTE or 5G deployment for distributed enterprises. It is being designed 
for a reliable and low latency connection to cover industrial IoT use-cases, 
simultaneously supporting both licensed and unlicensed spectrum.  
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As Aether is based on OMEC and SD-RAN, it has a similar development path 
than COMAC, but it does not include SEBA. Its architecture (shown in Fig. 10.1) 
is similar but supports placing OMEC control plane at public clouds (reducing the 
needed infrastructure) [113, pp. 2-5,9]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10.1 Aether target architecture, based on [113, p. 4]. 
 
 
At the time of this report, Aether is still on development (working in conjunction 
with OMEC to implement the 5G core). For this reason, it remains only accessible 
to ONF members and therefore, no code has been released publicly yet. 
 
Considering both SEBA and OMEC current traction and ONF efforts on 
developing new reference designs (as COMAC or Aether) together with new 
services demands expected to appear with 5G, we can anticipate an increasing 
importance of CORD-based solutions in future operator networks. 
 
 

10.3 Sustainability considerations 
 
Embracing cloud computing principles by deploying CORD projects, brings 
operators several benefits including a higher energetic efficiency. The main 
reason is that by implementing the operator infrastructure in a data center, the 
assigned resources can be optimized trying to match the workload demand. In 
this way, there has been an extensive research on resource management 
platforms [114], which can nowadays nearly maximize the energy efficiency of 
data centers by moving processes and turning off servers when possible. In 
addition, commodity hardware tends to have a larger lifetime than legacy one, 
which reduces the environmental footprint of the deployment. 
 
Another advantage of developing functions in software, is that thanks to their 
flexibility, there are easier to optimize. However, every development can have an 
impact in the resource usage. In this report, we have concluded that migrating 
SiaB to NG-SDN interfaces has only a minimal effect as quantified in Section 8.2. 
 
The benefit in terms of energy consumption after deploying SEBA or OMEC are 
hard to quantify. However, seems logical than a CORD container-based 
deployment in a data center would have much less underutilized resources than 
a traditional implementation with legacy operator equipment. According to a 2019 
report [59, p. 17], a CORD deployment with an 80% average resource utilization, 
would consume 25% less energy compared to a traditional central office.
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GLOSSARY 
 
3G, 4G, 5G 3rd, 4th and 5th generation of mobile networks 

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project 

AAA Authentication, Authorization and Accounting 

AGG Aggregation 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

API Application Programming Interface 

APN Access Point Name 

ASG SW Aggregation and Service Gateway Switch 

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit 

BBU Baseband Unit  

BER Bit Error Test 

BMv2 Behavioral Model v2 

BNG Broadband Network Gateway 

BSS  Business Support Systems 

CaaS Container-as-a-Service  

CAPEX Capital Expenses 

CCPF Converged Control Plane Functions 

CDF Charging Data Function  

CiaB COMAC-in-a-Box 

CIR Committed Information Rate 

CLI Command Line Interface  

CN Core Network 

CNI Container Network Interface 

COMAC Converged Multi Access & Core 

CORD Central Office Re-architected as a Data center 

CTF Charging Trigger Function  

CU Central Unit 

CUPF Converged User Plane Functions 

CUPS Control and User Plane Separation  

DFT Discrete Fourier Transform 

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

DL Downlink 

DNS Domain Name System 

DU Distributed Unit 

E-UTRAN Evolved Universal Terrestrial RAN 

E2E Edge-to-Edge 

EIR Excess Information Rate 

eNB Evolved Node B 

EPC Evolved Packet Core 

EPON Ethernet Passive Optical Network 

EPS Evolved Packet System  
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FCAPS Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security 

FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array 

FTTH Fiber-to-the-Home 

GEM GPON Encapsulation Method 

GGSN Gateway GPRS Support Node 

gNMI gRPC Network Management Interface 

gNOI gRPC Network Operations Interface 

GPON Gigabit Passive Optical Network 

GPRS  General Packet Radio Service 

gRPC gRPC Remote Procedure Calls 

GSM Global System por Mobile communications 

GTP GPRS Tunneling Protocol 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HSS Home Subscriber Server  

IaaS Infrastructure-as-a-Service  

IAC Infrastructure as Code 

IMEI International Mobile Equipment Identity 

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem 

IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity 

IoT Internet of Things 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

IT Information Technology 

K8s Kubernetes 

KVM Kernel Virtual Machine 

LAN Local Area Network 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

MAC Medium Access Control 

MANO Management, Automation and Network Orchestration  

MCC Mobile Country Code 

MEC Mobile Edge Computing 

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

ML Machine Learning 

MME Mobility Management Entity  

MNC Mobile Network Code 

MPPS Millions of Packets per Second  

MSIN Mobile Subscription Identification Number 

MSISDN Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number 

NaaS Network-as-a-Service 

NAS Non-Access Stratum 

NEM Network Edge Mediator  

nFAPI Network Functional Application Platform Interface 

NFV Network Function Virtualization  

NFVI Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure 
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NG-PON2 Next-Generation Passive Optical Network 

NG-SDN Next-Generation Software-Defined Networking 

NIC Network Interface Card 

Non-RT-RIC Non-Real-Time RIC 

NOS Network Operating System  

nRT-RIC Near-Real-Time RIC 

OAI Open Air Interface 

ODN Optical Distribution Network 

OF-DPA OpenFlow Data Plane Abstraction 

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access  

OLT Optical Line Termination  

OMCI ONU Management Control Interface  

OMEC Open Mobile Evolved Core 

ONAP Open Network Automation Platform 

ONF Open Networking Foundation  

ONOS Open Network Operating System  

ONU Optical Network Unit  

OPC Operator Code 

OPEX Operating Expenses 

OS Operating System  

OSAM Open Source Access Manager 

OSS Operations Support Systems  

OTT Over-The-Top 

OVS Open vSwitch 

P4 Programming Protocol-independent Packet Processors 

PaaS Platform-as-a-Service  

PAPR Peak to Average Power Ratio 

PCRF Policy and Charging Rules Function  

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol 

PDN Packet Data Network 

PDU Protocol Data Unit 

PFCP Packet Forwarding Control Protocol 

PGW Packet data network Gateway  

PISA Protocol Independent Switch Architecture  

PLMN Public Land Mobile Network 

PON Passive Optical Network 

PRACH Physical Random Access Channel 

PUCCH Physical Uplink Control Channel 

PUSCH Physical Uplink Shared Channel 

QoS Quality of Service 

R-NIB Radio Network Information Base  

RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service 

RAN Radio Access Network  
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RF Radio Frequency 

RG Residential Gateway 

RIB Routing Information Base 

RIC RAN Intelligent Controller 

RLC Radio Link Layer 

RRC Radio Resource Control 

RRH Remote Radio Head 

RRM Radio Resource Management  

RU Radio Unit 

SaaS Software-as-a-Service 

SAE System Architecture Evolution  

SC-FDMA Single-Carrier Frequency-Division Multiple Access  

SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol 

SD-RAN Software-Defined Radio Access Network 

SDAP Service Data Adaptation Protocol 

SDN Software-Defined Networking 

SDR Software-Defined Radio 

SEBA SDN Enabled Broadband Access 

SGSN  Serving GPRS Support Node 

SGW Serving Gateway  

SGX Software Guard Extensions 

SiaB SEBA-in-a-Box  

SIM Subscriber Identity Module 

SON Self-Organizing Networks  

SQL Structured Query Language 

T-CONT Transmission Container 

TAI Tracking Area Identifier 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TDMA Time-Division Multiple Access  

TOSCA Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

UE User Equipment 

UL Uplink 

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

VM Virtual Machine 

VNF Virtualized Network Function 

VoLTE Voice over LTE 

VOLTHA Virtual OLT Hardware Abstraction 

WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 

XG-PON  10G-capable PON 

XGS-PON  10G-capable Symmetric PON 
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ANNEX A. CORD-COMPLIANT EQUIPMENT 
 
A.1 VOLTHA-compliant Equipment 
 
The aim of this section is to briefly describe the hardware found during the 
research of this thesis that supports VOLTHA. For a SEBA deployment, apart 
from the PON hardware controllable by VOLTHA, general servers and switches 
are needed (as described in Section 3.3.2). Regarding the ONUs, VOLTHA has 
performed trial deployments with several models from Iskratel, Alpha or Arcadyan 
connected to the same vOLT [6, p. 30]. For this reason, we will only focus on the 
VOLTHA-compliant OLTs as the other necessary equipment is far more general. 
In the following sections, we have listed the different vOLTs that the ONF has 
tested with VOLTHA, grouped by manufacturer: 
 
 

A.1.1 Edgecore 
 
Edgecore is a switching brand subsidiary from the Taiwanese company Accton 
that offers open networking equipment for service providers. For this reason, it is 
a renowned company on the sector, being an ONF and P4 partner. As a result of 
this collaboration, Edgecore launched in 2018 the first XGS white-box OLT of the 
industry: 
 

▪ ASXVOLT16 [115]. This vOLT has 16 XGS-PON ports with 4 uplink 
100GbE QSFP28 ports, with a switching capability of 300 Gbps. It 
supports recent VOLTHA versions (2.4, 2.5 and 2.6) through the Open 
OLT adapter, as it is the reference hardware for ONF development. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. A.1 Front view of the ASXVOLT16 featuring 16 10G PON ports [115]. 
 
 

A.1.2 Iskratel 
 
Iskratel is an equipment vendor focused on software-defined broadband 
networks, being an ONF and CORD collaborator. In late 2018, they launched 
their first CORD-compliant OLT (supporting VOLTHA 1.6, 1.7 and 2.0), opting for 
a dual-nature or amphibian architecture to reduce operator investment in the 
future. Basically, the Iskratel OLT can work either as a typical integrated OLT or 
a disaggregated VOLTHA vOLT with just a simple configuration change, being 
the first of its kind. The characteristics of the model are the following ones: 
 

▪ SI3000 LUMIA G16 [116]. This amphibian OLT is offered with 8 or 16 
GPON ports (2.5/1.25 Gbps) (same hardware, locked ports by software), 
6 SFP 1GbE access ports and 4 uplink 10GbE SFP+ ports reaching 86 
Gbps of switching capacity. 
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Fig. A.2 Front view of the SI3000 Lumia G16 vOLT [116]. 
 
 
Iskratel has also developed an XGS vOLT (SI3000 LUMIA XG4), which has 4 
XGS PON ports and 4 uplink 10GbE SFP+ ports as the prior model. In addition, 
they also offer ONUs for GPONs and XGS-PONs that have been tested in demo 
SEBA deployments with both Iskratel OLTs and third-party ones (like Edgecore’s 
ASXVOLT16). 
 
 

A.2 P4-compliant Equipment 
 
In the following section we will list the P4 compatible equipment found during the 
research of this thesis, grouped by manufacturer:  
 
 

A.2.1 Barefoot Networks 
 
Barefoot Networks is a US company founded in 2013 (just after P4 was defined), 
committed with NG-SDNs and P4 language. Due to its impact in the networking 
industry, Barefoot was acquired by Intel in June 2019. All Barefoot’s product line 
is focused on P4, offering switch chips, a network monitoring system (Deep 
Insight) and a P4 development environment (P4 Studio). At the time of this report, 
the following ASICs have been developed: 
 

▪ Tofino ASIC [117]. Launched in early 2016 and based on 16nm 
technology, it is the first P4-programmable switch chip. As a result of the 
PISA architecture, the forwarding logic is implemented on software, being 
completely programmable. The Tofino chip is offered with processing 
speeds between 1.9 and 6.5 Tb/s.  
 

▪ Tofino 2 [118]. Unveiled in late 2018, the second-generation doubles the 
offered speed by using 7nm process technology, reaching up to 12.8 Tb/s. 
Apart from being built with the PISA architecture, the Tofino 2 has a 
modular architecture made up by several chiplets. This makes it possible 
to offer the Tofino 2 with three different number of packet processing 
engines (24, 48 and 80 respectively), creating three different Tofino 2 
series to target different applications.  

 
Despite Barefoot sells a modest volume of switches made by them to carry out 
trials, they maintain partnerships with switch vendors to include Tofino ASICs in 
several product lines. Therefore, Barefoot works with several white-box or bare-
metal switch manufactures along with switch OS vendors (e.g., NoviFlow, RtBrick 
and SONiC) to base or support Tofino ASICs in their solutions. 
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In the following sections, we will briefly list the Tofino based switches from leading 
manufacturers (as Edgecore, Inventec, Stordis and UfiSpace), and Smart NICs 
compatible with P4 (made by Netronome, a Barefoot partner). However, we will 
not enter into detail about the different switch or network operating systems 
supported, as Tofino ASICs completely support ONF components (Stratum, 
ONOS and Trellis) explained in detail in this document [119]. 
 
The Tofino ASICs support all P4 versions, including P414 and the latest P416 v1.2 
(Stratum uses P416). As a result, the following Tofino based switches support 
each version as well. As stated in Section 2.4.1, P4 does not support OpenFlow 
natively as it uses P4Runtime, although its support can be emulated through P4 
language. 
 
 

A.2.2 EdgeCore 
 
Apart from the vOLT previously seen, Edgecore also offers bare-metal switches 
(loaded with only a NOS installation software in order to choose between 
commercial and open source operating systems). Most of their switches are 
made up from Broadcom ASICs like the Tomahawk series, however a series of 
two models is part from a partnership with Barefoot Networks being fully P4-
compliant: 
 

▪ Wedge 100BF-32X [120]. Designed with the Barefoot Tofino of 3.2 Tb/s, it 
provides 32 QSFP28 ports with speeds going from 10GbE (using breakout 
cables) to 100 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) rates in one rack unit (RU). 

▪ Wedge 100BF-65X [121]. This switch has 65 QSFP28 ports (same port 
type than the previous one) in 2 RU, driven by the 6.5 Tb/s Tofino. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. A.3 Front view of 100BF-32X (left) and 100BF-65X (right) [120] [121]. 
 
 

A.2.3 Inventec 
 
Inventec is a Taiwanese hardware manufacturer of bare-metal switches, being 
an ONF collaborator and P4 consortium member. Several of its switches provide 
P4 compatibility: 
 

▪ D10054 [122]. Offering a 1.8 Tb/s rate, this leaf switch has 48 SFP28 ports 
(supporting 10GbE and 25GbE) and 6 uplink 100GbE QSFP28 ports.  

▪ D10056 [123]. Having the same ports than the previous model, this switch 
offers a slightly superior performance (2 Tb/s forwarding rate). 

▪ D10064 [124]. This spine switch model is more or less equivalent to the 
Wedge 100BF-65X, with 64 QSFP28 ports and a throughput of 6.4 Tb/s 
offered by the Tofino 2. 
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Fig. A.4 Front view of D10054 (left) and D10064 (right) models [122] [124]. 
 
 
Inventec has been a hardware partner of Barefoot since the launching of the first 
Tofino, so the previous models to the ones listed (D5254, D5256, D5264) already 
supported P4 language.  
 
 

A.2.4 Stordis 
 
Stordis is a German company specialized in open networking solutions, being an 
ONF collaborator and a P4 Language consortium member. One of its series 
(named APS, Advanced Programmable Switches) runs on Tofino chips, offering 
the following models: 
 

▪ BF2556X-1T [125]. This leaf switch has 48 SFP28 ports of up to 25GbE 
(32 ports from 10GbE and 16 from 1GbE) and 8 uplink 100GbE QSFP28 
ports, using the Tofino chip to reach a throughput of up to 2.0 Tb/s. 

▪ BF6064X-T [126]. As the previous spine switches, this switch has 64 
QSFP28 supporting rates between 10GbE (using breakout cables) to 
100GbE, being based on the Tofino 6.4 Tb/s.   

 
 

 
 

Fig. A.5 Front view of the BF2556X (left) and BF6064X (right) [125] [126]. 
 
 
The key difference between the APS series and the models from the previous 
manufactures is that Stordis models also support Precision Time Protocol (IEEE 
1588v2 PTP) for built-in time synchronization functions. Due to this fact, these 
Stordis models are the first, and up to this report’s date, the only Tofino-based 
switches completely OCP (Open Compute Project) accepted. 
 
 

A.2.5 UfiSpace 
 
UfiSpace is a Taiwanese company focused on providing white box hardware for 
service providers. One of its models is based on the Tofino chipset, being P4 
compatible and offering the following specifications: 
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▪ S9180-32X [127]. Spine switch made up by the 6.4 Tb/s Tofino 2 chip, 
offering 32 QSFP28 ports that support rates of 100GbE (or 4 10GbE using 
breakout cables) and 2 SFP+ ports of 10GbE. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. A.6 Front view of the S9180-32x switch from UfiSpace [127]. 
 
 

A.2.6 Netronome 
 
Netronome is a US packet processors manufacturer, being a P4 contributor and 
offering P4 compatible flow processors, as the NFP-4000 and the NFP-6000. 
Designed for NICs, the first model has 48 packet processing engines reaching a 
throughput of 100 Gb/s. The second model reaches up to 200 Gb/s with 96 packet 
processing cores, being designed for service nodes, gateways and leaf switches. 
 
Based on these processors, Netronome offers a series of commercial P4 NICs, 
named Agilio SmartNICs. These SmartNICs are divided in three series 
depending on their application: 
 

▪ Agilio CX (Compute Nodes) [128]. Designed for computing servers, 4 NICs 
are based on the NFP-4000, and consequently P4 programmable. Having 
2 GB of RAM, NICs offered go from a two 10GbE SFP+ ports (CX 
2x10GbE) to one 50GbE QSFP28 port (CX 50GbE), offering also 25GbE 
and 40GbE models. 

▪ Agilio FX (Bare-metal Servers) [129]. This NIC (FX 2x10GbE) is the result 
of combining a CX NIC with a general-purpose processor (a quad-core 
Arm V8) to take care of network processing. Therefore, the second 
processor handles the traffic related to the virtual machines running on the 
servers, freeing the CPU cores for better performance. 

▪ Agilio LX (Service Nodes) [130]. Based on the NFP-6000 and with 8 GB 
of RAM, for higher performance than the CX series. There are two LX NICs 
models offered, one with two 40GbE QSFP ports (LX 2x40GbE), and the 
other with a single 100GbE CXP port (LX 1x100GbE). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. A.7 Netronome NICs CX 2x10GbE (left) and CX 40GbE (right) [128]. 
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A.2.7 Custom built solutions 
 
In the recent years, several chip vendors have entered the P4 consortium, 
launching FPGAs that support it through frameworks than synthetize P4 
language into FPGA firmware. In this context, a small company from the Czech 
Republic, Netcope, has gained prominence by developing this kind of network 
adapters.  
 
Among others, two chip vendors that are P4 consortium members and collaborate 
with Netcope are: 
 

▪ Xilinx [131, p. 10]. Focused on the programmable logic market, some of 
the newest Xilinx FPGA families such as Virtex-7 and UltraScale support 
P4 through Netcope.  

▪ Intel [132]. Being the top chip manufacturer, the Intel Arria 10 and Stratix 
10 FPGA family also support P4 language.  

 
However, as these vendors do not offer commercial NICs just the processor, their 
uses are limited to development and testing purposes. To address this issue, an 
open source project for developing FPGA platforms, named NetFPGA was 
launched. Using the NetFPGA SUME platform (which runs with a Xilinx Virtex-7 
processor) even P4-compatible 100 Gbps NICs can be made, as has been 
described in [133].  
 
In this area, several research projects have been developed using NetFPGA as 
the platform for building prototypes programmed with P4 language (following the 
workflow from [134]). 
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ANNEX B. SEBA-IN-A-BOX INSTALLATION 
 
B.1 Creating an experiment with CloudLab 
 
CloudLab places a powerful cloud computing infrastructure at the disposal of 
students and researchers acting as an IaaS provider, thanks to a collaboration 
between the Universities of Utah, Clemson and Wisconsin. In the following steps, 
we will describe the process to provision a bare-metal server (named an 
Experiment in the perspective of CloudLab) suitable for installing SiaB or CiaB. 
To do so, users must first register at [135]. 
 
After login to our CloudLab account, we must go to the Experiments tab and press 
“Start Experiment”. Then, we must select the experiment profile which is basically 
the disk image containing the necessary software and node hardware 
description. In our case, we should press “Change Profile”, selecting the “One-
PC-Ubuntu-16.04” instead of the default one (small-lan).  
 
At this point, we should assign a name to the experiment and the cluster desired 
to run it (in our case CloudLab Utah). By default, the experiment is configured to 
start immediately and last for 16 hours (can be extended once the experiment 
has launched). We can leave the default configuration and press “Finish”. 
 
After a few minutes required to boot the experiment, it is displayed as “ready” as 
shown in Fig. B.1. By going to the “List View” tab, we can obtain information such 
as:  
 

▪ Node type. Specifies the type of bare-metal server and therefore its 
corresponding hardware characteristics (which are specified for each node 
type in [136]). In our case (type m510), our node has the following 
characteristics: 

- 8 CPU cores (Intel Xeon D, 2 GHz) 
- 64 GB of RAM 
- 256 GB of disk space 

 
▪ SSH command. Our node is also assigned a public DNS name (in our 

case, marcll@ms0844.utah.cloudlab.us). This way we can access our 
experiment by SSH if we had an SSH public key loaded into our CloudLab 
profile before creating the experiment (to add it, click on username on top-
right corner and “Manage SSH Keys”). 

 
Apart from SSH, we can also access our experiment using a command-line shell 
directly from the browser. We can do so, either under the “List View” Tab by going 

to actions ( ) and “Shell” and also under Topology View, clicking the node and 
pressing “Shell”. Once accessed, a new tab opens up (as seen in the next Fig. 
B.2) with the shell prompt, having full sudo access to our instance. 
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Fig. B.1 List view once the node is provisioned in CloudLab. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. B.2 Node view offering a web CLI to access the created instance. 
 
 
At last, we can extend the experiment. To do so, we must press “Extend”, select 
the number of days and submit an explanation. Extends requested of up to 7 days 
are automatically accepted. 
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B.2 Creating our own local VM 
 
In the case we do not want to run SiaB in the cloud, we can install it locally in a 
VM as long as it fulfills the requirements (at least two CPU cores, 8 GB of RAM 
and 30 GB of disk space). To do so, we can download the Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS 
server ISO image, create a VM machine with VirtualBox and follow the Ubuntu 
installation guide.  
 
Recall that while creating the virtual machine, we must ensure in the VirtualBox 
System settings that the allocated resources (number of processors and base 
memory) are at least the required ones. In addition, if we want to access the 
machine with SSH as we would do with the CloudLab one, we must change the 
network configuration from VirtualBox, selecting a Bridged Adapter to our local 
interface towards internet.  
 
It is also recommended to configure a static IP address in the VM (can be done 
editing the /etc/network/interfaces file) instead of using DHCP. The reason is to 
avoid needing to change the K8s master node IP if the DHCP IP changes in the 
future. Here we can see an example of the static IP configuration for our VM: 

auto enp0s3 

iface enp0s3 inet static 

address 10.0.0.15 

netmask 255.255.255.0 

gateway 10.0.0.1 

dns-nameservers 8.8.8.8 10.0.0.1 

 
Several tools like make or brctl (for automation and controlling Linux bridges 
respectively) are installed in the specified CloudLab profile but not by default in 
Ubuntu server distributions. For this reason, if we create our VM locally, we must 
install them before proceeding: 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get install build-essential 

sudo apt-get install bridge-utils 

 
 

B.3 SiaB Automated Installation 
 
Before the installation, it is recommended to update the package lists on Ubuntu 
(if has not been done it before), executing the first command. In addition, the 
installation requires Git, that should be already installed as can be checked with: 

sudo apt-get update 

git --version 

 
Then, we will use a make file to install SEBA-in-a-Box. So first we must clone the 
automation tools from the CORD repository, by executing: 

sudo su 

mkdir -p ~/cord 

cd ~/cord 

git clone https://gerrit.opencord.org/automation-tools 

cd automation-tools/seba-in-a-box 
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This make file automates all the commands specified in Section B.4. Before 
running it, we can specify the versions of the CORD components that we want to 
be installed by changing the default versions and checksums of the Makefile. 
Then, we can run it by executing: 

make 

 
The installation process can last up to half an hour depending on the machine. 
After a successful install, the message “SEBA-in-a-Box installation finished!” is 
displayed. We can check that the SEBA installation works correctly with the 
following command: 

make run-tests 

  
This last process does several tests to verify and validate the SEBA installation. 
Among other tests, the main ones are E2E ping connectivity, removing 
subscriber, removing ONU from whitelist and placing the ONU in a wrong 
location. 
 
We can optionally install the logging and monitoring tools (explained in Section 
3.1.6) in an automated way too by running: 

make INFRA_CHARTS='logging nem-monitoring' stable 

 
 

B.4 SiaB Step-by-step Installation 
 
For the installation of SiaB, the following software (explained in Section 3.2) is 
needed: Docker, Kubernetes (using kubeadm) and Helm. So, prior to installing 
SiaB, we will go through the installation of these components, assuming as the 
starting point an empty machine running Ubuntu with root access on shell as the 
one created with CloudLab. 
 
Before starting, several package operations are needed such as updating 
package lists (which will be done prior to every installation), and installing 
software-properties to manage packages: 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get install -y software-properties-common 

 
Docker. We can then proceed to download Docker by adding their apt repository 
(and their public key to verify their identity) and downloading version 17.06: 

sudo apt-key adv --keyserver keyserver.ubuntu.com --recv 0EBFCD88 

sudo add-apt-repository "deb [arch=amd64] 

https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu $(lsb_release -cs) stable" 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get install -y "docker-ce=17.06*" 

 
Curl. Before installing K8s, we need to install the curl tool which will be used to 
transfer data: 

sudo apt-get update  

sudo apt-get install -y apt-transport-https curl  
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K8s. We can then run the following commands to install kubeadm, kubelet and 
kubectl (versions 1.12.7). Basically, we have to obtain the key (using curl to 
transfer it), and install the different K8s tools using apt: 

curl -s https://packages.cloud.google.com/apt/doc/apt-key.gpg | sudo 

apt-key add – 

cat <<EOF | sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/kubernetes.list 

deb https://apt.kubernetes.io/ kubernetes-xenial main 

EOF 

sudo cp /tmp/kubernetes.list /etc/apt/sources.list.d/kubernetes.list 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt install -y "kubeadm=1.12.7-*" "kubelet=1.12.7-*" 

"kubectl=1.12.7-*" 

 
K8s Deployment. After installing K8s, we can bootstrap the cluster. Before doing 
so, K8s requires to disable swapping in our Linux Machine (which is the process 
of passing data from the physical memory to the swap space on the hard disk, 
and it is not supported by K8s pods). We can then initialize the master node, 
configuring the pod with a network IP address to allow a CNI add-on (like Calico): 

sudo swapoff -a 

sudo kubeadm init --pod-network-cidr=192.168.0.0/16 

 
K8s Deployment. Once the K8s master has initialized, we must run the following 
commands to configurate the cluster (basically it creates a hidden directory for 
configuration files):  

mkdir -p $HOME/.kube 

sudo cp -i /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf $HOME/.kube/config 

sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) $HOME/.kube/config 

 
We can see the node is created and acting as a master by running: kubectl get 
nodes (it is not ready as the network pods (coredns) are pending until Calico 
installation). Sample output from the terminal could be:  

root@node:/users/marcll# kubectl get nodes 

NAME                                                        STATUS     

ROLES    AGE     VERSION 

node.cord-siab-manual.cord-testdrive-pg0.utah.cloudlab.us   NotReady   

master   3m53s   v1.12.7 

 
Calico CNI. We then move on to installing Calico, a pod network add-on. To do 
so, we must delete the cni folder (in case it exists) and pass two configuration 
files provided by Calico: 

rm -rf /var/lib/cni/ 

kubectl apply -f   https://docs.projectcalico.org/v3.3/getting-

started/kubernetes/installation/hosted/rbac-kdd.yaml 

kubectl apply -f   https://docs.projectcalico.org/v3.3/getting-

started/kubernetes/installation/hosted/kubernetes-datastore/calico-

networking/1.7/calico.yaml 

 
Before proceeding by installing Helm and Tiller, we must wait until the Calico 
pods are running (watch kubectl get pods --all-namespaces). Then as it is a single 
node cluster, we can allow the master to schedule pods: 

kubectl taint nodes --all node-role.kubernetes.io/master- 
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Helm and Tiller. To install both the Helm client and server (Tiller), we basically 
obtain the installation script and run it (first two commands). We must then enable 
Helm in our K8s cluster by creating the Tiller service account, binding it to the 
cluster-admin role, updating the Tiller deployment and adding the incubator repo: 

curl 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kubernetes/helm/master/scripts/get 

> install-helm.sh  

bash install-helm.sh -v v2.17.0  

kubectl create serviceaccount --namespace kube-system tiller 

kubectl create clusterrolebinding tiller-cluster-rule --

clusterrole=cluster-admin --serviceaccount=kube-system:tiller 

helm init --service-account tiller 

helm repo add incubator https://charts.helm.sh/incubator 

 
Cordctl. Cord command-line tools allow an easy interaction with XOS in SEBA 
deployments, using gRPC. To install them we need to obtain the binaries and 
execute them: 

export CORDCTL_VERSION=1.1.5 

export CORDCTL_PLATFORM=linux-amd64 

curl -L -o /tmp/cordctl 

"https://github.com/opencord/cordctl/releases/download/$CORDCTL_VERSI

ON/cordctl-$CORDCTL_PLATFORM" 

sudo mv /tmp/cordctl /usr/local/bin/cordctl 

sudo chmod a+x /usr/local/bin/cordctl 

mkdir -p ~/.cord 

printf "server: localhost:30011\nusername: 

admin@opencord.org\npassword: letmein\ngrpc:\n  timeout: 10s\n" > 

~/.cord/config 

 
Install HTTP and JQ, which are a command-line HTTP client and a JSON 
processor: 

sudo apt install -y httpie jq 

 
At this point we have installed all the software needed for our SiaB deployment. 
In conclusion, we should have a single node cluster running in our server with 
system pods related to K8s, Calico and Tiller (we can check all pods are 
executing with: kubectl get pods --all-namespaces).  
 
(Optional) Once we have the necessary components, we can setup autocomplete 
for K8s command line tools (kubectl). We can do so with the following commands 
that configure it and reload the shell (its output can be ignored): 

echo "source <(kubectl completion bash)" >> ~/.bashrc && source 

~/.bashrc 

bash -l 

 
We will now proceed by downloading the CORD Helm charts needed for SEBA 
in order to install each component. To do so, we can simply create a directory 
and using git, clone the CORD chart repository: 

mkdir -p ~/cord/ 

cd ~/cord/ 

git clone https://gerrit.opencord.org/helm-charts 
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Installing Kafka. Using Helm, we can install Kafka by running: 

cd ~/cord/helm-charts 

helm repo add incubator https://charts.helm.sh/incubator 

helm install -n cord-kafka --version=0.13.3 -f examples/kafka-

single.yaml incubator/kafka 

 
Installing ONOS. Once Kafka pods are running, we can install ONOS with: 

kubectl wait pod/cord-kafka-0 --for condition=Ready --timeout=180s 

helm install -n onos onos 

 
We can confirm that the previous pods are running by executing kubectl get pod: 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# kubectl get pod 

NAME                     READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE 

cord-kafka-0             1/1     Running   1          3m28s 

cord-kafka-zookeeper-0   1/1     Running   0          3m28s 

onos-76cc95456f-bddjc    1/1     Running   0          85s 

*--all-namespaces is no longer necessary as we are not looking for the system 
pods, kube-system, which do not appear by default. 
 
Installing VOLTHA charts. We should first install the etcd cluster (version 0.8.3) 
using Helm, and once its pods are running (can be checked doing watch kubectl 
get pods or kubectl get crd | grep etcd to confirm there are in place), we can 
proceed installing on VOLTHA. 

cd ~/cord/helm-charts 

helm install -n etcd-operator stable/etcd-operator --version 0.8.3 

kubectl get crd | grep etcd 

helm repo add cord https://charts.opencord.org/ 

helm dep up voltha 

helm install -n voltha voltha --set etcd-cluster.clusterSize=1 

 
Once installed and before proceeding, we have to confirm that the etcd cluster 
and all VOLTHA pods are running: 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# kubectl get pod -n voltha 

NAME                                        READY   STATUS    

RESTARTS   AGE 

default-http-backend-798fb4f44c-7wtp9       1/1     Running   0          

14m 

freeradius-754bc76b5-kvdlr                  1/1     Running   0          

14m 

netconf-66b767bddc-fztgs                    1/1     Running   0          

14m 

nginx-ingress-controller-5d964b78d4-4db4f   1/1     Running   0          

14m 

ofagent-556cd6c978-d5mm4                    1/1     Running   0          

14m 

vcli-67c996f87d-86hnz                       1/1     Running   0          

14m 

vcore-0                                     1/1     Running   0          

14m 

voltha-6f8d7bf7b-vsmnp                      1/1     Running   1          

14m 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# kubectl get pod -l app=etcd 

NAME                      READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE 

etcd-cluster-xdmnhhxh2c   1/1     Running   0          14m 
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Installing Ponsim charts. Once VOLTHA is running, we can proceed on installing 
the PON simulator with one OLT and one ONU per OLT (both parameters can be 
changed up to 4, supporting a total of 16 ONUs). Therefore, we first deploy the 
ponnet pods and once are running, install Ponsim. We also need to set the default 
policy of the forward chain to accept using iptables command. 

helm install -n ponnet ponnet --set numOlts=1 --set numOnus=1 

~/cord/helm-charts/scripts/wait_for_pods.sh kube-system 

helm install -n ponsimv2 ponsimv2 --set numOlts=1 --set numOnus=1 

sudo iptables -P FORWARD ACCEPT 

 
Once installed we can check that the Ponsim pods of the emulated components 
(OLT, ONU and RG) are running and that the endpoint is healthy by executing: 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# kubectl -n voltha get pod -l app=ponsim 

NAME                     READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE 

olt0-fb58fb79f-wcr9d     1/1     Running   0          57s 

onu0-0-7cff594b9-24dwp   1/1     Running   0          57s 

rg0-0-69cdbf6b58-z98mk   1/1     Running   0          57s 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# http GET 

http://127.0.0.1:30125/health|jq '.state' 

"HEALTHY" 

 
Installing NEM charts. We must install the XOS core (that includes its database, 
TOSCA engine…), and the corresponding SEBA profiles with: 

helm dep update xos-core 

helm install -n xos-core xos-core 

helm dep update xos-profiles/seba-services 

helm install -n seba-services xos-profiles/seba-services 

 
K8s creates six XOS and six SEBA pods along with a SADIS pod (which is a 
server running as an intermediary gateway between ONOS and XOS). We can 
check that the new pods are running (and that the SEBA TOSCA loader is in 
Completed state) with: kubectl get pod. 
 
Installing NEM charts (2). We must install the operator workflow (for SiaB the 
AT&T one is used), and the corresponding XOS K8s service by executing:  

helm dep update workflows/att-workflow 

helm install -n att-workflow workflows/att-workflow -f configs/seba-

ponsim.yaml 

helm dep update xos-profiles/base-kubernetes 

helm install -n base-kubernetes xos-profiles/base-kubernetes 

 
K8s creates two pods for the AT&T workflow and two more for the K8s services. 
We must wait for the four new pods to be running or completed before doing the 
next step (recall that pods can be seen by executing: kubectl get pod or we can 
just wait by executing: ~/cord/helm-charts/scripts/wait_for_pods.sh). 
 
Loading TOSCA files into NEM. SEBA needs to be customized with TOSCA files 
to make it work with the emulated hardware (Ponsim and Mininet), creating a 
subscriber for each RG and setting the S/C tags: 

helm install -n ponsim-pod xos-profiles/ponsim-pod --set numOlts=1 --

set numOnus=1 
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K8s creates a pod for the Ponsim. Again, we must wait for it to be running (we 
can do it by executing: ~/cord/helm-charts/scripts/wait_for_pods.sh) 
 
(Optional) Now that XOS is running, we can access its GUI via web browser 
http://{ServerIP}:30001 with user admin@opencord.org, and password 

letmein. In addition, we can use cordctl to test it using terminal. To do so, we must 
execute the following commands indicating the server IP address: 

cordctl config -s localhost:30001 -u admin@opencord.org -p letmein > 

~/.cord/config 

 
(Optional) Once we have saved the server location and credentials, we can test 
that the AT&T workflow is working correctly, and we have an ONU pending 
authentication. Consequently, the expected terminal output is: 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# cordctl model list 

AttWorkflowDriverServiceInstance -f "authentication_state=AWAITING" 

ID    NAME    OF_DPID                OWNER_ID    SERIAL_NUMBER    

STATUS_MESSAGE                                      UNI_PORT_ID 

56            of:0000d0d3e158fede    6           PSMO00000000     ONU 

has been validated - Awaiting Authentication    128 

 
Installing Mininet. First, we must ensure that the Open vSwitch kernel module is 
loaded and install the Mininet chart using Helm: 

sudo modprobe openvswitch 

helm install -n mininet mininet --set numOlts=1 --set numOnus=1 

 
(Optional) Once Mininet is running, we can examine the Linux bridges using the 
brctl command. As shown in Fig. 4.4, we should have two bridges: pon0.0 to 
emulate the RG-ONU link and nni0 for the OLT- AGG switch link. We can check 
the four virtual Ethernet (veth) interfaces are up (plus the default Docker bridge) 
by executing: 

root@node:~/cord/helm-charts# brctl show 

bridge name bridge id  STP enabled interfaces 

docker0 8000.0242171db630 no   

nni0  8000.061e4f657f41 no  veth6dc7cdb2 

       vethaa6d2975 

pon0.0  8000.1e3b387cbbc3 no  veth06f8033c 

       veth2bbfc0ae 

 
Final configurations. To finish the SiaB installation we have to enable the PON 
bridge to forward EAPOL packets (Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN), 
and force the ONU to exchange untagged packets with the RG (configured by an 
HTTP request to the ONOS controller): 

echo 8 > /tmp/group_fwd_mask 

for BRIDGE in /sys/class/net/pon*; do sudo cp /tmp/group_fwd_mask 

$BRIDGE/bridge/group_fwd_mask; done 

http -a karaf:karaf POST \ 

http://127.0.0.1:30120/onos/v1/configuration/org.opencord.olt.impl.Ol

t defaultVlan=65535 

 
We should receive a 200 OK from the server, ending with a fully installed SiaB 
deployment pending only the configuration steps described in Section 4.4.3. 
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*This step-by-step installation guide does not cover the installation of NEM 
logging and monitoring tools. These optional tools (which require a considerable 
amount of resources) can be installed in an automated manner as indicated in 
the previous section or manually with the following commands: 

cd ~/cord/helm-charts 

helm dep update nem-monitoring 

helm install -n nem-monitoring nem-monitoring 

helm dep update logging 

helm install -n logging logging -f examples/logging-single.yaml 

 
 

B.5 SiaB Web Interfaces and CLIs access 
 
Once SiaB is running, we can access the different web interfaces and CLIs in the 
following way: 
 

▪ XOS GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:30001 with Username: 

admin@opencord.org and Password: letmein.   
 

▪ ONOS GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:30120/onos/ui with User: 

onos and Password: rocks. By default in current SiaB deployments, the 
ONOS GUI needs to be activated with the ONOS CLI as explained below.   
 

▪ VOLTHA CLI (voltha). The VOLTHA CLI is used to run commands directly 
on VOLTHA. It can be accessed using SSH on port 30110 with password 
admin, executing (to detach press Ctrl-C): 
ssh voltha@127.0.0.1 -p 30110  

 
This CLI can be used to obtain a list of physical devices (one OLT and one 
ONU in our case) with the devices command, or access directly these 
devices to retrieve its ports or flows. 
 

▪ ONOS CLI (onos). The ONOS CLI is used to run commands directly on 
the SDN controller. It can be accessed using SSH on port 30115 with 
password rocks, executing (to detach press Ctrl-D): 
ssh onos@127.0.0.1 -p 30115  

 
Similar to the VOLTHA CLI, it can also be used to list the running apps 
above it (apps -a -s), data plane flows (flows) or the devices seen from 
ONOS (again with the devices command, seeing the AGG switch and the 
VOLTHA logical device as an OpenFlow switch as well).  
 
From the ONOS CLI we can activate the ONOS web GUI, expecting the 
following output: 
onos@root > app activate gui2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Activated org.onosproject.gui2 

 
▪ Mininet CLI (mininet). We can access the mininet prompt by attaching to 

its K8s pod (Important: to detach press Ctrl-P and then Ctrl-Q):  
kubectl attach -ti deployment.apps/mininet 
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The Mininet CLI allows us to execute commands directly on the emulated 
devices (for example, to perform packet captures at switch interfaces). 

 
▪ Kibana GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:30601 with no credentials 

required. If NEM logging and monitoring tools have been installed, the 
Kibana GUI offers logs in an aggregated way. 
 
Once inside Kibana GUI, we can retrieve all the logs in the Discover Tab, 
being able to filter them depending on the contained fields such as: 
kafka_topic, levelname and message. 

 
▪ Grafana GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:31300 with Username: admin 

and Password: strongpassword. Only available if logging and monitoring 
tools have been installed, the Grafana GUI offers a view of the different 
metrics and monitoring information from the SEBA deployment. 
 
Out of the box, Grafana comes with a series of prebuilt monitoring 
dashboards in SiaB, like ONOS KPIs (that indicate the traffic that passes 
through each device port), Docker monitoring (with the CPU and memory 
usage of each container), or AAA stats (showing the successful and failed 
authentication requests). The procedure to import additional dashboards 
into Grafana’s GUI is described in Annex D.3. 
 

▪ Prometheus GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:31301 with no 

credentials. This GUI, part of the monitoring suite, allows to see the metrics 
stored by Prometheus and execute queries. Therefore, it is useful to 
examine the desired metric before creating a new Grafana dashboard. 

 
In addition, there are useful command-line tools that have been used during the 
installation. The following ones offer the most valuable commands: 
 

▪ CORD command-line tools (cordctl). Used for managing NEM through 
console, we must indicate the server location and credentials in the 
configuration file (as described in the step-by-step installation guide). It 
can be accessed directly on the shell console using the cordctl command, 
allowing to perform things like: 
 
Obtaining the XOS service inventory, including SEBA related services 
(ATT Workflow, XOS core, volt to manage PON devices...) and 
infrastructure ones (K8s, interaction with ONOS): 

cordctl service list  

 
Obtain and modify the XOS models, executing queries to the database: 

cordctl modeltype list  

 
▪ Kubernetes command-line tools (kubectl). It is a powerful tool that allows 

executing all K8s related commands. In our SiaB deployment, we will use 
it frequently to know the status of deployed pods (kubectl get pods –all-
namespaces) or attach to a certain one (like to access the Mininet CLI). 
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▪ Helm command-line tools (helm). Through Helm commands we can easily 
deploy K8s resources (with charts). As the package manager, we will often 
use helm install… or helm delete --purge… to either deploy or remove 
charts. At all times we can retrieve the deployed charts with helm ls. 

 
 

B.6 Issues Found and Tips 
 
Through this project, and after messing around with the SiaB installation based 
on CORD 7.0, we have encountered several problems. With the aim of trying to 
help in future installations, here are some of the solutions we came up with: 
 
K8s containers stuck during installation. During the installation or due to a reboot, 
sometimes a K8s pod gets stuck in an “Error” state or “CrashLoopBackOff” state. 
Usually after some time, it should restart and change to a running status. 
However, if after some time remains stuck, we can try to delete the corresponding 
helm chart (helm delete --purge <chartname>) and install it again. If the problem 
persists, it is recommended to tear down the deployment (make reset-kubeadm) 
and try again the automated installation. 
 
Evicted pods. Occasionally, when a K8s pod runs out of resources (such as disk 
space or memory) starts to kill other end-user pods (that pass to an evicted state). 
Once the necessary resources are available again, a new pod is started to take 
care of the functions of the evicted one, being a common process on K8s. 
However, to avoid seeing all the evicted pods every time kubectl get pods is 
executed, we can run the following command to erase them: 

kubectl get pods --all-namespaces -o json | jq '.items[] | 

select(.status.reason!=null) | select(.status.reason | 

contains("Evicted")) | "kubectl delete pods \(.metadata.name) -n 

\(.metadata.namespace)"' | xargs -n 1 bash -c 

 
Broken packages on performing the automated installation. If SiaB make file is 
not updated or there are unmet dependencies, errors as the following can appear: 

The following packages have unmet dependencies: 

 kubeadm : Depends: kubernetes-cni (= 0.7.5) 

 kubelet : Depends: kubernetes-cni (= 0.7.5) 

E: Unable to correct problems, you have held broken packages. 

Makefile:118: recipe for target '/usr/bin/kubeadm' failed 

make: *** [/usr/bin/kubeadm] Error 100 

 
In our case, we have manually updated the makefile script to solve the founded 
misconfigurations. In case some recursive error appears during the automated 
installation, we can use the exact make files from this thesis (available at [137]) 
instead of the default ones provided by the ONF. Therefore, we can clone them 
and then follow the automated guide: 

git clone https://github.com/marcllena/automation-tools/ 

 
However, is not sure that our updated makefile will continue to work in the future 
(as charts could be migrated to Helm newest version, v3). For this reason, our 
recommendation is to first try the one specified in the automated installation (and 
obtained from the SiaB official installation guide [72]). 
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ANNEX C. COMAC-IN-A-BOX INSTALLATION 
 
Just like SiaB, CiaB can be installed either in a server running in CloudLab or in 
a local VM as long as it fulfills the requirements (at least four CPU cores, 8 GB of 
RAM and 30 GB of disk space). However, CiaB uses certain processor 
instructions that some hypervisors do not allow the VM to use (as described in 
Annex C.4), so our recommendation is to install it using CloudLab. The steps to 
create the necessary infrastructure for it are the same than the ones described 
previously (Annex B.1 for CloudLab and Annex B.2 for deploying it locally). 
However, the Linux kernel 4.15 or higher is required for OAI, so in this case the 
operating system for CiaB should be Ubuntu 18.04 instead of the 16.04 version. 
For this reason, in CloudLab we should select the “One-PC-Ubuntu-18.04” 
profile, or if we chose to install it locally, the Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS server ISO.  
 
 

C.1 CiaB Automated Installation 
 
The process to install CiaB using a make file is similar to the one described with 
SiaB, with the only difference that Ansible is used to deploy some components. 
First, we must update the package lists on Ubuntu and check that Git is installed. 

sudo apt-get update  

git --version 

 
Once done this, we have to clone the automation tools and launch the one 
corresponding to CiaB. In a similar way than SiaB, we can edit the file to specify 
the versions of the OMEC vEPC components that we want to install: 

sudo su 

mkdir -p ~/cord 

cd ~/cord 

git clone https://gerrit.opencord.org/automation-tools 

cd automation-tools/comac-in-a-box 

make   

 
Once the automated process has concluded (usually after 20 minutes more or 
less), we should check that all OMEC pods are running and the two jobs (which 
are related to the HSS database initialization) are in completed state: 

root@node:~/cord/automation-tools/comac-in-a-box# kubectl get pods -n 

omec 

NAME                      READY   STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE 

cassandra-0               1/1     Running     0          57m 

hss-0                     1/1     Running     0          57m 

job-hss-bootstrap-998ss   0/1     Completed   0          57m 

job-hss-db-sync-pflql     0/1     Completed   0          57m 

mme-0                     5/5     Running     0          57m 

spgwc-0                   1/1     Running     0          57m 

spgwu-0                   4/4     Running     0          55m 

 
Due to the current development of the project, the CORD platform components 
are not automatically installed (as there are not fully integrated into CiaB). Despite 
there are not necessary for the current version, if we want to deploy them anyway 
the steps are described in Annex C.3.  
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As mentioned, the first make command only installs the OMEC vEPC 
components and not the complete CiaB architecture. The pending emulated UE 
and eNB can be installed in an automated way too by running:  

make test 

 
After installing OAI, the make file waits for the UE to get an IP address and 
performs several connectivity tests. These tests consist in pinging the SGi 
network gateway and pinging both Google DNS server (8.8.8.8) and domain 
(google.com). If the tests succeed, the message “Finished to test” is prompted, 
and we end up with a CiaB deployment with E2E connectivity. If we check again 
the K8s pods, we can confirm that the eNB and UE pods are running along with 
the completed UE setup job: 

root@node:~/cord/automation-tools/comac-in-a-box# kubectl get pods -n 

omec 

NAME                      READY   STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE 

cassandra-0               1/1     Running     0          67m 

enb-0                     1/1     Running     0          64s 

hss-0                     1/1     Running     0          67m 

job-hss-bootstrap-xg8bx   0/1     Completed   0          67m 

job-hss-db-sync-gkx6z     0/1     Completed   0          67m 

mme-0                     5/5     Running     0          67m 

spgwc-0                   1/1     Running     0          67m 

spgwu-0                   4/4     Running     0          65m 

ue-0                      1/1     Running     0          64s 

ue-setup-if-mj8zc         0/1     Completed   0          73s 

 
 

C.2 CiaB Step-by-step Installation 
 
Instead of performing an automated installation, a manual deployment of CiaB is 
equally possible. As we did with SiaB, we will assume as the starting point for the 
installation guide an empty machine running Ubuntu 18.04 with root access on 
shell as the one created with CloudLab. For the installation, Docker, Kubernetes 
and Helm are needed. 
 
Kubespray. To easily deploy K8s, CiaB employs Kubespray. So, the first step is 
downloading Kubespray (in our case Release v2.11) from its GitHub repository: 

cd ${HOME} 

git clone https://github.com/kubernetes-incubator/kubespray.git -b 

release-2.11 

 
Kubespray. Once downloaded, we must set up a Python virtual environment to 
run it. To do so, we should execute: 

sudo apt update 

sudo apt install -y software-properties-common python-pip 

sudo pip install virtualenv 

virtualenv ${HOME}/venv/ciab           

source ${HOME}/venv/ciab/bin/activate 
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K8s. We can then run Kubespray to setup a K8s node. By executing an Ansible 
playbook, it automates the deployment of Docker, K8s and Helm along with the 
Multus network plugin: 

cd ${HOME}/kubespray 

pip install -r requirements.txt 

ansible-playbook -b -i inventory/local/hosts.ini \ 

-e "{'override_system_hostname' : False, 'disable_swap' : True}" \ 

-e "{'docker_version' : 18.09}" \ 

-e "{'docker_iptables_enabled' : True}" \ 

-e "{'kube_version' : v1.15.3}" \ 

-e "{'kube_network_plugin_multus' : True, 'multus_version' : v3.2}" \ 

-e "{'kube_proxy_metrics_bind_address' : 0.0.0.0:10249}" \ 

-e "{'kube_pods_subnet' : 192.168.0.0/17, 'kube_service_addresses' : 

192.168.128.0/17}" \ 

-e "{'kube_apiserver_node_port_range' : 2000-36767}" \ 

-e "{'kubeadm_enabled': True}" \ 

-e "{'kube_feature_gates' : [SCTPSupport=True]}" \ 

-e "{'kubelet_custom_flags' : [--allowed-unsafe-sysctls=net.*]}" \ 

-e "{'dns_min_replicas' : 1}" \ 

-e "{'helm_enabled' : True, 'helm_version' : v2.17.0}" cluster.yml 

deactivate 

mkdir -p ${HOME}/.kube 

sudo cp -f /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf ${HOME}/.kube/config 

sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) ${HOME}/.kube/config 

 
Helm. Then, we must initialize Helm, add two chart repositories to it, and install 
HTTP (a command-line HTTP client) and JQ (a JSON processor): 

helm init --wait --client-only 

helm repo add incubator https://charts.helm.sh/incubator  

helm repo add cord https://charts.opencord.org 

sudo apt install -y jq 

 
CNI. To finish with the deployment requirements, we must install the additional 
CNI plugins by running:  

cd ${HOME} 

git clone https://gerrit.opencord.org/automation-tools 

sudo cp ${HOME}/automation-tools/comac-in-a-box/resources/simpleovs 

/opt/cni/bin/ 

mkdir -p /tmp/cni-plugins 

cd /tmp/cni-plugins 

wget 

https://github.com/containernetworking/plugins/releases/download/v0.8

.2/cni-plugins-linux-amd64-v0.8.2.tgz 

tar xvfz cni-plugins-linux-amd64-v0.8.2.tgz 

sudo cp /tmp/cni-plugins/static /opt/cni/bin/ 

 
Open vSwitch. We then need to install OVS, and set up two bridges for the 
emulated data plane: 

sudo apt install -y openvswitch-switch 

sudo ovs-vsctl --may-exist add-br br-enb-net 

sudo ovs-vsctl --may-exist add-port br-enb-net enb -- set Interface 

enb type=internal 

sudo ip addr add 192.168.251.4/24 dev enb 

sudo ip link set enb up 

sudo ethtool --offload enb tx off 

sudo ip route replace 192.168.252.0/24 via 192.168.251.1 dev enb 
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Quagga. Next, we must set up a Quagga pod to act as a router. To do so, we 
simply apply the configuration provided by COMAC by running: 

kubectl apply -f ${HOME}/automation-tools/comac-in-a-

box/resources/router.yaml 

kubectl wait pod -n default --for=condition=Ready -l app=router --

timeout=300s 

kubectl -n default exec router ip route add 10.250.0.0/16 via 

192.168.250.3 

kubectl delete net-attach-def sgi-net 

 
At this stage we should have a full operational K8s deployment. We can confirm 
this by running: kubectl get pods --all-namespaces, expecting all default and 
kube-system pods running. 
 
OMEC Configuration. We can then proceed to install OMEC charts, deploying the 
vEPC as K8s pods. However, we must first rewrite some values of the charts to 
ensure OMEC works correctly with OAI. For instance, we must indicate the 
subscriber parameters of the UE that will be added to the HSS database: 

cd ${HOME} 

cat >> omec-values.yaml << EOF 

resources: 

  enabled: false 

cassandra: 

  config: 

    cluster_size: 1 

    seed_size: 1 

config: 

  spgwu: 

    mode: "af_packet" 

    name: "oaisim" 

    sriov: 

      enabled: false 

    hugepage: 

      enabled: false 

    cniPlugin: simpleovs 

    ipam: static 

  mme: 

    cfgFiles: 

      config.json: 

        mme: 

          mcc: 

            dig1: 2 

            dig2: 0 

            dig3: 8 

          mnc: 

            dig1: 0 

            dig2: 1 

            dig3: -1 

  hss: 

    bootstrap: 

      key: "465b5ce8b199b49faa5f0a2ee238a6bc" 

      opc: "d4416644f6154936193433dd20a0ace0" 

      users: 

        - imsiStart: "208014567891201" 

          msisdnStart: "1122334455" 

          count: 10 

EOF 
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OMEC and OAI Charts. The necessary Helm charts can be downloaded from our 
own repository with the following commands:  

cd ${HOME} 

mkdir cord; cd cord;  

git clone https://github.com/marcllena/helm-charts 

cd ${HOME}/cord/helm-charts 

 
OMEC Deployment. We can then install OMEC control plane from our charts with 
Helm: 

helm upgrade --install omec-control-plane omec-control-plane --

namespace omec --values ${HOME}/omec-values.yaml  

 
After some time, and once all OMEC control plane pods are running (can be 
checked with: kubectl get pods -n omec), we can install its data plane: 

helm upgrade --install --namespace omec --values ${HOME}/omec-

values.yaml omec-user-plane omec-user-plane  

 
At this stage, we should be at the same point that if we had used the make 
command of the automated installation, with all OMEC pods in running state. 
 
Now the remaining steps are the ones equivalent to the make test command, and 
as stated there, CORD platform charts are not installed by default (we assume 
that due to ongoing work converging CiaB with NEM). Therefore, there are not 
needed for our deployment but, if necessary, can be installed following the steps 
described in Annex C.4. 
 
OAI Images. First, we must clone and build an OAI repository especially adapted 
for CiaB. This process can last several minutes as it compiles the entire OAI 
project and its images, which are necessary to build the emulated eNB and UE. 

cd ${HOME} 

git clone https://github.com/opencord/openairinterface.git 

cd ${HOME}/openairinterface 

sudo docker build . --target lte-uesoftmodem \ 

    --build-arg build_base=omecproject/oai-base:1.0.0 \ 

    --file Dockerfile.ue \ 

    --tag omecproject/lte-uesoftmodem:1.0.0 

 

OAI Deployment. Finally, we can install the OAI eNB and UE pods with Helm by 
running: 

sudo ip addr add 127.0.0.2/8 dev lo 

mme_iface=$(ip -4 route list default | awk -F 'dev' '{ print $2; exit 

}' | awk '{ print $1 }') 

cd ${HOME}/cord/helm-charts 

helm upgrade --install --namespace omec oaisim oaisim --set 

config.enb.networks.s1_mme.interface=${mme_iface} 

 
Once OAI has been installed, we can check that the eNB and UE pods are 
running by executing: kubectl get pods -n omec. We must then wait for about 10 
seconds, as the UE needs some time to attach the network (authenticating itself 
to be granted access). After this point, we should have E2E connectivity in the 
CiaB deployment. 
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C.3 Adding CORD platform and interfaces 
 
Before deploying OAI in CiaB, we can add the CORD platform components (like 
NEM, monitoring tools and ONOS) configured with the COMAC profile. To do so, 
we must first download CORD platform charts and install them using Helm: 
cd ${HOME}/cord/ 

git clone https://gerrit.opencord.org/cord-platform 

cd cord-platform 

helm dep update cord-platform 

helm upgrade --install cord-platform cord-platform --set etcd-

operator.enabled=false 

 
The installed components comprise several pods named after XOS (core, GUI…) 
and CORD platform (ELK stack, Kafka…). Once all pods are running and jobs 
are completed (must be checked with: kubectl get pods), we can proceed by 
installing the COMAC profile (than includes previous services related to M-CORD 
that have not been adapted to CiaB).  
 
To facilitate the installation, we have added the profile charts to our own chart 
repository. For this reason, if we have opted for the automated installation (if we 
have performed the manual, we will already have them), we must clone them: 
git clone https://github.com/marcllena/helm-charts 

 
Then we can install COMAC profile by executing: 
cd ${HOME}/cord/helm-charts 

helm upgrade --install comac comac --set mcord 

services.fabric.enabled=false --set mcord 

services.progran.enabled=false 

 
Once the K8s pods are in running state we can proceed with the OAI installation, 
either automated (with make test) or step by step (with the OAI Image). 
 
After adding the CORD platform components to CiaB, the following GUIs are 
available: 
 

▪ XOS GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:30001 with User: 

admin@opencord.org and Password: letmein. As the current version of 
CiaB has not been integrated with NEM, the XOS GUI provides only a 
limited functionality. For this reason, the advantage of using this GUI is 
reduced only to obtain information about K8s pods (in the Kubernetes tab). 
As ONOS is still not used as there is no emulated fabric in this version, 
some errors might appear for the running ONOS apps. Due to the ongoing 
convergence of broadband and mobile access, the Mcord tab does not 
show the correct information about CiaB subscribers and services.  
 

▪ ONOS GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:30120/onos/ui with User: 

onos and Password: rocks. As there is no fabric controlled by ONOS yet, 
this GUI can be accessed but remains useless. 

 
▪ Kibana GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:30601 with no credentials 

required. Once inside, we can retrieve all CiaB logs in the Discover Tab. 
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▪ Grafana GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:31300 with Username: admin 

and Password: strongpassword. Even though the default Grafana 
dashboards are designed for SiaB, some ones (like Node Exporter or 
Docker Monitoring) can be useful to monitor the resources consumed by 
our CiaB deployment. 

 
▪ Prometheus GUI. URL: http://{ServerIP}:31301 with no 

credentials required. As with SiaB, the Prometheus GUI can be used to 
retrieve all the metrics stored that are available for the Grafana 
dashboards. 

 
 

C.4 Issues Found and Tips 
 
As we did with SiaB, the different errors and issues encountered during CiaB v1.0 
deployments have been grouped in this section: 
 
Ping suddenly stops working. After performing several CiaB deployments as part 
of the thesis and testing the installation, we have noticed that in rare occasions 
the UE lost connectivity. By examining K8s logs, we spotted that this happened 
always after a spgwu pod restart (caused by the cpiface container). After 
analyzing its probable causes (which seemed to be an error with latest S/P-GW 
version), we decided to hardcode OMEC image versions in our Helm chart 
repository. Until now, this error has not reoccurred once we have stopped using 
the latest container images. 
 
UE is not attaching to the network. Very rarely when the OAISIM chart is 
deployed, the emulated UE is not granted an IP address, leading to a connectivity 
failure. After checking UE parameters and logs, seems the UE camps correctly 
at the eNB but does not receives the order to establish the EPS bearer (could be 
likely caused by a timer expired). In any case, can be solved by deploying again 
the OAISIM chart with: 

helm delete --purge oaisim  

cd ~/cord/helm-charts/ 

helm upgrade --install --namespace omec oaisim oaisim --set 

config.enb.networks.s1_mme.interface=${mme_iface} 

 
OMEC pods on Error State. While attempting the installation of CiaB in a local 
VM created with VirtualBox, we noticed that two pods (spgwc-0 and spgwu-0) 
become stuck on error state. After analyzing pods logs, we have figured out that 
both require a CPU instruction set (named F16C, which is used for conversion 
between half and single precision number formats) that cannot be accessed from 
the guest machine. Despite this instruction set is supported by the majority of 
current processors, actual Virtual Box versions do not allow guests to access this 
instruction set (as can be seen inside the VM by executing: sudo lshw -class 
processor). Until Virtual Box adds F16C support, the only alternative is to try with 
other hypervisors (in our case, we have moved to Parallels Desktop which 
supports F16C instructions) or deploy CiaB in a CloudLab experiment (whose 
creation process is described in Annex B.1).  
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Unable to locate headers on building OAI image. If the installed Linux headers 
and image are not currently available, the system will show a message after the 
docker build command (E: Unable to locate package linux-headers-…). In our 
local deployment, this issue was solved by updating image and headers (from 
version 4.15.0-108-generic to 4.15.0-20-generic) and rebooting, which can be 
done with the following commands: 

apt-get update 

apt install linux-image-4.15.0-20-generic 

apt install linux-headers-4.15.0-20-generic 

reboot 

 
Manually installing previous CORD charts. Charts are typically obtained by 
cloning the Helm charts git repository from OpenCord (available at [107]). 
However, at the time of this project (and probably due to COMAC development) 
some of them were not available (as the COMAC platform or OMEC ones). For 
this reason, we decided to make our own chart repository ([109]) and use it for 
this thesis. Having said that, charts can also be downloaded directly from 
OpenCord web using the wget command. For instance, the commands to obtain 
and install the COMAC charts would be the following ones:  

cd ${HOME}/cord/helm-charts 

wget https://charts.opencord.org/comac-1.0.0.tgz 

tar -zxvf comac-1.0.0.tgz  

rm comac-1.0.0.tgz 

helm upgrade --install comac comac --set mcord-

services.fabric.enabled=false --set mcord-

services.progran.enabled=false 

  
Errors performing the automated installation. If CiaB makefile is not updated, 
small misconfigurations can lead to failures in the automated deployment. Just 
like SiaB, we have corrected the makefiles (changing the Helm version and 
updating the incubator repository location) and made them available in our 
repository ([137]). However, and as mentioned previously in Annex B.6, we 
recommend first trying the ones developed by the ONF ([99], that should be 
updated frequently), and in case of a recursive error, try with our repository. 
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ANNEX D. INFORMATION FOR P4 INTEGRATION 
INTO SIAB 

 

D.1 ONOS Network Configuration File 
 
netcfg.json (Also available at [102]):  

{ 

  "apps" : { 

    "org.opencord.kafka" : { 

      "kafka" : { 

        "bootstrapServers" : "cord-

kafka.default.svc.cluster.local:9092"       } 

    }, 

    "org.opencord.dhcpl2relay" : { 

      "dhcpl2relay" : { 

        "dhcpServerConnectPoints" : [ "device:agg1" ], 

        "useOltUplinkForServerPktInOut" : false       } 

    }, 

    "org.opencord.aaa" : { 

      "AAA" : { 

        "radiusSecret" : "SECRET", 

        "radiusConnectionType" : "socket", 

        "radiusHost" : "freeradius.voltha.svc.cluster.local", 

        "radiusServerPort" : "1812"       } 

    }, 

    "org.onosproject.provider.lldp" : { 

      "suppression" : { 

        "deviceTypes" : [ "ROADM", "OTN", "FIBER_SWITCH", 

"OPTICAL_AMPLIFIER", "OLS", "TERMINAL_DEVICE" ], 

        "annotation" : "{\"no-lldp\":null}"       } 

    }, 

    "org.opencord.sadis" : { 

      "bandwidthprofile" : { 

        "integration" : { 

          "url" : "http://sadis-service:8000/bandwidthprofiles/%s", 

          "cache" : { 

            "maxsize" : 40, 

            "enabled" : true, 

            "ttl" : "PT1m"           } 

        } 

      }, 

      "sadis" : { 

        "integration" : { 

          "url" : "http://sadis-service:8000/subscriber/%s", 

          "cache" : { 

            "maxsize" : 1000, 

            "ttl" : "PT300S"           } 

        } 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

  "ports" : { 

     "device:agg1/1" : { 

       "interfaces" : [ ], 

       "hostLearning" : { 

         "enabled" : true        } 

     }, 

     "device:agg1/2" : { 

       "interfaces" : [ ], 
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       "hostLearning" : { 

         "enabled" : false        } 

     } 

  }, 

  "links" : { }, 

  "regions" : { }, 

  "devices" : { 

    "device:agg1" : { 

      "segmentrouting" : { 

        "ipv4NodeSid" : 17, 

        "name" : "leaf_1", 

        "ipv4Loopback" : "192.168.0.201", 

        "adjacencySids" : [ ], 

        "isEdgeRouter" : true, 

        "routerMac" : "00:00:02:01:06:01"       }, 

      "basic" : { 

        "managementAddress" : "grpc://mininet-bmv2-

stratum:50001?device_id=1", 

        "driver" : "stratum-bmv2", 

        "name" : "leaf_1", 

        "pipeconf" : "org.onosproject.pipelines.fabric"       } 

    }, 

    "of:0000d0d3e158fede" : { 

      "classifiers" : [ { 

        "ethernet-type" : "LLDP", 

        "target-queue" : 0       }, { 

        "ethernet-type" : "BDDP", 

        "target-queue" : 0       } ], 

      "basic" : { 

        "name" : "PONSIM OLT 0"       } 

    } 

  }, 

  "layouts" : { }, 

  "hosts" : { } 

} 

 
 

D.2 Finding out the BMv2 gRPC server IP address 
 
As the IPs in the Mininet topology are not hardcoded, the address of BMv2 eth0 
may not be the same in all deployments. We can easily obtain it from the Mininet 
CLI, which in the case of the BMv2 chart can be accessed with the command: 

kubectl attach -ti deployment.apps/mininet-bmv2 

 
Once attached, we can obtain the address (in our case 192.168.0.54) that 
corresponds to eth0 of the BMv2 switch (agg1) with the following command: 

mininet> agg1 ifconfig eth0 | grep inet | awk '{print $2}' 

192.168.0.54 

 
 

D.3 Importing a Grafana Dashboard 
 
To import a new dashboard from the Grafana GUI, we must select the option 
“Import dashboard” at the right of the dashboard list. We can then paste the 
Dashboard JSON (that defines its layout and panels). The file corresponding to 
our dashboard (SiaB_Monitoring_Dashboard.json) can be found at [102]. 
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ANNEX E. FILES FOR CIAB RAN ENHANCEMENT 
 
E.1 Developed code for automating OAI MultiUE configuration 
 
Part of the code from oaisim4/templates/configmap-ue.yaml (complete version 
available at [109]):  
#/////////////////////////////////…////////////////////////////////// 

{{- range .Values.config.oai.ues}} 

UE{{.ue}}: { 

  USER: { 

        IMEI={{.imei | quote }}; 

        MANUFACTURER="OAISIM"; 

        MODEL="OAISIM"; 

        PIN="0000"; 

  }; 

  SIM: { 

        MSIN={{.msin | quote }}; 

        USIM_API_K={{.api_key | quote }}; 

        OPC={{.opc | quote }}; 

        MSISDN={{.msisdn | quote }}; 

  }; 

  HPLMN= {{ $plmn }}; 

  UCPLMN_LIST = (); 

  OPLMN_LIST = ({{ $plmn }}); 

  OCPLMN_LIST = (); 

  FPLMN_LIST = (); 

  EHPLMN_LIST= (); 

}; 

{{- end }} 

#/////////////////////////////////…////////////////////////////////// 

 
 

E.2 Exemplar values for MultiUE deployment 
 
Part of code corresponding to oaisim4/values.yaml (also available at [109]): 
#/////////////////////////////////…////////////////////////////////// 

oai: 

  num_ues: 3 # Number of UEs emulated with OAISIM 

  ues: 

    - ue: 0 # UE parameters hereunder 

      imei: "356113022094149" 

      msin: "4567891201" 

      api_key: "465b5ce8b199b49faa5f0a2ee238a6bc" 

      opc: "d4416644f6154936193433dd20a0ace0" 

      msisdn: "1122334455" 

    - ue: 1 

      imei: "356113022094150" 

      msin: "4567891202" 

      api_key: "465b5ce8b199b49faa5f0a2ee238a6bc" 

      opc: "d4416644f6154936193433dd20a0ace0" 

      msisdn: "1122334456" 

    - ue: 2 

      imei: "356113022094151" 

      msin: "4567891203" 

      api_key: "465b5ce8b199b49faa5f0a2ee238a6bc" 

      opc: "d4416644f6154936193433dd20a0ace0" 

      msisdn: "1122334457"
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